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ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION

IN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic priority claim is identified in the

Application Data Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by reference

under 37 CFR 1.57.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001| Thedisclosure relates to a method and mobile communication terminal for

performing a specific function when a mobile communication terminal is activated, and more

particularly to a method and mobile communication terminal for performing various functions

according to the number ofpresses or a press time of a button for switching from an inactive

state to an active state.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Recently, various terminals, for example, such as smart phones, mobile phones,

personaldigital assistants (PDAs), and web pads, having not only communication functions but

also various other functions have comeinto wide use. These terminals have rapidly been

generalized because not only can an environmentidentical or similar to a desktop computer be

implemented anytime and anywhere on the above-described terminals, but they also include a

telephone function.

[0003] At present, in order to operate a corresponding function among various functions

included in a terminal such as those described above, a certain operation should be performed in

a state in which the terminalis in an active state, that is, in a state in which a display is turned on.

In addition, in order to add a certain function, an interface or button for performing the function

should be added to the terminal. For example,it is possible to transmit a rescue signal indicating

an emergency or urgent situation by pressing an emergency button only when the emergency

button for the urgentsituation is separately added.

[0004] On the other hand, users of the terminals described above perform operations of

habitually taking out and activating the terminals on the move or in a standby state while

carrying the terminals.

IPR2019-00614 Page 00010
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SUMMARY

[0005] According to an embodiment, there is provided a mobile communication terminal

comprising: a display unit including a touch screen capable of receiving user’s input through the

touch screen for controlling the mobile communication terminal; a memory unit; a

communication unit; and an activation sensing unit, wherein the activation sensing unit detects a

change from an inactive state of the mobile communication terminalto an active state of the

mobile communication terminal, wherein the inactive state is defined that the display unit being

turned off while the mobile communication terminal being communicable and the activestate is

defined that the display unit being turned on while the mobile communication terminal being

communicable, wherein the mobile communication terminal performs a predetermined operation

by an application of the mobile communication terminal when the activation sensing unit detects

the change from the inactive state to the active state.

(0006) According to an another embodiment, there is provided a method for performing a

specific function when a mobile communication terminalis activated, the method comprising:

sensing a change from an inactive state of the mobile communication terminalto an active state

of the mobile communication terminal, whercin the inactive state is defined that a display unit

being turned off while the mobile communication terminal being communicable, wherein the

active state is defined that a display unit being turned on while the mobile communication

terminal being communicable; and performing a predetermined operation by an application of

the mobile communication terminal when the mobile communication terminal changes from the

inactive state to the active state.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

(0007) Embodiments are described in further detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings. It should be understood that various aspects of the drawings may have

been exaggerated for clarity:

[0008] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an external appearance of a mobile communication

terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0009] FIG.2 is a diagrarn illustrating an example ofan operation of the mobile

communication terminal when an activation button has been pressed according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

(0010) FIGS. 3A and 3B are block diagramsillustrating the operation of the mobile
4-
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communication terminal according to an embodimentof the present invention;

[OO11| PIGS. 4A and 4B are block diagramsillustrating the operation of the mobile

communication terminal according to another embodimentofthe present invention;

(0012) FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the operation of the mobile communication

terminal accordingto still another embodimentof the present invention; and

(0013) FIG. 6 is a diagramillustrating a configuration ofa service providing system (server)

for cnabling a specific function to be operated when the mobile communication terminal

activated according to an embadiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] Inthe following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying

drawingsthat show, by way ofillustration, specific embodiments in which the invention may be

practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art

to practice the invention. It is to be understood that the various embodiments ofthe invention,

although different, are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, a particular feature,

structure, or characteristic described herein in connection with one embodiment may be

implemented within other embodiments without departing from the spirit and scope of the

present invention, Also, it is to be understood that the positions or arrangements of individual

elements in the embodiment may be changed without separating the spirit and scopeofthe

present invention. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting

sense, and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the appended claims that should

be appropriately interpreted along with the full range of equivalents to which the claimsare

entitled. In the drawings, like reference numerals identify like or similar elements or functions

through the several views,

[0015] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be explained in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawing so that those skilled in the art can easily practice the

invention.

Terms

[0016] The term “mobile communication terminal” used herein refers to a digital device that

includes a memory means and a microprocessor with computing capability as in a mobile phone,

a navigation system, a web pad, a PDA, a workstation, a personal computer (for example, a

-3-
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notebock computer orthe like) as a digital device including wired/wireless communication

functions or other functions. Although an example of the mobile communication terminal (for

example, a mobile phone) will be described in part of this specification, the present invention is

not limited thereto.

[0017] The term “inactive state’ used herein refers to a state in which the mobile

communication terminal is communicable but a display screen is turned off. Even when the

display screen 1s turned off, a predetermined function (for example, a music play function or the

like} is operable. As described above, the term “inactive state” used herein refers to a concept

encompassing states in which the display screen is turned off, regardless of whether or not the

mobile communication terminal performs a predetermined operation. However, a state in which

the mobile communication terminal is completely turned off is excluded.

[0018] The term “active state” used herein refers to a state in which the display screen of the

mobile communication terminalis turned on. Switching from the “inactive state” to the “active

state” refers to switching of the display screen from the OFFstate to the ON state, regardless of

information displayed on the display screen in the ON state. For example, the mobile

communication terminal can be determined to be in the “active state” even when only a lock

screen is displayed.

Mobile Communication Terminal

[0019] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an external appearance of the mobile communication

terminal according to an embodimentof the present invention.

[0020] Referring to FIG. 1, the mobile communication terminal 100 according to this

embodiment can include a display unit 110 and an activation button 120. The mobile

communication terminal 100 can further include a camera 130.

[0021] Although the display unit 110 is provided on the front side of a frame constituting the

mobile communication terminal 100, the activation button 120 is provided on a lowerpart ofthe

display unit 110, and the camera 130 is provided on an upperpart of the display unit 110 as

illustrated in FIG. 1, other forms may be configured. For example, the display unit 110 need not

necessarily be formed on the entire surface of the mobile communication terminal 100. Thatis,

the display unit 110 is only required to be formed onat least part of the mobile communication

terminal 100, and the activation button 120 is only required to be formed onapart different from

that of the display unit 110. In addition, the camera 130 can be formed onthe other side on

4.
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whichthe display unit 110 is not previded in the mobile communication terminal 100.

[0022] The display unit 110 displays various information regarding operation states of the

mobile communication terminal 100, and also displays an interface for a user's input if the

mobile communication terminal 100 drives a touch screen. In general, if a state in which the

user's operation on the mobile communication terminal 100 is absent continues for a

predetermined period of time, the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state.

The user's operation refers to an input through the interface displayed on the display unit 110, an

operation through the button 120, or an operation through a function key (for example, a volume

control key or the like). A condition in which the inactive state is reached can be set by the user.

For example, the condition can be set using a setting menu through the interface displayed on the

display unit 110. On the other hand, the state can be switched to the inactive state by pressing

another butten (for example, an ON/OFF button) provided on the mobile communication

terminal 100. For example, the mobile communication terminal 100 can be completely turned off

if the ON/OFFbutton is pressed for a long time when the mobile communication terminal 100 is

in the active state, but the mobile communication terminal 100 can be in the inactive state as a

communicable state in which a phone call can be received if the ON/OFF button is pressed for a

short time.

[0023]§The activation button 120 is mcans for switching the mobile communication terminal

100 from the inactive state to the active state. That is, if the user presses the activation button 120

when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, switching to the active state

is performed. FIG. | illustrates a state in which a lock screen is displayed on the display unit 110

after pressing the activation button 120 when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the

inactive state. However, the activation button 120 can function as means for another operation

(for example, means for moving to a standby screen while a certain operation state is displayed

on the display unit 110 or means for displaying a list of programs currently being operated).

[0024] According to an embodiment of the present invention, if the user presses the

activation button 120 when the mobile communication terminal 100 13 in the inactive state, the

mobile communication terminal 100 performs a predetermined operation in addition to switching

to the active state. For example, image information 1s displayed on a lock screen ofthe display

unit 110 when the predetermined operation is being performed. The image informationis

displayed on a lock screen of the display unit when the predetermined operation is being

performed. The lock screen 1s configured to be displayed when the mobile communication

-5-
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terminal 100 changes from the inactive state to the active state. The display unit 110 can provide

an unlock meanson a part of the display unit 110 when the predetermined operation is being

performed.

[0025] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the user can set

an operation to be performed by pressing the activation button 120. For example, an operation of

the mobile communication terminal 100 connected to the activation button 120 can beset using a

setting menu through the interface displayed on the display unit 110. In addition, according to an

embodiment of the present invention, an operation which differs according to the number of

presses or a press time of the activation button 120 can be performed when the mobile

communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state. For example, a first operation can be set to

be performedif the activation button 120 is pressed once, and a second operation can be set to be

performedif the activation button 120 is continuously pressed three times. In addition, as another

example, the first operation can be set to be performedif the activation button 120 is pressed

once for a short time, and the second operation can be set to be performed if the activation button

120 is pressed once for a long time. The mobile communication terminal 120 can include a

predetermined clock circuit or timer to calculate the cumulative numberof continuous presses of

the activation button 120 and measure a period of time for which the activation button 120 is

pressed, For example, the number ofpresses is determined to be two if the activation button 120

is re-pressed within a threshold time after one press. If the activation button 120 is pressed for

the threshold time or more, a long press of the activation button 120 can be determined.

Operations capable ofbeing performed by pressing the activation button 120 in the inactive state

will be described later.

[0026] According to an embodimentofthe present invention, a sub-display unit 121 can be

provided on the activation button 120. Information regarding an operation to be performed by

pressing the activation button 120 can be displayed on the sub-display unit 121. Various types

such as a shape, a character, a graphic, and color can be displayed. When the display type is the

shape, a circle, a triangle, a rectangle, a hexagon,or the like can be displayed. For cxample, the

circle can be displayed on the sub-display unit 121 whenthe first operation is set to be performed

by pressing the activation button 120, and the triangle can be displayed on the sub-display unit

121 whenthe second operationis set to be performed by pressing the activation button 120, and

vice versa. A display type of the sub-display unit 121 and a correspondencerelationship between

operations and displays can also be set by the user. For example, the user can select the first
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operation as the operation to be performed by pressing the activation button 120 from a setting

menu and select the triangle as the display type of the sub-display unit 121 of the activation

button 120. Accordingly, the user can recognize that the first operation is performed when the

user has pressed the activation button 120 because the triangle is displayed on the sub-display

unit 121leven when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactivestate.

(0027) Although the sub-display unit 121 can be implemented by a general display such as

liquid crystal, a liquid crystal display (LCD), or a light emitting diode (LED), the present

invention is not limited thereto.

[0028] An operation of controlling driving of the display unit 110 and the sub-display unit

121 can be performedin the same processor and the same methodorin different processors and

different methods.

(0029) Hereinafter, various embodiments for operations of the mobile communication

terminal 100 capable of being performed by pressing the activation button 120 will be described.

Operations through Activation Button

[0030] Operations to be described below can be performed by pressing the activation button

120 when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, and set by the user.

The operations described below are only examples. Of course, other operations can be performed

by pressing the activation button 120.

1. Camera Activation Function

(0031) When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the camera 130

provided in the mobile communication terminal 100 can be activated by pressing the activation

button 120, and a screen currently imaged by the camera 130 can be displayed on the display unit

110,

[0032] FIG,2 is a diagram illustrating an example in which the camera 130 is activated after

the activation button 120 is pressed and an imaged sceneis displayed on the display unit 110.

2. Health Scnsing and Health Information Transmission Functions

[0033] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the health

sensing function can be driven, so that sensed health information can be transmitted to a medical

authority such as a doctor or a protector.

[0034] FIGS. 3A and 3B are block diagrams of the mobile communication terminal 100

illustrating the above-described functions.FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate functional block diagrams
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illustrating the above-described functions of the mobile communication terminal 100.

|0035| Referring to FIG. 3A, the mobile communication terminal 100 can include an

activation sensing unit 310, a health sensing unit320, and a health information transmission unit

330.

[0036] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the activation

sensing unit 310 senses whetheror not the user has pressed the activation button 120,

[0037] The health sensing unit 320 is operated when the activation sensing unit 310 has

sensed that the activation button 120 has been pressed, and senses a health state of the userin

various methods.

[0033] FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustrating an example of the health sensing unit 320.

Referring to FIG. 3B, the health sensing unit320 can include a camera activation element 321, an

eyeball detection element 322, and a health information acquisition element 323.

[0039]=The camera activation element 321 activates the camera 130 provided in the mobile

communication terminal 100. According to the activation of the camera 130, a video currently

captured by the camera 130 is displayed on the display unit 110. If an eye or face of the useris

imaged by the camera 130, the cycball detection clement 322 performs a function of recognizing

and extracting an eyeball of the user. A general eyeball detection algorithm can be used for

eyeball detection. The health information acquisition clement 323 acquires various health

information through the eyeball detected through the eyeball detection element 322. It is possible

to recognize a stress index, a diabetes index, or retinal diseases of the user through a color or

health state of the eyeball. A well-known algorithm in the related art can be used as an algorithm

for detecting health information from characteristics of the detected eyeball.

[0040] The health information acquired as described above can be transmitted by the health

information transmission unit 330 to the mobile communication terminalof a protector, a

medical authority such as a doctoror the like, or a predetermined server. Information regarding

the protector (for example, a phone number or an e-mail address) can be stored in advance. The

acquired health information can be displayed on the display unit 110 so that the user can check

the acquired health information.

(0041) The above-described operations, that is, the eyeball detection function and the health

sensing function based on information regarding the detected eyeball, can be performed by

installing a predetermined application. That is, the application includes an eyeball detection

algorithm and a health sensing algerithm, so that the operations as described above can be
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performed by installing the application in the mobile communication terminal 100. The user can

download this application and install the downloaded application in the mobile communication

terminal 100. In addition, although an example of only health sensing through eyeball detection

has been described above, it is possible to install an application, for example, for health sensing

through face detection, and connect the application to the activation button 120. The user can use

the functions as described above bysetting the application to be operated immediately when the

activation button 120 is pressed through the setting menu in the inactive state of the mobile

communication terminal 100.

[0042] In general, aged persons may not use the health sensing function due to a difficult

operation even when the health sensing function is provided in the mobile communication

terminal 100. However, according to the above-described embodimentof the present invention,

the health sensing function is operated only by pressing the activation butten 120withoeut a

special operation. Accordingly,it is possible to easily check health information and transmit the

health information to a protector or a doctor.

3. UserIdentification Function

[0043] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, a user

authentication process can be performed for security by pressing the activation button 120.

[0044] FIGS. 4A and 4Billustrate block diagrams of the mobile communication terminal

100 illustrating the above-described functions. Referring to FIG. 4A, the mobile communication

terminal 100 can include an activation sensing unit 410 and a user identification unit 420.

(0045) When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the activation

sensing unit 410 senses whetheror not the user has pressed the activation button 120.

[0046] If the activation sensing unit 410 senses that the activation button 120 has been

pressed, the user identification unit 420operates the user identification function in various

methods,

(0047) FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating an example of the user identification unit 420.

Referring to FIG. 4B,the user identification unit 420 can include a camera activation clement

4?1, an iris detection element 422, and a user identification element 423.

[00438] The camera activation element 421 activates the camera 130 provided in the mobile

communication terminal 100. According to the activation of the camera 130, a video currently

captured by the camera 130 is displayed on the display unit 110, If an eye or face of the user is

imaged by the camera 130,the iris detection element 422 performs a function of recognizing and
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extracting an iris from an eyeball of the user. A generaliris detection algorithm can be used for

iris recognition. The user identification element 423 performs a function of comparing theiris

detected by the iris detection element 422 to pre-stored iris information of the user, and

authenticating the current user as a true user if the two match, Forthis, the user identification

element 423 can useiris information of the user pre-stored in a database (not illustrated). The iris

information of the user can be stored by registering information regarding the iris detected by the

iris detection clement 422 using a video ofthe truc userfirst captured by the camera 130.

Predetermined identification information (for example, an identifier (ID), a password, a social

security number, or the like) should be input to change the registered iris information of the true

user. If the user identification element 423 authenticates the current user as the true user, the lock

state of the mobile communication terminal100 is released and all functions are available. If the

current user fs not authenticated as the true user, the lock state continues along with a display of

an alarm message.

[0049] The above-described operations, that is, the iris detection function, the user

identification function, and the user authentication function, can be performed by installing a

predetermined application. That is, the application includes the iris detection algorithm and the

authentication algorithm based on an iris comparison, so that the operations as described above

can be performed by installing the application in the mobile communication terminal 100, The

user can download this application and install the downloaded application in the mobile

communication terminal 100. The user can use the functions as described above by setting the

application to be operated immediately when the activation button 120 is pressed through the

setting menu in the inactive state of the mobile communication terminal 100.

[0050] Accordingly, it is possible to efficiently reduce security risks by setting the user

authentication process to be performed through a separate setting, that is, by pressing the

activation button 120, when the mobile communication terminal 100 is used in a region

vulnerable to the security risks.

[0051] Although an example of an authentication method throughiris recognition has been

described above, other authentication methods, for example, an authentication key matching

method, a password matching method, a face recognition method, a fingerprint recognition

method, and the like, can be used. That is, one or more authentication methods can be performed

by pressing the activation button 120.
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4. Location Information Transmission Function

|0052| When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, collected

location information can be transmitted to a protector or a protection authority (a police station

or a fire station) by pressing the activation button 120.

[0053] FIG.5 illustrates a block diagram of the mobile communication terminal 100

illustrating the above-described function. Referring to FIG, 5, the mobile communication

terminal 100 can include an activation sensing unit 510, a location information collection unit

520, and a location information transmission unit 530.

[0054] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the activation

sensing unit 510 senses whetheror not the user has pressed the activation button 120.

[0055] Whenthe activation sensing unit 510 senses that the activation button 120 has been

pressed, the location information collection unit 520 collects a current location using a global

positioning system (GPS) sensor or other location sensors.

[0056]=The location information transmission unit 530 performs a function of transmitting

location information collected by the location information collection unit 520 to a protector or a

protection authority, In an urgentsituation, a message indicating the urgent situation can be

transmitted along with the location information. The location information and the urgent

message can be optionally transmitted. On the other hand, this operation may diffcr according to

the number ofpresses or a press timeof the activation button 120. For example, it is possible to

set an operation of transmitting the urgent messageto a police station along with the location

information when the activation button 120 is pressed for a short time, and set an operation of

transmitting only the location information to the protector when the activation button 120 is

pressed for a long time. In addition, as another example,it is possible to set an operation of

transmitting the location information to the police station along with the urgent message when

the activation button 120 is pressed once and set an operation of transmitting the location

information to a fire station along with the urgent message whenthe activation button 120 is

pressed three times.

[0057] The above-described operations can be performed by installing a predetermined

application. That is, the application includes an algorithm for collecting location information and

transmitting the collected located information along with an urgent message,so that the

operations as described above can be performed byinstalling the application in the mobile

communication terminal 100. The user can download this application and install the downloaded
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application in the mobile communication terminal 100. The user can use the functions as

described above by setting the application to be operated immediately when the activation button

120 is pressed through the setting menu in the inactive state of the mobile communication

terminal 100.

[0058] Accordingly, it is possible to efficiently escape a dangeroussituation because the user

can report the dangeroussituation to a protector or a protection authority along with his/her

location information with only a simple operation.

5. File Transmission Function

[0059] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, a function of

uploading content (for example, contact information, a photo, a moving image,or an application)

included in the mobile communication terminal 100 to another mobile communication terminal

100 or a media space (for example, a personal media space such as Twitter, Facebook, or a blog

or a community media space such as a café or club community) can be operated.
 
6. Mode Change During Drive

[0060] When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the mobile

communication terminal 100 can be switched to a hands-free function or some communication

functions (a voice communication function, a short message service (SMS)function, and an

Internct function) of the mobile communication terminal 100 can be interrupted by pressing the

activation button 120.

(0061) Accordingly, it is possible to significantly reduce traffic accident risks by switching

the mede of the mobile communication terminal 100 or interrupting the communication function

with only a simple operation of pressing the activation button 120during driving.

7. Advertisement Display Operation

(0062) When the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the activation

button 120 is pressed so that an advertisement can be displayed on at least a part of the display

unit 110. The advertisement display can be implemented by displaying an advertisement

provided from an external server in real time, and driven by an advertisement-related application

previously installed within the mobile communication terminal 100.

[0063] This application for enabling the advertisement to be displayed may be received in

advance from an advertisement distribution server, an advertiser server, or a server for providing

a service according to an embodimentof the present invention, that is, a service for driving a

predetermined application according to a button input that switches the mobile communication
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terminal 100 from the inactive state to the active state.

[0064 An advertisement display method can be implemented by a method of randomly

displaying advertisements of advertisers joining this service, a customized advertisement display

method based on user information, and an advertisement display method based on a current

location,

[00635]=The user information can be pre-stored in a corresponding application and pre-

transmitted to a server that provides an advertising service. On the other hand, location

information collection necessary for the advertisement display method based on the current

location can be used in conjunction with 4. Location Information Function described above. That

is, Current location information is collected simultaneously with the activation of the mobile

communication terminal 100 and transmitted to an advertising-service providing server, Based

on the current location information, advertisements related to the current location are distributed

to the mobile communication terminal 100.

 
8. Other Application Operations

[0066] If a predetermined operation 1s performed in addition to switching to a simple active

state by pressing the activation button 120when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the

inactive state, this belongs to the scope of the present invention.

[0067] For example, an entertainment operation (for cxample, an operation of a music or

video player, execution of a game application, or news reception) can be performed by pressing

the activation button 120.

Operation Standby of Application

[0065] According to an embodimentofthe present invention, the above-described

predetermined applications are driven when the mobile communication terminal 100 is switched

from the inactive state to the active state.

[0069] For this, when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the

applications should be maintained in an operation standby state. When the mobile

communication terminal 100 is switched from the active state to the inactive state, the above-

described applications can be in the operation standby state. That is, a selected application to be

driven when the mobile communication terminal 100 is switched to the active state can be in the

operation standby state when the mobile communication terminal 100 is switched to the inactive

state.
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(0070) However, a predetermined application operable when the mobile communication

terminal 100 is switched from the mactive state to the active state regardless of the operation

standby state or an operation disable state of the application belongs to the present invention.

Service Providing Server

(0071) Hereinafter, the service providing server according to an embodiment will be

described.

[0072] FIG.6 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of a service providing system (server)

for enabling a specific function to be operated when the mobile communication terminal 1s

activated according to an embodimentof the present invention.

[0073] Referring to FIG.6, the service providing server 200 can include an application

providing unit 210, an activation sensing unit220, an application driving unit 230, a

communication unit 240, and a control unit 250. According to an embodimentofthe present

invention, the application providing unit 210, the activation sensing unit 220, the application

driving unit 230, the communication unit 240, and the control unit 250 of the service providing

server 204) can be program modules or hardware communicable with an external apparatus. The

program modules or hardware can be included in the service providing server 200 or another

apparatus communicable with the service providing scrver 200 in the form of an operation

system, an application program module, and other program modules, and physically stored in

various known storage apparatuses. On the other hand, these program modules or hardware

include a routine, a sub routine, a program, an object, a component, and a data structure, each of

which executes a specific task to be described later or specific abstract data, but the present

invention is not limited thereto.

(0074) The application providing unit 210 enables the predetermined application described

above to be transmitted to the mobile communication terminal 100. The user can receive a

desired application by accessing the service providing server 200through the mobile

communication terminal 100, and install the received application within the mobile

communication terminall00. The application can include a control function of controlling a

predetermined operation to be performed when the mobile communication terminal 100 is

activated, and can independently perform the predetermined operation. For example, the

application transmitted from the application providing unit 210 can be an application for

enabling an advertisementto be displayed on the display unit 110 when the mobile
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communication terminal 100 is switched from the inactive state to the active state.

[0075] The activation sensing unit 220 according to an embodiment can sense the switching

of the mobile communication terminal 100 from the inactive state to the active state. The user

can transmit a signal indicating the activation of the mobile communication terminal 100 to the

service providing server 200 by pressing the activation button of the mobile communication

terminal 100.

[0076]=The application driving unit 230 according to an embodiment enables a

predetermined operation to be performed in the mobile communication terminal 100 when the

activation of the mobile communication terminal 100 is sensed. That is, the application driving

unit 230 drives a predetermined application within the mobile communication terminal 100 and

enables a related screen to be displayed on the display unit 110, For example,if the activation of

the mobile communication terminal100 is sensed, an advertisement-related application can be

executed. The application driving unit 230 can perform an additional operation related to driving

of a corresponding application. For example, an application for enabling an advertisement to be

displayed is driven to receive current location information and control advertisement information

related to a corresponding location to be displayed on the display unit 110 of the mobile

communication terminal 100. In addition, it is possible to collect user information (for example,

a SCX, an age, a region of residence, a matter of interest, and the like) and control advertisement

information customized for a corresponding user to be displayed. Necessary advertisement

information (for example, advertisement information to be transmitted to the mobile

communication terminal 100 based on location information or user information) can be

transmitted from an advertiser server or an advertisement distribution server. As described above,

the application driving unit 230 can drive a predetermined application simultaneously with the

activation within the mobile communication terminal 100 and perform an additional operation

for optimally driving the application,

[0077] The communication unit 240 according to an embodiment makes information

communication between the service providing server 200, the mobile communication terminal

100, and another apparatus possible. That is, the communication unit 240 can transmit an

application to the mobile communication terminal 100 and recerve an activation signal and

information for driving the application from the mobile communication terminal 100.

[0078] The control unit 250 according to an embodiment can perform a function of

controlling data flows between the application providing unit 210, the activation sensing unit 220,
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the application driving unit 230, and the communication unit240. That is, the control unit 250

according to the embodiment can control the application providing unit 210, the activation

sensing unit 220, the application driving unit 230, and the communication unit 240 to perform

unique functions.

[0079] According to embodiments of the present invention,it is possible to enable an

advantageous function to be utilized and improve an interest ofa terminal user because various

operations can be performed only by pressing an activation button when a terminalis in an

inactive state.

[0080] According to embodimentsof the present invention,it is possible to enable health

check of an aged person to be performed with a simple operation and enable information

regarding the health check to be transmitted to a protector or a medical authority.

[0081] According to embodiments of the present invention, it is possible to enable a user

authentication process of which the security is enhanced to be operable with only a simple

procedure.

[0032] According to embodiments of the present invention,it is possible to enable an urgent

message to be transmitted along with location information with only a simple operation in an

urgent situation.

[0083] The embodiments according to the present invention described above may be

implemented in the form ofprogram instructions that may be executed through various computer

components and recorded on a computer-readable medium. The computer-readable medium may

include program instructions, data files, data structures, and the like individually or in

combination. The program instructions recorded on the medium may be specifically designed for

the present invention or may be well known to one of ordinary skill in the art of software.

Examples of the computer-readable recording medium include a magnetic medium such as a

hard disk, a floppy disk, or a magnetic tape, an optical medium such as a compact disc-read only

memory (CD-ROM)or a digital versatile disc (DVD), a magneto-optical medium such as a

floptical disk, and a hardware device such as ROM, a random access memory (RAM), or a flash

memory that is specially designed to store and execute program instructions. Examples of the

program instructions include not only machine code generated by a compilerorthe like but also

high-level language codes that may be executed by a computer using an interpreterorthe like.

The hardware device described above may be constructed so as to operate as one or more

software modules for performing the operations of the embodiments of the present invention, and
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vice versa.

[0084 Although the present invention has been described with reference to the specific

embodiments and drawings together with specific details such as detailed components, the above

description is provided only for better understanding of the present invention andit will be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations may be made from

the above description.

[0085] While embodiments have been disclosed hercin,it should be understood that other

variations may be possible. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit

and scope of embodiments of the present application, and all such modifications as would be

obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to be included within the scope of the following

claims.
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Whatis Claimedis:

1. A mobile communication terminal comprising:

a touch screen display,

a power button configured to turn on and off the terminal by pressing; and

an activation button separate from the power button and configured for pressing to

turn on the touch screen display.
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ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION

IN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

ABSTRACT

Disclosed is a mobile terminal including a touch screen display, a power button and an

activation button for turning on the touch screen display. Upon detection of one-time pressing of

the activation button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to

turn on the touch screen display and perform a fingerprint authentication function in addition to

turning on the touch screen display. The touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon asit

1s turned on in response to the detection ofone-time pressing, and the lock screen is displayed on

the touch screen display when the fingerprint authentication function is being performed. A lock

state of the terminal continues when the fingerprint authentication function fails to authenticate a

user, and the lock state is released for enabling other functions of the terminal when the

fingerprint authentication function authenticates a user

21526006
090415
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_Please retrieve the priority application identified in Columns A and B:

A 8

Application $9 be retrievect Cade for Participating Office
fe.g., EP, IP, KR, CN}

or WIPO bes peposing Dilice

 
 The USPTO will not sitempt to retrieve the identified priority application(s! unless art identical daim for foreign priority to the application

identified above is made pursuant ty 37 CFR 1.55(c9 or a petition is granted under 37 CFR 1.532), Applicants ane advised to consult
Prvate PATR taccessed through wieeuspto.gov) to assure that tha retriaval has beensuceessful The apphrant bears the ultimate
responsilility fur ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual
property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priagily application is filed, within the thne period set forth in 37 CFR 1S5(gif2).

Thereby declare that I have the authority to grant access te the shove-identifiad forsign application(s).

 

 Signature "
Mincheal Kim 949-760-0404

Printed or Typed.Name ~~~~ Telephone Number SS~~

Aitorney of Record_ ST, 306
Title ee RegistrationNomberiFepgicabie

‘Fhis editection of intormaten is required by $7 CFR 1.6did}. The information is rquired to obtain or reiain a benefit by the public which is to file fand by theLISPTS ko process) ai spplicalion, Confidentialityis governed by 35-US.G 122 and 37 CFR 1.41 and 1.14. This octiection is estimated to take 3. rhinos fo
complete, including gathering, preparing, aad suamilting the competed anplicatian form to the USFTO Time wit vary depending upon the indivictial case.
Any comments on the amount of tine you require ta cornplate this farm amivor suggestions for reducing this Gulden, stould be sent fo the Chief Information
Officer, 1.3. Patent and Trademark Office, U8. Department ef Commerce, P16. Box 1480, Alewandtia, VA £2319.1450, OO NOT SEND FESS OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Patenta, PO. Box 1460, Alexandria, ¥A 22943-1450,

H you feed assistance in completing the fom, call 1-GODRPTO-9 199 andselect option 2
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PLL. 95-579) requires that you be given certain information is connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant ta
the requiremonts of the Act, please be advised that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this
information is 35 U.8.0, 2(b)(2): (2) fursishing of the mformation solicited is voluntary: and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Frademark Office is to process
and/or examine your subrnission related ta a patent application or patent. Lf you do not furnish the
requested trformation, the US. Patent and Trademark Office maynot be able to process and/or examine
your subraission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application ar
expiration of the patent.

 

The information provided by you ijn this form will be subject to the folowing routine uses:

}. The information on this form will be treated confidentially 1o the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 ULS.C. 542) and the Privacy Act {5 U.S.C. 3428), Records frem
this system of records may be disclosed to the Departinent of Fustice ta determine whetherthe
Freedom of [nformation Act requires disclosure ofthese records,
A record from this sysiem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence (o a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

. Arecordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routineuse, to a Member ofCongress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual
has requested assistance from the Membor with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system ofrecords may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorefthe
Agency having need for the information in order io perform a contract, Recipiests of Information
shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended,
pursuant to 5 DOS.C. 532a(m}.

3. Arecord related to an Intemational Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treatyin this
system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Orgasization, pursuant to. the Patent Cooperation Trealy.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency
for purposes of National Security review (38 U.S.C. 181) andfor review pursuznt to the Atomic
Bnergy Act (42 U.S.C. 21827.

7. A record fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administratar,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part
of thai agency's responstbility tc recommend improvements in records management practices and
programs, under authority of44 U.S.C, 2004 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in
accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any
other relevant (Le, GSA or Cornmerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about mdivideais.

8. A record fromthis system of recards may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{5)arissuance of a patent pursuant to 38
ULS.C, 131. Further, a record may be disclased, siebject to the Hmitations af37 CFR 1.34, a8 a
routing use, to the public ifthe record was filed in an application which became abandoned orin
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced byeither a poblished
application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9, Arecord fromthis system of records may be disclosed, ag a routiae use, fo a Federal, State, or
local lawenforcement agency, if the USPTO becames aware of a vialation or poiential violation
of lawor regulation.

be

had
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Doc Code: PA.. PTOMAIA/S2A (07-13)
Document Description: Powerof Attorney Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0651-0051

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required ta respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number,

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Power cf Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/827B)to identify the application to which the
Powerof Attorney is directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application number and filing date are identified in the Power of
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIAS2B identifies the application ta which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Power of Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

Application Number Not Yet Assigned

Filing Date Herewith

First Named Inventor Jae Lark JUNG

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN

MOBILE TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

Art Unit Not Yet Assigned

Examiner Name Not Yet Assigned

Attorney Docket Number [UNISO05.001C2

SIGNATUREof Applicant or Patent Practitioner

seve [/Mincheol Kirn/ 2015-09-08

Name MINCHEQL KIM Registration
Number

Title (if Applicant is a|Attorney for Applicant
juristic entity)

Applicant Name(if Applicantis a juristic entity) F | RSTFAC E CO. , LTD .
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

*Total of | forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTC. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require
to complete this form and/ar suggestions far reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1460, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

   
fi you need assistance in completing the form. call 1-800-PTO-9199 and sefect option 2.
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Doe Code: PA... a : PT Ceara 625 D1 as+ : .

Document Descriptio n. Power of Attorney Approved forse larcugt 110d 4. OME 651 0051Coe. Aaleci etias Draachensark (oli US. SEPARTYMIENT GF COMMERCE
Untve Thige Paspinviih Roeviachioga Ault PSS ens arecaands cequiiecce Werepond [ee chileeaaL ITROT nes bl Oba plays ea valk) GIVI aunil ul praataber

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT

 
 

) hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in either the attached transmittal letter ar
Ihe boxes below.

Apphcution Number Filing Date

{Mote [he boxes above may ce jet biark ti informaton ts provided on “orm 71 O/AIA/B2A

ithereby appernt the Patent Practittoners) assomated wit the Fallawing Customer Number as my/our attarneyis}ar agents}, and
to transact all busmess m the United States Patent and Trademark Office conmected therewith forthe agplcaton referenced in
the attached transmittal letter (form PTOVALA/SZA) oF icentified akove’ |

oR 20888
[| “hereby appomt Practitioner(s) named in the attached list (form PTOVAIAS2C bas my/our attorney(St or agentis). and to transact

all business in tne Uniled States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the patent application referenced in (he
attached transmittal ietter (form PTOVIAIBZ AY of dentified abave (Note. Complete form PTOMAIAeC |

Piease recognize or change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached transmittal
letter or the boxes aboveto:

The address associated witn the ahovernentoned Customer Number

OR

[] The address associated with Customer Number
OR
Firm or
Individual Name

 

Addiess

Telephone

 

 

 

 

 

inventor or Joint lavernte (tithe nol required below,

Legal Representative of a Deceased of Legally incapaclated Inventor cutie moi required below)

Assignee or Person to Whom the Inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign (provide signer's trie f app.cant ss a juristic entity}

Person ¥rho Othenvise Shows Sufficient “roprietary «terest leg. a petlion ander 3? CFR L46(byet was granted in the
application ors conmcierently beg fled with (his document) qprowde skiers tlle tf applicaat is & purestic entity)

SIGNATUREof Applicant for Patent

I$ authorized to act on hehalf of the apphcanti{e g . where the apolicant is a purstic entity}.

° Date (Optional? August 07, 2015

 

 

Name
 

EQ & President

NOTE: Signature - This form must be signed by tie appkeantin accordance with 9/ CFR t 33 Sea 37 CFR 1 4 for signature requirements
and certfications If more than one applicant, use rrultipte forrrs

Evbrotet of 1 ms are submitted
This collection of infarc is espera Oy 3? GRR OTGSE, Bae, ad BOS The enfirariationy gs eepaerere to ohhdin od retain a bereft bay Mae: pueblic wheat is to file Carick dey tee
USPTO to profess) an aprvication, Gontclentiality & qoverned hy 33US C te and 3) CRA GPT ail 6.44. This cablection § estimated fo teke 3 minutes ia complatr,
miclidbng galioning, preparing, and subrodtiag the completed ayplicatan foede dae USPTO. Tree will very dapendii: uperiihie iedividuai case. Assy nomerorks on the amount
af line you dequire bo compel: [his faurm aickor suggestions tor lecinemnmy teis bn 2 stadbo send re he Cheinlet Oke US Pate ore) Teaiermask Clice, WS.
Bapabnad of Goria: PO Bax 1450, Alas, VA 22973-0450 DO 07 SEND FEES OR COMPLETE FORME TO THES ACDRESS SEND TQ: Gunimissponer
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22344-1450.

ffyou need assistance in completing fhe farm cait 1 do.F70-9799 ang select opion 2
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Doc Code: TRACKT.REQ

Document Description: TrackOne Request ;
PICMAIASOd (04-144

CERTIFICATION AND REQUEST FOR PRIORITIZED EXAMINATION

UNDER 37 CFR 4.102{e} (Page 7 of 4)

‘firstNamed Nonproviional Aoplication Number(ifhewentor Jaee La rk JUNG known):
eeon: ACTMAQTING OF PLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE TERMINAL WiTH ONE-TIME USER INPUT
APPLICANT HEREBY CERTIFIES THE FOLLOWING AND REQUESTS PRIORITIZED EXAMINATION FOR
THE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED APPLICATION.

41. The processing fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17191) and the prioritized examination fee set forth in
a7 CFR 1.17(c} have been filed with the request. The publication fee requirament is met
because that fee, set forth in 37 CFR 1.18(d), is currently $0, The basic filing fee, search fee,
and examination fee are filed with the request or have been already been paid. i understand
that any required excess claims fees or application size fee must be paid for the application.

| understand that the application may not contain, or be amended to contain, more than four
independeni claims, more than thiny total claims, or any muftipie dependent claims, and that
any request for am extension oftime will cause an oitstanding Track | request to be dismissed.

3. Fhe applicable box is checked below:

, lication {Track One) - Prioritized Examination under

i, {a} The application is an original nonprovisionalutifity application filed under 36 U.S.C. 1144).
This certification and requestis being filed with the ufility application via EFS-VVeb,

---OR-—

(6) The application is an original nonprovisional piant application filed under 35 U.S.C. 171fa).
This certification and request is being filed with the plant application in paper.

An executed inventor's oath or declaration under 37 CFR 1.63 or 37 CFR 1.64 for each
inventor, or the application data sheet meeting the conditions specified in 37 CFR 4.53{A(3iiis
filed with the application.

i| RequestforContinued Examination - Prioritized Examination under§1.102(e)(2)

A request for continued examination has been filed with, o7 prior to, this form.
If the application is a utility application, this certification anc request is being filed via EFS-Web.

fi. The application is an original nonprovisionalutility apptication filed under 35 U.S.C. 111(a}, aris
a national stage entry under 35 U.S.C. 371.

iv. This certification and request is being filed prier to the mailing of a first Office action responsive
to the request for continued examination.
No price request for continued examination has been granted prioritized examination status
under 37 CFR 4.102(e}(2).

Signature

Name Mincheo! Kim Practtioner 51,306iPdatFypedt Registatio:Number”

Note: This foun mus! be signed in accortence wih 37 CFR 1.33 See SY CFR i 4igt for sodalare requiremenis and caviifcations.
Beam Titinie foris if more an one signature is reguirect*

wa| “Total of 1 forms are submitted.‘—_—wee!
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Docket No. UNESO0S.0G8C2

App. Now Unknown Page 1 of 1
Please Direct All Correspondence to Customer Number 20095sovsuyraneanee

RESCISSION OF ANY PRIOR DISCLAIMERS AND REQUEST FO REVISIT ART

Applieant : Jae Lark JUNG,et al.

App. No > Unknows

Filed : Herewith

Por : ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER
AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE TERMINAL WITHONE-TIME USER
INPUT

Examiner : Unknown

Art Unit : Unknown

Conf sé > Unknown
TRTSHTRIERneeTeeat

Comanisstoner for Patents

P.C}. Box 1440

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

The claims of the present application are different and possibly broader in scope than the claims

pursued in the parent application(s). To the extent any prior amendments or characterizations of the

scope of anyclaim or referenced. art could be construed as a disclaimer of any subject matter supported

by the present disclosure, Applicant hereby rescinds andretracts such disclaimer. Accordingly, the

references previously considered in the parent application(s) mayneed fo be re-visited.

Please charge any additional fees, including any fees for additional extension of time, or credit

overpaymentLo. Deposit Account No. 14-1410.

Respectfully submitted,

KNOBBE,MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP

  
 
 Dated: “Ses84G8 By? aoe

Mincheol Kim
Registratiun No. 51,306
Attomeyof Record
Customer No, 20995

(949) 760-0404

 

21335787
80815
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Doc Cede: FALREQ

Document Description: Request First Action Interview PTOSB4180 (08-115
Apotoyed for ube thrguyt G142 3/2043, OMB G&51-0031

U.S, Patent and Trademark Ofice, W. 3, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, ne gersmns are required to respond in a collacten of isermation untese it displays 4 yalld OMA sonal number.

REQUEST FOR FIRST ACTION INTERVIEW (FULL PILOT PROGRAM)

Atorney Docket Appiication Number
Number: UNISO05.001C2| dxnowny: Fling ast: PEREVET

rare’ Jae iark J i} NG | Title: activatine DISPLAY AND PEREOTVWING USER AW THENTICATIONIN MOBILE TERMINAL WHI ONLTit GEER MET

APPLICANT HEREBY REQUESTS A FIRST ACTION INTERVIEW IN THE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED
APPLICATION. See Instruction Sheet on page 2.

The application must contain three (3) or fewer independent claims and twenty (20) or fewer total claims.

The application must not contain any multiple dependent claims.

By filing this request:

Applicant is agreeing to make an election without traverse if the Office determines that the claims are not
obviously directed to & single invention; and

Applicart is agreeing noi ta request for a refund ofthe search fee and any éxcess claims fee paid in the
application after the mailing of notification of the pre-interview communication prepared by the exarniner.

Other attachments:

Signature a se an Dales? f

BI: " . 1 .
Pinitypesy Mincheal Kim Ragistiation Number 01,306
Note; (hes form must be signed in acgordance with 37 GFA 7.33. See 37 CFR 14d for signature requirements and certifications
Submit mudvigie formaif mare iar one signature is required, see below".

 
(ie “totat of 3 forms ara submitted.

The information is required fo obtain of plain @ benent by the public which is to file jand byihe USPTO to process) an application. Canfidentiatty is qavemad cy
SEU SC i227 and 37 OFR 1.11 and 1.44. This collection is estimated tc taxe 12 hours te-camplete, including gathering, preparing, and subraiting dhe completed
saplicstion far to the JESPTO. Fine wilt vary depencinag ugor the individual case. Any.commenis on the amount of dime you require fe complete this form andor
Suggestions for feducing this burden, shock be sent to the Chiei information Cificay, U3, Patent and fademark Grice, U.S. Departmers of Commerce, P.O, Box
4450, Alevandna, VA 22315-4480 DO NMOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THISADORESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O.
Box 1456, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

i vou need asaistance in completing the form, cal 1-A00-C7O.9799 and select apfian 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 4974 (P.L. 93-879) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your suimission of ihe attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirernenis of the Act, please be advised that: {1} the general authority for the
collection of this information ie 35 LSC. 2ib)(2); (2) furnishing of the information salicited is
voluntary, anct (3) ihe principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a oatent application or
patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may
not be able fo process and/or examine your submission, which may result in Lerrination of
proceedings of abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

Tre information pravided by you in iis forma will be subject to the following routine uses:

t. The information cn this forn wil be treated confidentially to the extent alawed underthe
Freedom of information Act (8 U.S.C. 852) and the Privacy Act {5 U.S.C 582). Records
fram this systemof records may be disclosed io the Departmen! of Justice to determine
whether disclosure of these recoreis is required by the Freedom of Informatian Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a cour, magistrate, or administrate tribunal, including disclosures
io opposing counsel in the course of setiement negotiations.

A record inthis system of records maybe disclosed, as 4 rouline use, fo 3 Member af
Congress submitting a request involving an individeal, te whom the record pertains, when
the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect te the subject matier
of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a roufine use, to a contracter of the
Ageney having need for the information in order fo perform a coritract, Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant io & W.8.C, 552alin).

A recard related to an internaiional Application fded under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclased, as a routine use, fo the Infernational Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Coaperation Treaiy.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another fecerat
agency for purposes of Neional Seourty review (45 U.S.C. 184} and far review pursuant te
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 213(ch).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a rouline use, ia ihe
Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of recards
conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibifify to recommend improvements in
records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2908.
Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing
inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i¢., GSA or Commerce)
directive. Such disclosure shali not be used fa make delerminations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as @ routine use, to the public afer
atiher publication of the application pursuant to 36 U.S.C. 122(b) or ksuance of a patent
purstiant to 35 U.S.C. 451. Further, a recard may be disclosed, subject to the imitations of
37 CFR 1.74, as @ routing use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were ferminated and which application is.
referenced by ether a published apolication, an application open to public Inspection ar an
issued patent.

A record from this system of recerds may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal,
State, or local law enforcement agency. ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a violation or
potential viclation of law or regidation,

Page 2
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Doc Cede: FALREQ

Document Description: Request First Action Interview PTOSB4180 (08-115
Apotoyed for ube thrguyt G142 3/2043, OMB G&51-0031

U.S, Patent and Trademark Ofice, W. 3, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, ne gersmns are required to respond in a collacten of isermation untese it displays 4 yalld OMA sonal number.

REQUEST FOR FIRST ACTION INTERVIEW (FULL PILOT PROGRAM)

Atorney Docket Appiication Number
Number: UNISO05.001C2| dxnowny: Fling ast: PEREVET

rare’ Jae iark J i} NG | Title: activatine DISPLAY AND PEREOTVWING USER AW THENTICATIONIN MOBILE TERMINAL WHI ONLTit GEER MET

APPLICANT HEREBY REQUESTS A FIRST ACTION INTERVIEW IN THE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED
APPLICATION. See Instruction Sheet on page 2.

The application must contain three (3) or fewer independent claims and twenty (20) or fewer total claims.

The application must not contain any multiple dependent claims.

By filing this request:

Applicant is agreeing to make an election without traverse if the Office determines that the claims are not
obviously directed to & single invention; and

Applicart is agreeing noi ta request for a refund ofthe search fee and any éxcess claims fee paid in the
application after the mailing of notification of the pre-interview communication prepared by the exarniner.

Other attachments:

Signature a se an Dales? f

BI: " . 1 .
Pinitypesy Mincheal Kim Ragistiation Number 01,306
Note; (hes form must be signed in acgordance with 37 GFA 7.33. See 37 CFR 14d for signature requirements and certifications
Submit mudvigie formaif mare iar one signature is required, see below".

 
(ie “totat of 3 forms ara submitted.

The information is required fo obtain of plain @ benent by the public which is to file jand byihe USPTO to process) an application. Canfidentiatty is qavemad cy
SEU SC i227 and 37 OFR 1.11 and 1.44. This collection is estimated tc taxe 12 hours te-camplete, including gathering, preparing, and subraiting dhe completed
saplicstion far to the JESPTO. Fine wilt vary depencinag ugor the individual case. Any.commenis on the amount of dime you require fe complete this form andor
Suggestions for feducing this burden, shock be sent to the Chiei information Cificay, U3, Patent and fademark Grice, U.S. Departmers of Commerce, P.O, Box
4450, Alevandna, VA 22315-4480 DO NMOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THISADORESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O.
Box 1456, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

i vou need asaistance in completing the form, cal 1-A00-C7O.9799 and select apfian 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 4974 (P.L. 93-879) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your suimission of ihe attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirernenis of the Act, please be advised that: {1} the general authority for the
collection of this information ie 35 LSC. 2ib)(2); (2) furnishing of the information salicited is
voluntary, anct (3) ihe principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a oatent application or
patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may
not be able fo process and/or examine your submission, which may result in Lerrination of
proceedings of abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

Tre information pravided by you in iis forma will be subject to the following routine uses:

t. The information cn this forn wil be treated confidentially to the extent alawed underthe
Freedom of information Act (8 U.S.C. 852) and the Privacy Act {5 U.S.C 582). Records
fram this systemof records may be disclosed io the Departmen! of Justice to determine
whether disclosure of these recoreis is required by the Freedom of Informatian Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a cour, magistrate, or administrate tribunal, including disclosures
io opposing counsel in the course of setiement negotiations.

A record inthis system of records maybe disclosed, as 4 rouline use, fo 3 Member af
Congress submitting a request involving an individeal, te whom the record pertains, when
the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect te the subject matier
of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a roufine use, to a contracter of the
Ageney having need for the information in order fo perform a coritract, Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant io & W.8.C, 552alin).

A recard related to an internaiional Application fded under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclased, as a routine use, fo the Infernational Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Coaperation Treaiy.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another fecerat
agency for purposes of Neional Seourty review (45 U.S.C. 184} and far review pursuant te
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 213(ch).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a rouline use, ia ihe
Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of recards
conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibifify to recommend improvements in
records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2908.
Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing
inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i¢., GSA or Commerce)
directive. Such disclosure shali not be used fa make delerminations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as @ routine use, to the public afer
atiher publication of the application pursuant to 36 U.S.C. 122(b) or ksuance of a patent
purstiant to 35 U.S.C. 451. Further, a recard may be disclosed, subject to the imitations of
37 CFR 1.74, as @ routing use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were ferminated and which application is.
referenced by ether a published apolication, an application open to public Inspection ar an
issued patent.

A record from this system of recerds may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal,
State, or local law enforcement agency. ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a violation or
potential viclation of law or regidation,
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Attorney Docket No. P32713HA-C

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILIFY OR DESIGN PATENT APPLICATION
USING AN APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

 

Title of | Method, mobile communication terminal and computer-readable recording medium | J
invention | for performing specific function when mobile recording medium for performing

|specific function when mobile communication terminalis activated |

As the below named inventor,| hereby declare that:
This declaration is directed to

Othe attached application, or
M1 United States application No. 14/058,761 filed on 10/21/2013.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me,

| believe that f am the original inventor or an original joint inventor cf a claimed invention in the
application.

1 hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18
U.S.C, 1001 by fine ar imprisonment of not more than five (5} years, or both Tre above-dentified
application was made or authorized to be made by me.

Legal Nameof First Inventor: JUNG, Jne lark

Inventor's Signature:

Tr 2 2
Legal Name of Additionat Inventor: BAE, Kyoung duck

Inventor's Signature: | Date: 
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code: PTO/SB/08a (01-10)ee ee - Inf ti Discl Stat t (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0631¢ description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) File U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persens are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB contrel number,

Filing Date
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANTlatutSD™C~—“SOSOOSOOOCOCOC‘*
( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

fExeminerName—[SCSC~SCSCS
Attorney Dacket Number UNISO05.001C2

U.S.PATENTS Remove

. . : Pages,Columns,Lines where
Examiner Nameof Patentee or Applicant

ws dy Patent Number Issue Date : Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial of cited Dacument :
Figures Appear

6636732 B 2003-10-21 Boling etal.

7613446 B 2009-11-63 Engstrom et al.

B
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=pee[
=pee[   
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Application Number

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE|[rirct named inventor

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT JatutOoOOC—CSSC“‘WSOC”
( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

examinerName[|SOC—“—sSC‘“‘(‘C:*s*™S

8660545 B1 2014-02-25 Redford etal.

8782775 B2 2014-07-15 Fadell et al.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove

  
Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner) ,. Publication Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Date of cited Dacument   

20070136761 Al 2007-06-14 Basmajian, Il et al.
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Maeeeae|FistNamed inventor

votforcubmissionunder a7 crags) [Aw Un CO
( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

2007-10-25 Cortegiano et al.

2007-12-20 Cohenet al.

2008-01-31 Kogureetal.

2008-03-20 Chu et al.

2008-03-20

2008-09-04 Rameretal.

2009-01-08 Franco etal.

2010-01-28

2010-04-29

200801 33336 2008-06-05 Altman etal.

20100312643 2010-12-09
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Application Number

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE|[rirct named inventor

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT JatutOoOOC—CSSC“‘WSOC”
( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

examinerName[|SOC—“—sSC‘“‘(‘C:*s*™S

20130057385 Al 2013-03-07 Murakami et al.

20130102273 Al 2013-04-25 Jung et al.

20130102363 Al 2013-04-25 Jung et al.

  
Remove

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document where Relevant

Initial* Number? ppplicantof cited Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

2009-07-01||& ELECTRONICSINC

LG INFORMATION &
10-1998-C85647 1998-12-05|COMMUNICATIONS

LTD.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE JAE LARK JUNG
STATEMENTBY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

SAMSUNG

10-200 1-C026243 2001-04-06|ELECTRONICS CO.,
LTD.

10-2005-0079475 2005-08-10|PANTECH CO. LTD.

10-2006-C033664 2006-04-19|PANTECH CO. LTD.

10-2010-0027855

10-2010-0049986 LG ELECTRONICS INC.

2007/033358 JUMP TAP,INC.

2008/081420 TECHNOLOGIES LTB

COMPANY,L.P.

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button A’

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS},title of the article (when apprcpriate}, title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

10-2008-C086757 2008-09-26|LG UPLUS CORP 8     
dd

Examiner] Cite

Initials*
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Application Number

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

Attorney Dacket Number UNISO05.001C2

Intemational Search Report dated March 20, 2013 of corresponding PCT Application PCT/KR2012/008470
(WO/2013/058533)

EP Search Report of corresponding European Patent Application No. 20120842666

Think Vantage Fingerprint Software,International Business Machines Corporation, First Edition, November 2005 “http:
download_lenovo.com/ibmal/pub/pc/pecbbs/thinkvantage_en/fs56ug_en pdf"

Concept iPhone 5 with Fingerprint Scanner "http:gadgetsin.com/concept-iphone-5-with-fingerprint-scanner.htm"

Acer Tempo M900 "http:/Avww.theregister.co.uk/2009/07/1 Sreview_phone_acer_tempo_m300/"

iPhone User Guide (For iOS 4.2 and 4.3 Software} (Apple Inc.) 2011.03.09 Chapter 1

   
If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3}. 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
* Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard $7.16 if possible. > Applicant is to place a check mark hereif
English language translationis attached.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99}

Attorney Dacket Number UNISO05.001C2

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 ta make the appropriate selection(s}:

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
[_] from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to thefiling of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c} more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d} for the
form of the signature.

Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Name/Print Registration Number 51306

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTC to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U_S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this infarmation is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is ta
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
infarmation, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The infarmation provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to apposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, te whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the recard.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related ta an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclased, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an applicatian open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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UNIS605008C2 PATENT

IN 'FHE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFRICE

inventor : Jae Lark JUNG,et al.

Applicant =: FIRSTFACE CO.,LTD.

App. No © Tinknown

Filed >: Herewith

For © ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION

IN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT
Eaainpler > Unknown

Art Unit > Unknown

Conk. Na. > Unknown
 

INFORMATION BISCLOSLURESTATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents

PAO. Box 1459

Alexandria, VA 22313-1430

Dear Sir:

Enciosed is a PTO/SB/08a Formlisting references including those that were previously disclosed

to or sited by the Patent and Trademark Offtce im the prosecution of U.S. Patent Application Nos.

13/390.483 (now US 8.831.537), 14/058,76F (now US 8:918,074) and 14/538,880, which are the parents

ofthe application being Hled herewith, Copies of the foreign patent documents and non-patent Literature

documents, which were previously disclosed to or cited by the PTO, are not submitted pursuant to 37

CPLR. 98d).

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three months ofthe Filing date ofthis

application, and thus no fee is required tn accordance with 37 CLFLR. S1.970by4).

Respecthadly submitted.

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP

By: OS fs
Mincheal Kirn

Registration Ne. 54,306
Attorney of Recard
Custamer Ne, 29995

(949) 760-0504

   

SESIGS97
Hogi s
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 

Filing Date:

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE

Title of Invention: TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

 First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Jae Lark JUNG

Filer: Mincheol Kim/kim skoff

Attorney Docket Number: UNISO0S.0O1C2  Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Track I Prioritized Examination - Nonprovisional Application under 35 USC 111(a)

 Description Fee Code Quantity seysbts) in

Basic Filing:

Utility filing Fee (Electronic filing} 70

Utility Search Fee 2111 7 300 300

Utility Examination Fee 2311 1 360 360

Request for Prioritized Examination 2817 7 2000 2000

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount anne in
Publ. Fee- Early, Voluntary, or Normal 1504 1 0 0

PROCESSING FEE, EXCEPT PROV. APPLS. 2830 1 70 70

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S) 2800
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
 

 

EFS ID: 23432367

Application Number: 14848191

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 9599
 

Title of Invention:
ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE

TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Jae Lark JUNG

209095
 

Filer:

Filer Authorized By:

Mincheol Kim/Gustave Lopez

Mincheol Kim
 

 

Attorney Docket Number: UNISO05.001C2

Receipt Date: 08-SEP-2015

Filing Date:

Time Stamp: 20:22:15
 

Application Type:

Paymentinformation:

Utility under 35 USC 111 fa)

 

 

 

 

 

 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Payment was successfully received in RAM $2800

RAM confirmation Number 8081

Deposit Account 111410

Authorized User KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON AND BEAR 

 
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora Filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d} and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810}, a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNISO05.001C2 PATENT

IN THE UNTPED STATES PATENT ANB TRADEMARK OFFICE

Inventor : Jae Lark FUNG, et al.

Applicant ; FIRSTFACE CO..LTD.

App. Ne. > $4/848.191

Filed ; September $, 2015

For > ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER
AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME

USER INPUT

Examiner : Not Yet Assigned

Art Unit : Not Yet Assigned

Conf, No. > 9599
 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Mail Step Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.Q. Box 1450

Alexandra,VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

Prior to examination of the above-identified application on the merits, please amend the

application as follows:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 7 of this paper.
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14/846,191

September 8, 2015
Application No.
Filing Date teme

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

The following fisting of claims will replace all prior versions of claims in the application.

I. (Currently Amended) A mobile communication terminal comprising:

a touch screen display;

a camera:

a power button corligured to turn on andoffthe terminal by pressing; and

an activation button separate from the power button and configured for pressing to

turn on the touch screen display and to initiate one or more additional functions of the

terminal,=

response to user nyput and is conficured to provide aser settings for configuring at least

one of the first and secand functions such ihat the at least one ofthe first and

functions is set to be performed in addition to tumming onthetouchscreendisplay upon

detection ef pressing of the activation button whilethetouch screen displayistumedoff,

wherein the Arst and second functions are different from each other and selected from the

econd  

group consisting of fingerprint authentication,activating the camera, and an operation

that involves playingasound,

wherein upon detection of one-time pressing of the activation button while the

touch screen display is turnedoff, the terminal is configuredtotumonthetouchscreen

display and further perform the at least one of the first and second fimctions in additionto 

tumingonthetouchscreen display such that:

the fouch screen display displays a lockscreenthereon as the terminal

turnsonthetouch screenin response to the detection of one-time pressing, 

the lock screen is displayedonthe touch screen display when the at least

one of the first and second functions is being performed, 

the first function is performed when thedetected one-time pressingis for

the second function is performed when the detected one-time 

for long time longer than the reference time period.

2s
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Application Ne. : 14/848,191
Filing Date : September 3, 2015

2. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherem upon detection of one-time pressing of

the activation button for short time while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is

configured to turn on the touch screen display for displaying the lock. sereen and further

configured to display the lock screen when the first fimction is being performed.

3. (New) The terminal of Claim 2, wherein upon detection of one-time pressing of

the activation bution for long time while the touch sexeen display is turned off, the terminal is

configured to turn on ihe touch screen display for displaying the lock screen and further

configured te display the lock screen when the second functionis being performed.

4. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein one of the first and second functions

comprises the fingerprint authentication, wherein the terminal is configured to turn on the touch

screen display for displaying the lock screen and further configured to display the lock screen

when the fingerprint authentication is being performed in response to detection of one-time

pressing of the activation button while the touch sereen displayis turned off.

§. (New) The terminal of Claim 4, wherein the terminal is configured to continue its

lack state when the fingerprimauthentication fatls ta authenticate a user, whereas the terminalis

configured to release the lock state and make its other functions available when the fingerprint

authentication authenticates a user.

6. (New) The terminal of Claim 5, wherein the terminal is configured to display an

alarm message on the touch sereen display when the lock state continues due io failure of user

authentication by the fingerprint authentication.

7, (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the at least ane of the first and second

functions is associaied with software downloadable bythe terminal.

8. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the at least one of the first and second

functions 1s associated with initiating a hands-free operation of the terminal.
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Application Ne. ; 14/848,191
Filing Date : September 8, 2015

9, (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal is configured to have a

nibile applicationstay in a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off while the

mobile application is running, wherein in resporise to the detection of one-time pressing ofthe

activation button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to

perform the at least one ofthe first and second functions regardless of whether the at least onc of

the first and second functions is in tts standbystate or an operation disable state.

1Q. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein upon detection of repeated pressing of

the activation button while the touch screen display is turacd off, the terminal is configured to

turn on the touch screen display and further perform a third fimction other than the first and

second functions in addition to turning on the touch sereen display.

Yi. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal comprises a smartphone

which coniprises an activation sensor conligured to detect pressing of the activation button and a4

user identification module configured to performthe fingerprint authentication.

2. (New) A method of operating a mobile computing fermmal, the methed

comprises:

providing a mobile computing terminal which comprises a touch screen display. a

camera, a power bution for pressing to turn on/off the terminal, and an activation bution

for pressing to turn on, the touch sereen display, the terminal having a first function and a

second function that are different from each other andselected fromthe group consisting

of fingerprint authentication, activating the camera, and an operation that involves

playing a sound;

detecting one-time pressing of the activation button while the terminal iy in an

inactive state in which the touch screen displayis turned off;

in response to detection ofthe one-time pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive state to an active state in which the touch screen displayis turned cn; and

in addition to changing to the active slate, further performing at least one of the

first and second functions without additional user input;
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wherein in changing to the active state and performing the at least one of the first

and second functions, the terminal operates such that:

the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal

changes fo the active stale in response to the detection ofone-time pressing,

the lock screen 1s displayed on the touch sercen display when the at least

one of the first and second functions is being performed,

the first fimetion is performed when the detected one-timepressing is for

short time shoster than a reference time period, and

the second function is performed when the detected one-time pressing is

for long time longer than the reference time period.

13. (New) The method of Claim12, further comprising:

receiving user iipul on a setting meng of the terminal; and

configuring, based on the user input, settings of the terminal such that the at least

one of the first and second functions is set to be performed in addition to changing to the

antive state upon detection of one-time pressing of the activation button while the

terminal is in its inactive state.

4. (New) The method of Claim 12, wherein the at least one of the first and second

functions comprises the fingerprint authentication, tu which the lock screen is displayed on the

touch screen display when the fingerprint authentication is being performed, wherein in

performing the fingerprint authentication, the terminal operates suchthat;

a jock state of the termina! continues when the fingerprint authentication fails to

authenticate a user, and

the lock state is released for enabling other functions of the terminal when the

fingerprint authenticationauthenticates a user,

13. {New} The method of Claim 14, wherein the touch screen display displays an

alarm message thereon when the lock state continnes due to failure of user authentication by the

fingerprint authentication.
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16. (New) The method of Claim 12, wherein the af least one of the first and second

functions is associated with software downloadable bythe terminal.

17. (New) The method of Claim 12, wherein the at least one of the first and second

functions is associated withinitiating a hands-free operation of the terminal,

18 (New) The method of Ciaum 12, wherein the tenminal is configured to have a

mobile application stay in a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off while the

mobile application is tuning, wherein in response to the detection of one-time pressing of ihe

activationbution while the terminal is in its inactive state, the terminal performs the at least one

of the first and second finolions regardless of whether the at least one of the first and second

functions is in its standby state or an operation disable state.

19. (New) The method of Claim12, further comprising:

detecting repeated pressing of the activation button while the terminal is in its

inactive stale;

m response to detection of the repeated pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive siate to the active state; and

m addition to changing to the active state, further performing a third function

other than the first and second functions without additional user input;

wherein in changing to the active state and performing the at least one of the first

and second flinctions, the terminal operates such that:

the touch sereen display displays the leck screen thereon as the terminal

changes to the active state in response to the detection of repeated pressing,

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the third

function is being performed,

20, (New) The method of Claim 12, wherein the terminal comprises a smartphone

which comprises an activation sensor configured to detect pressing ofthe activation button and a

user identification module configured to performthe Angerprint authentication.
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REMARKS

Applicant has amended Claim 1 and added new Claims 2-20, Support for the

amendments of Claims 1-20 can be found in the specification originally filed. No new matter is

aitded by the amendments,

No _Diselatmers or Disovowals

. Although the present communication mayinclude alterations tu.tbe application or claims,

or characterizations of claim scope er referenced art, Applicant is not conceding in this

application that previously pending claums are noi patentable over the cited references. Rather,

any alterations or characterizations are being made to facilitate expeditious prosecution of this

application. Applicant reserves the right to pursue at a later date any previously pending or other

broader or narrower claims that capture any subject matter supported by the present disclosure,

including subject matter found to be specifically disclaimed herein or by any prior prosecution.

Accordingly, reviewers of this or any parent, child or related prosecution history shall not

reasonablyinfer that Applicant has made any disclaimers or disayowals of any subject matter

supported by the present application.

Please charge any additional fees, including any fees for additional extension oftime, or

credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 11-1410,

Respectfully submitted,

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON& BEAR, LLP

 Dated: FOlG~O4mogG By:
Mincheol Kim

Registration No. 31,306
Attomeyof Record
Customer No. 20,995

(949) 760-0404
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REQUEST TO NOT ENTER THE SEPTEMBER9, 2015 PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT
AND

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O, Box 1450

Alexandra, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Prior to examination of the above-identified application on the merits, please amend the

application as follows:

Request to Not Enter the September 9, 2015 Preliminary Amendment begins on page 2

of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 3 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 8 of this paper.
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REQUEST TO NOT ENTER THE SEPTEMBER9, 2015 PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

On September 9, 2015, Applicant filed a Preliminary Amendment amending Claim | and

adding Claims 2-20 in this application. Applicant has found that errors were included in the

Preliminary Amendment. Applicant notes that the original recitation of Claim | appearing at page 2

of the Preliminary Amendmentis not consistent with Claim 1 appearing at page 18 of the original

specification filed on September 8, 2015. Specifically, “a camera” at line 3 and “and to initiate one

or more additional functions of the terminal” at lines 6-7 are added by mistake in Claim 1 of the

Preliminary Amendment while no such language was included in the original specification. In fact,

Applicant notes that the amendments presented in the Preliminary Amendment are those for the

concurrently-filed related application, Application No. 14/848,156.

In order to correct the errors and also to avoid duplicate prosecution of the same claims in

two separate applications, Applicant submits a new set of claims in this paper. In view of the errors

and further in view of the new set of claims, Applicant requests that the PTO enter the amendments

included in this paper and not enter the September 9, 2015 Preliminary Amendment,
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAMS

The following listing of claims will replace all prior versions of claims in the application.

1. (Currently Amended) A mobile communication terminal comprising:

a touch screen display;

a power button configured to turn on and off the terminal by pressing; and

an activation button separate from the power button and configured for pressing to

turn on the touch screen display,_-

wherein upon detection of one-time pressing of the activation button while the touch

screen displayis tumed off, the terminal is configured to tur on the touch screendisplay

and perform a fingerprint authentication function in addition to turning onthetouchscreen

display such that:

the touch screen displaydisplays a lock screenthereon_asitistumed on in

response to the detection of one-time pressing.

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screendisplaywhenthefingerprint

authentication function is being. performed,
 

abansneernemnneeeewoteeacentoscate nee ee RoeSoAAEeeTans!

SaTeReA ASkeOEagaeCeeRENEERATEARSEAARCERMEETS MER

Haverprintauthenticationfunctionauthenticatesauser.

2. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal is configured to perform the

fingerprint authentication function in addition to turning on the touch screen display when the

detected one-time pressing is for short time shorter than a reference time period.

3. (New) The terminal of Claim 2, wherein the terminal is further configured to

perform at least one function other than the fingerprint authentication function in addition to turning

on the touch screen display in response to the detection of one-time pressing during the ierminal’s

inactive state when the detected one-time pressing is for long time longer than a reference time

when
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period, wherein the at least one functions is selected from the group consisting of activating the

camera, and an operation that involves playing a sound.

4. (New) The terminal of Claim 3, wherein the touch screen display displays a lock

screen thereon as it 1s turned on in response to the detection of one-time pressing for long time,

wherein the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the at least one function is

being initiated.

5, (New) The terminal ef Claim 3, wherein the touch screen display displays a lock

screen thereon as it is turned on in response to the detection of one-time pressing for long time,

whercin the at least one function is associated with initiating a hands-free operation of the terminal.

6. (New) The terminal of Claim 3, wherein the terminal is configured to have a mobile

application stay in a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off while the mobile

application is running, wherein in response to the detection of one-time pressing of the activation

button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to perform theat least

one function regardless of whether the at least one function is in its standby state or an operation

disable state.

7. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal is configured to display an

alarm message on the touch sereen display when the lock state continues duc to failure of

fingerprint authentication by the fingerprint authentication function.

8. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the at least one function is associated with

software downloadable by the terminal.

9. (New) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein upon detection of repeated pressing of the

activation button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to turn on

the touch screen display and further perform at least one function other than the fingerprint

authentication function in addition to turning on the touch screen display.
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10. (New) Theterminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal comprises a smartphone which

comprises an activation sensor configured to detect pressing of the activation button and a user

identification module configured to perform the fingerprint authentication function.

11. (New) A method of operating a mobile computing terminal, the method comprising:

providing a mobile computing terminal which comprises a touch screen display, a

camera, a power button for pressing to turn on/off the terminal, and an activation button for

pressing to turn on the touch screen display;

detecting one-time pressing of the activation button while the terminal is in an

inactive state in which the touch screen display is turned off;

in response to detection of the one-time pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive state to an active state in which the touch screen display is turned on; and

in addition to changing to the active state, further performing a fingerprint

authentication function using fingerprint recognition without additional user input,

wherein in changing to the active state and performing the fingerprint authentication

function, the terminal operates such that:

the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal

changes to the active state in response to the detection of one-timepressing,

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint

authentication function is being performed,

a lock state of the terminal continues when the fingerprint authentication

function fails to authenticate a user, and

the lock state is released for enabling other functions of the terminal when the

fingerprint authentication function authenticates a user,

12, (New) The method of Claim 11, wherein performing the fingerprint authentication

function in addition to changingto the active state occurs when the detected one-time pressing is for

short time shorter than a reference time period.

13. (New) The method of Claim 12, wherein the method further comprises performing

at least one function other than the fingerprint authentication function in addition to changingto the

-5-
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active state in response to the detection of one-time pressing during the terminal’s inactive state

when the detected one-time pressing is for long time longer than the reference time period, wherein

the at least one function is selected from the group consisting of activating the camera, a hands-free

operation and an operation that involves playing a sound.

14. (New) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display displays a lock

screen thercon as the terminal changes to its active state i response to the detection of one-time

pressing for long time, wherein the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the at

least one function is being initiated,

15, (New) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display displays a lock

screen thereon as the terminal changes to its active state in response to the detection of one-time

pressing for long time, wherein the at least one function is associated with initiating a hands-free

operation of the terminal a hands-free operation.

16. (New) The method of Claim 13, wherein the terminal is configured to have a mobile

application stay m a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off while the mobile

application is running, wherein in response to the detection of one-time pressing of the activation

button while the terminal is in its inactive state, the terminal performs the at least one function

regardless of whether the at least one functionis in its standby state or an operation disablestate.

17.|(New) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display displays an alarm

message thereon when the lock state continues due to failure of fingerprint authentication by the

fingerprint authentication function.

18. (New) The method of Claim 13, further comprising:

receiving user input on a setting menu ofthe terminal; and

configuring, based on the user input, settings of the terminal such that the at least one

function is set to be performed in addition to changingto the active state upon detection of

one-time pressing of the activation button while the terminalis in its inactivestate,
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19. (New) The method of Claim 11, wherein the at least one function is associated with

software downloadable by the terminal.

20. (New) The method of Claim 11, further comprising:

detecting repeated pressing of the activation button while the terminal is in its

inactive state;

in response to detection of the repeated pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive state to the active state; and

in addition to changing to the active state, further performing at least one function

other than the fingerprint authentication function without additional user input,

wherein in changing to the active state and performing the at least one function, the

terminal operates such that:

the touch screen display displays ihe lock screen thereon as the terminal

changes to the active state in response to the detection of repeated pressing,

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the at least one

function is being performed.

oye
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REMARKS

Applicant has amended Claim | and added new Claims 2-20. Support for the amendments

of Claims 1-20 can be found in the specification originally filed. No new matter is added by the

ainendments.

No Disclaimers or Disavowals 

Althoughthe present communication may include alterations to the application or claims, or

characterizations of claim scope or referenced art, Applicant is not conceding in this application that

previously pending claims are not patentable over the ciled references. Rather, any alterations or

characterizations are being madeto facilitate expeditious prosecution ofthis apphtcation. Applicant

reserves the right to pursue at a later date any previously pending or other broader or narrower

claims that capture any subject matter supported by the present disclosure, including subject matter

found to be specifically disclairned herein or by any prior prosecation. Accardingly, reviewers of

this or any parent, child or related prosecution history shall not reasonably infer that Applicant has

made any disclaimers or disavowals of any subject matier supported by the present application.

Please charge any additional fees, including any fees for additional extension of time, or

credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 11-1410.

Respectfully submitted,

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP

 Dated: Dalea9(eo By:AAaSe
Mincheol Kim

Registration No. 51,306
Attorney of Record
Customer No. 20,995

(949) 760-0404

21598318
091615
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CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

09/16/2015|wor. PREVIOUSLY
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (a7 CFR1.18414)

Independent‘37 GFR 1. 16dhAMENDMENT
(Column 2] (Column 3}

HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY|PRESENT EXTRA
AMENDMENT

ee1.1841

CFty CFR 1a

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1. 16(s

CJ FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM ts? CFR 1.168411
AMENDMENT
* If lhe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in colunon 2, wrile “0” in colurmn 3. LIE
* If he “Highasl Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enler “20°. WUDY SWAYNE/
*** tthe “Highesl Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACEis less Lhan 3, enter “3”,
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For (Total or Independent) is the highésl number found in lhe appropriate box in column 1.

This collection af inlormation is réquired by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to oblain or retain a benelit by the public whichis lo lile (and by the USPTO to
process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 36 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
fequire to camplete this form andor suggestions tor reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Olficer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Oftice. U3.
Dapariment ol Commerce, P-O. Box 1450, Alaxandria, VA 22313-1450. OO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO; Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if vou need assistance in completing the form, caf 1-400-PTO-9199 and select aption 2.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/848,191

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART | OTHER THAN

‘Column 1} {Column 2) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

NUMBER FILED|NUMBER EXTRA RATE($} FEE($) RATE($} FEE($)
BASIC FEE

N/A NA
SEARCH FEE

NA

EXAMINATION FEE 7A

excrete 20 pe{27 CFR 11Gb

=

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS
437 CFR 118ih

NW the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $210 ($155 lor small entity} for each additional
(37 GFR 1.16(3)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41 (aj(1G) and 37 CFR 1.16is).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT GLAIM PRESENT {37 GFR 1.16(j}}

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

{Column 1} (Column 2} (Gaolumn 3} SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER, PREVIOUSLY FEES)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR

AODITIONAL
RATE(S) FEE(S)

x“ il}
(3? CFR 1 Tei

Independent(37 GFR 1.18(An

wz
ke
=
uw
=
a
2
uu
=
<

TOTAL
ADD'L FEE

(Column 2) (Colunn 3k
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL RATE: ADDITIONALAFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEES} fH FEEWS}AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

iar CFR 16(1
Independent

(27 GFR a teh
a2 ..AMENDMENTB

TOTAL
ADOVL FEE ADDL FEE

* Ifthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
[fF the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less {han 20, enter "20".
“ Tf the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3",

The “Highesi Number Previously Paid For (Total or Indepandent} is ihe highest found in ihe appropriate box in column 1
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eX; UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
 

UNTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: iMIMTSSONER POR PATENTS

 
eexnie Vamnin 2TEM450VMNETO Be

Ia848,191 09/0801. 264 UNISOOS.00IC2
CONFIRMATION NO.9508

20995 FILING RECEIPT
KNOBBE MARTENSOLSON & BEAR LLP

2040 MAIN STREET PeETPUTT
FOURTEENTH FLOOR

IRVINE, CA 92614

Date Mailed: 09/24/2015

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The applicationwill be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION.Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Fillng Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Fillng Recelpt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Fillng Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” for this application, please submit
any correctionsto this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Fillng Recelpt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s}
Jae Lark JUNG, Goyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Kyoung duck BAE, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

Applicant(s)
FIRSTFACE Co., LTD., Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 20995

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 14/538 880 11/12/2014
which is a CON of 14/058,761 10/21/2013 PAT 8918074
which is a CON of 13/590,483 08/21/2012 PAT 8831557

Foreign Applications (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the
USPTO. Please see http:/Awww.uspto.qov for more information.}
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10-201 1-0106839 10/19/2011

Permission to Access - A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices
(PTO/SB/39 orits equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

Request to Retrieve - This application either claims priority to one or more applications filed in an intellectual
property Office that participates in the Priority Document Exchange (PDX) program or contains a proper Request to
Retrieve Electronic Priority Application(s) (PTO/SB/38orits equivalent). Consequently, the USPTO will attempt
to electronically retrieve these priority documents.

if Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 09/21/2015
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The country code and numberof yourpriority application, to be used forfiling abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 14/848,191

Projected Publication Date: 12/31/2015

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publicatlon Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY *

Title

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE TERMINAL

WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

Preliminary Class

455

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File} Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifles thefiling
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the caseof inventions madein the United States,the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a requestfor a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents” (specifically, the
section entitled “Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines forfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http:/Avww.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help “toolkits” giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGNFILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 GFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 GFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.18 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or afterthe effective date thereof unless
itis revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s} filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128))}; the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+} and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOTappear onthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 GFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 monthsfrom thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received anyindication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR §.15{b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplacein the world and is an unparalleled locationfor
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanforexisting and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S.cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business,visit http:/Avww.SelectUSA.gov orcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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HE Hey, VAs HE10)] 1] SAILS ALS ABA] Us aalalay

Ga Va que asses $40] Qaqns ada Faz, 28a Y=120)

) 38 SAAS Bee 284i demas ga AA gee asa ric te

Ao) MAES Bad $ Arh.

14 Q1 28d Ste Hd 249 Asgaela Aa da Asaa + gy
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Ea Fd7]000)4] AIA F det. Abe AD ws Ba] Bas ys
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Description

FIELD OF TECNIQUE( to which the invention refers).

[0001] Thefield of technique of the invention is the
electronics.

INVENTION (Brief description of the invention).

[0002] Apparatus and method for a portable and au-
tonomous system fitted to store and display passwords,
PINs (Personal Identification Number} and other sensi-
tive information. The system does not require the use of
apersonal computer, evenif itcan be optionally attached
to it. The system is composed of a microcontroller, anon
- volatile memory, a display, a biometric authentication
system and an integrated device for the elaboration of
biometric data.

[0003] The biometric sensor acts also by pointing de-
vice and allows the insertion and the management of
data through a virtual Keyboard visualized on the display.
[0004] The system, with feeding on battery and with

the size of a keychain, can be brought with himself and
used incase of need to see the passwords and PIN codes
needed to access websites, to make operations cash dis-
penser or otherwise.
[0005] The data, passwords, PINs, ete. are stored in

non-volatile memory in ciphered form. The system of en-
cryption extracts the key using the data provided by the
biometric sensor.

[0006] The non-volatile memory ensures the protec-

tion of data also with a flat battery.
[0007] The encryption of data guarantees the secrecy
of the sameif the device is lost or stolen. Compared with
previous systems the object of this invention has the ad-

vantage of being autonomous,failing need to be con-
nected to personal computers.

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE: (Outline fo whatisalready
known orpresent on the market).

[0008] Systems of storage of the passwords with au-

thentication by biometric sensor are already present on
the market. They still have two disadvantaged: or are
integrated into systems more complex, cumbersomeor
expensive as notebook or handhelds, or require to be
connected to personal computers, for example through
USB (Universal Serial Bus) ports.

[00098] ‘Inthe first case, their use requires the purchase
of the integrated system and the knowledge, from the
user, of the host operating system. In the second case
these systems aren't autonomous and therefore don't

allow to access to information in they contained in any
place and at any time.
[0010] To go towards these requirements, the device
object of this invention is a portable and autonomous
device that presents a user interface simple and imme-

diate and thatreally requires a minimal effort of learning.
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PROBLEM:(Description of the probiem that is
solved with the new invention).

[0011] The problem that it intends to solve with this
invention is that of the safely and independently storage
of sensitive data.

[0012] The memorization of codes and passwords is

an themethat becomesincreasingly important. The cur-
rent information tools, while on the one hand permit to
simplify many aspects of the work and ofthelife in gen-
erally, on the other hand often put to the difficult test the
mnemonic capacity of user through the demand for ac-
cess codes.

[0013]=In particular, thinking of the numerous activities
that each of us make using a card and the relative code
(credit cards, ATM - Automatic Teller Machines - card,
cards for purchases, codes for unblock equipment such
as mobilephones,etc..} ora password (for the computers
in the office, for that at the home,for the links andfor the

transactions on the Internet as the e-mail, the operation
banking, the fiscal and tributary transactions, ete..).

[0014] For reasons of security it is almost always re-
quired that these passwordsare atleast a certain length,
containing at the same numbers and lowercase and up-
percase characters or special symbols, in other words
that are not easily stored. Also for some of these systems,
such as the computerof the office,it is required to peri-

odically change the password.
[0015] The spread of these systems, closely linked to
the spread of the information and telematics system in
all areas of the professional and personallife, is only the

beginning. Therefore will become increasingly pressing
two needs strongly linked to the spread of these identifi-
cation systems: 1} the possibility to consult, wheneverit
is serve, quickly and easily a code or a password: 2) the

necessity that such information are protected and that
their reading are done in complete safety for the owner.
[9016] Each of us has developed a system for tran-
scribing, ciphered or store the codes, with the frequent
risk of forgetting where they were annotated, of losing
tickets and agendas with these information or becoming
unable to decipher the strange notes written. The same
method of authentication through the password of pro-
tection, it is not uniquely associated to the user, in the
sense that if a person, different from the owner, comes

into possession of the password, he can enterinto the
data in the same way of the owner.

SOLUTIONS OF THE TECHNICAL PROBLEM: (#flus-
tration of the oplimal solution that is designed to
give to the problem described in the preceding par-
agraph).

 

[0017] Thesystem in object allows the user, and only
he, to store and display in way completely secure a series
of codes, passwords and other identifiers.
[0018] The ownerof the device has to store hiss bio-

metric data (in particular his fingerprints), once before
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including the codes and passwords.

[0019] From that moment on, both the memory and
the display will activate themselves only to the recogni-
tion of fingerprint of the owner, ensuring the protection
of stored data.

[0020] As form of personal authentication, and unique-
ly associated to the owner, this invention preferably using

a biometric system for the recognition of fingerprints.
[0021] The market of the chips for the survey of the
fingerprints is varied and today offers a wide range of
sensors, relatively shape. size and technology of survey
(optical, thermic, capacitive, RF, ¢tc..}.
[0022] Toa limited extent to this invention we can clas-
sify these chips into two classes: thefirst class consists
of the chip type Area / Flatbed, and the other consists of
the chip type Line / swipe. The chip of the first class are

generally larger and with form rectangular. They are con-
stitute by an matrix of sensors and the image is acquired
allin one go just putting the finger on the surface of the
chip.
[0023] The chip of the second class are generally

smaller and with form elongated. They consist of a few
lines of sensors and the image of the impression is ac-
quired by sliding the finger on the surface of the chip.
[0024] One additional characteristic of some of these
chips, which for this invention is a particularly important
role, is the implementation of a function of survey of the

movements of finger on the sensor (without being read
the fingerprint). In this way the sensor can be used as a
pointing device, as if it were a small touch-pad.
[0025] In fact, the present invention uses preferably a

chip of type line / swipe with survey of motion of finger
on the sensor. This allows te implement and to manage
a system of navigation based on menu and on virtual
Keyboard, designed on the display, and to avoid the use

of keys of navigation.
(0026) Therecognition of impression is acomplex task
and highly demanding in terms of computing power and,
until very recently, required the presence of a computer
to which the chip would be connected. Recently some
manufacturers of chips have developed someintegrated
devices, particularly the DSP (Digital Signal Processor}
that, through optimized algorithms, supplied together
with the DSP,can to carry out operations of storage, ac-
quisition and recognition of fingerprints in autonomous
way.

[0027] The DSP united to the chips for the survey of
the fingerprints allow storage in situ of a small number
of fingerprints, and are therefore suitable for applications
of unique recognition (that is the mark of the person whe
is trying to authenticate is compared with the stored im-

print previously by the same person).
[0028] These DSP provide the resultof the comparison
with a margin of error very low and in a very short time,
in the order of fractions of a second.

[0029] Theresult of the comparison, which consists of
a series of 100-200 bytes, is the starting basis for the

generation of the key of the encryption used by the sys-
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tem for storage of confidential data. Essential character-

istic of these DSP is the low consumption of energy,
which makes them suitable for portable applications with
battery feeding.

FUNCTIONING AND DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS:

(Description of the working of the invention and ref-

ative drawings).

[0030] The drawings attached to this descriptionillus-
trate the principle of operation of the invention and its
possible implementation, in particular:

- the Drawing 1 shows the block diagram of the device;
- the Drawing 2 shows the flowchart of the phase of

initialization of the device;

- the Drawing 3 shows the flowchart of the phase of
normal use of the device:

- the Drawing 4 shows a possible implementation of
the device;

- the Drawing 5 shows the exploded of the possible
configuration of the device.

[0031] The system (Drawing 1} is constituted essen-
tially by the following functional blocks: a microcontroller,
a system of visualization and navigation, a system of bi-
ometric identification, a memory, a system of manage-

ment of the feeding, a interface of communication with
the outside.

[0032] The microcontroller (100) monitors and manag-
2s the functioning of the other blocks. It includes, inter-

nally or externally, a RAM - Random Access Memory- ,
a flash memory and a memory E2-PROM. Thefirmware
is stored in the internal flash memory. Once that the
firmware is written in the flash memory, the access in

reading from the outside of the microcontroller is disa-
bled. The subsystem composed by the biometric sensor
(120) and by the DSP (Digital Signal Processor) (130)
constitutes the authentication system. The DSP, con-
nected directly to the biometric sensor, is responsible for
the real-time processing of biometric data and provides
the interface between the microcontroller and the bio-
metric sensor.

[0033] Beforeit can use, the device mustbeinitialized.
The initialization (Drawing 2} consists in to store inside

the device a series of digital signatures associated to
biometric data, preferably a series of fingerprint of the
owner. The phase ofinitialization is activated at the first
starting of the device, or after a hardware resetofitself.
[0034]=Theinitialization deletes irrecoverable possible
data and stored signatures previously, in order to safe-

guard the secrecy of the data. During theinitializing the
device requires to the user the inclusion of the one or
more sets of biometric data, preferably one or more fin-
gerprints, From each set of biometric data DSP extracts
a digital signature that is sent to the microcontroller.
[0035] The microcontroller, through a proper algo-

rithm, generates beginning from the digital signature an
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key of encryption, associated with the digital signature.

It is possible associate the same key of encryption to
multiple digital signatures. For example more fingerprints
by the same owner may be associated with the same key
of encryption.
[0036] The key of encryption and the associated sig-
natures can be encrypted, through a random and unique

key for each device, and stored in a protected area of
the flash memory orof the internal eeprom memory. The
accessto protected of the flash or of the eeprom memory
is excluded from outside of the microcontroller, therefore

the digital signatures and the keys are inaccessible.
[0037] Thekeys associated with digital signatures are
used during the normal use to encrypt / decrypt data of
the user.

[0038] Once that the system was correctly initialized it

can be usedto enter and read data. Atthis stage of normal
use the flowchart of reference can be found in Drawing 3.
[0039] At the starting of the device is required to the
user to authenticate, that’s to say to provide one of the
sets of the biometric data used during the phase of the
initialization. The DSP derived from this set of data the

digital signature that is sent to the microcontroller. The
microcontroller codes the signature and comparesit with
the encrypted signatures stored in protected memory.If
any of the signatures match is granted the permission te
proceed and is visualized on the display a operating
menu.

[0040] Using the menu it's possible to choose whether
to insert new data or read existing ones. In both cases,
the user can insert data or move between them thanks

to the virtual keyboard (112) displayed on the display
(110} and to the navigation system composed of biomet-
ric sensor (120) and button of selection (180).
[0041] The inserted data are encrypted with algorithm

recognized secure, preferably of type AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard), using the key of encryption asso-
ciated with the digital signature of the user and then
stored in the external no volatile memory (140), of type
flash or eeprom. During the reading the data are read
from external non-volatile memory, are decrypted and
then visualized on the display. To increase the security
of the device the display disableditself after a interval of
time of a few seconds.

[0042]=In the phase of inserting or reading of the data

the biometric sensor is used as a pointing system,like a
touch-pad, while the button of starting is used as a device
of selection. This allows to insert in the easy way any
kind of data and at the sametime to maintain limited the

size of the device.

[90043] Another choice ofthe user, once authenticated,

may be that to allow the connection with a personal com-
puter. In this case through a specific software the user
can easily manage the data inthe easy way. In any case,
the use of the computer is only optional, because the
device is completely autonomous.
[0044] Thedevice is fed througha common button bat-

tery or, alternatively, through a rechargeable battery
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(170). The managementof battery is entrusted to a sys-

tem implemented partially in hardware and partially in
the firmware (160), that will disable the components of
the device that are not used in a given operating phase
and thereby will reduce the consumption and increase
the independence. In particular, the system provides to

shut down the entire device after a given intervalof time
of no use.

[0045]=The shut off at time of the device is an additional
measureof security, because prevents the access to the
confidential data from unauthorized personsif the device

remains unattended. The device,in its possible deploy-
ment, is fully contained in a plastic containerwith the size
of a keychain. The container (Drawing 4 and Drawing 5}
is composed of two parts, one upper and one lower
closed together through a series of joints.

[0046] In the superior part there is the opening for the
display and for the biometric sensor. The display may or
may not be protected by a thin slab of plastic. The apening
for biometric sensor, in this implementation composed
ofa sensor forthe reading of the fingerprints, also serves

as a guide for the finger that must slide on it. Still on the
superior part is set the on / off button and the button of
selection.

[0047]|In the lower part of the containeris practised a
slot for one or two Button batteries, or for a rechargeable
battery. An appropriate door allows to access to the bat-
teries.

[0048] A further opening in the lateral part of the con-
tainer can contain a possible connector for the USB con-

nection of the device to the personal computer.Ifthe link
is kind of wireless, for example Bluetooth, this opening
is absent.

ADVANTAGES: (#fustrafion of the advantages of-
fered by the new invention)

[9049]

- high degree of miniaturization required to obtain an
instrument with a extremely compact size;

- implementation of the system of control of the bio-

metric sensorto be used also as a pointing device;
-=minimisation of consumption to prolong the autono-

my of the battery;
- implementation of specific (fad hoc) security proto-

cols to guarantee the confidentiality of data:

Claims

1. Claim 1: Portable and autonomous system to stor-

age and to display of the confidential information,
such as passwords, PINs, numbers of bank account,
etc.. composed of microcontroller, display, non-vol-
atile memory, biometric sensor, integrated device for
biometric data processing, battery.
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System as claimed in claim 1 in which the device

integrated of processing of biometric data is a DSP,
a microcontroller, an ASIC, or a programmable logic
properly programmed.

System as claimedin the preceding claims points in
which the non-volatile memory is type eeprom or
flash.

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
the data are stored in ciphered form in the non-vol-
atile memory.

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
the input and the reading of the data is done through
a virtual keyboard projected on the display and
through the biometric sensor used as a pointing de-
vice (touchpad).

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
the access to the stored data is granted only after

that the user has been authenticated by a biometric
sensor.

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
the system requires to the user to authenticate him-
self at the first starting of the device, or after a reset

of the same,to store signatures associated with him-
self biometric data and te create encryption Keys of
the data.

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
is previewed a system of bypass of the biometric
sensorfor the recovery of the data, in the case is not
possible to use the biometric sensor.

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
is inserted a circuit for recharge the battery

System as claimed in the preceding claims in which
is inserted a interface of communication, of seriale

type, usb, bluetooth, zig-bee,wifi, infrared or intran-
et, for the connection to a personal computer.

25

a0

35

40
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50

55
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Biometric

Sensor

Display (110) (120) 
Virtual Keyboard (112)

Microprocessor (100)

Power Management (160) ON/OFF
SEL (180)

Battery (170)

Drawing 1 : Block diagram of the device

Non-Volatile

Memory (140) 
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Drawing 2 : Flowchart of the initiallzation phase
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Drawing 3 : Flowchart of the normal use phase
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Drawing 4: A possible configuration of the device
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Drawing 5 : Drawing exploded of a possible configuration of the device
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INFORMATION PROCESSOR WITH INDIVIDUAL AUTHENTICATING FUNCTION

AND DISPLAY DEVICE USED FOR SAME INFORMATION PROCESSOR

Inventor(s): ITO TAKAFUMI + (ITO TAKAFUMI)

Applicant(s): TOSHIBA CORP + (TOSHIBA CORP)

Classification: - international:GO06F15/00; GO6F21/20; GO6T1/00;
(IPC1-7): GO6F 15/00: GO6T 1/00

- cooperative:

Application JP19980128883 19980512
number:

Priority number=JP19980128883 19980512
(s):

Abstract of JPH11328262 {A}

PROBLEM FO BE SOLVED: To reduce the influence of an electric field croduced by a
display device and to keee authentication precision high by arranging a sensor for
finger authentication an the dispiav device while making the sensor transparent,
making a direct quide display et the pasition where a finger of en authenticated person
is placed. and providing a transparent shield slectrode between the display screen of
the display device and the sensor. SOLUTION: On the disoiay screen of the display
device 13 erovided to a device rain body, the sensear 19 for finger authentication which
is made of 4 transparent material so as to detect a finger patiern of the authenticated
cerson at a specific positien is installed and an authenticating process is performed
according to the outout signal of the sensor 19. Specially. at the time of authentication,
guide information indicating the mount sesition of the finger 30 is displayed at the
installation pasition of the sensar 19. The shield electrode 23 mace of the transparent
material so as to cul off tne electric field led to the sensor 19 from the display screen is
orovided petween the display screen of the display device 13 and the sensor 19, or the
sensor 1G is olaced in detecting operation while the display device 13 makes no
display.
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APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371001 DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO/TITLE 
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CONFIRMATION NO. 9589

20995 PUBLICATION NOTICE

KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON & BEAR LLP

2040 MAIN STREET IONCACFOURTEENTHOOR ee
IRVINE, CA 92614

Title:ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATIONIN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH

ONE-TIME USER INPUT

Publication No.US-2015-0378595-A1

Publication Date: 12/31/2015

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identitied application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://Awww.uspto .gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 orvia the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http-//pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistancein electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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Commissioner for Patents
ates Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.usplo.gov  
 

JAN 05 2016
KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON & BEAR LLP

2040 MAIN STREET

FOURTEENTH FLOOR OFFICE OF PETITIONS
IRVINE CA 92614

Doc Code: TRACK1.GRANT

Decision Granting Requestfor
Prioritized Examination Application No.: 14/848191

Track | or After RCE

THE REQUEST FILED September 8, 2015 IS GRANTED,

The above-identified application has met the requirements for prioritized examination
A. fx] for an original nonprovisional application (Track 1).C) for an application undergoing

continued examination (RCE).

The above-identified application will undergo prioritized examination. The application will be
accorded special status throughout its entire course of prosecution until one of the following occurs:

A. filing a petition for extension of time to extend thetime pericd forfiling a reply;

B. filing an amendment to amend the application to contain more than four independent

claims, more than thirty total claims, or a multiple dependent claim;

filing a request for continued examination:

filing a notice of appeal;

filing a request for suspension of action; *

mailing of a notice of allowance;

mailing of a final Office action:

completion of examination as defined in 37 CFR 41.102; or

abandonmentof the application.

Telephoneinquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Jose’ G. Dees at 571-272-1569.

‘Jose’ G. Dees/ Petitions Examiner, Office of Petitions
[Signature] {Title)

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

FO Box 1450)
Alexandra, Virginia 22313-1450
WWSPO.fO¥

APPLICATION NO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO, CONFIRMATION NO, 
14/848, 191 09/08/2015 Jae Lark JUNG UNISO05.001C2 9599

KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON & BEAR LLP Ce
2040 MAIN STREET SHEDRICK, CHARLES TERRELL
FOURTEENTH FLOOR

IRVINE, CA 92614
2646

02/02/2016 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period forreply,if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated “Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

jJayna.cartee @ Knobbe.com
efiling @ knobbe.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Applicatian/Control No, Applicant(s)/Patent Under
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Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

EN
[a[us2ooeneseaseat[11-2006[ouerrobn_———«dét~Csrvaoose|e
PTs[ussoiaoiecsssar|042010|STEWARTAtturtesie(|atone|_saoaear_|

US-2010/0304731 At 12-2010 Bratton; R. Alex HOAN5/232 455/420e US-2012/000986 At 01-2012|Bandyopadhyay: Shamik 455/411
|¢|US-2012/0052836 At 03-2012|Buratti; Richard Michael 455/404,2

US-8,311,514 B2 11-2012|Bandyopadhyay: Shamik 455/410

US-2019/0104187 Al 04-2013|Weidner; Klaus Helmut 726/1

|||Us-2014/0162598At 06-2014|Villa-Real; Antony-Euclid C. 465/411
US-8,782,775 B2 07-2014|Fadel: Anthony 726/16
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|sd

c ea

Pdttetsd+fated
Document Number Date tgs. as

Pi 
“A copy of this raférance is not being furnished with this Oflice action (Sae MPEP § 707. 05(a).}
Gates in MM-YYYY lormat are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.
Ws Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rey, 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper Ne, 20160126
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Application No. Applicant(s)}

First Action interview Pilot Program|14:848,191 JUNG ET AL.
Pre-interview Communication Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to File}

Stat
CHARLES SHEDRICK 2646 NO us

-The MAILING OF NOTIFICATION DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

THE SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY |S SET TO EXPIRE ONE MONTH ORTHIRTY(30) DAYS,
WHICHEVERIS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING OR NOTIFICATION DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

This time period for reply is extendable under 37 CFR 1.136(a) for only ONE additional MONTH.

This communication constitutes notice under 37 CFR 1.136(a}(1}(i).

Applicant must, within the time period for reply,file: (1) A letter requesting not to haveafirst action interview; (2) A reply under 37 GFR
1.111 waiving the first action interview and First Action Interview Office Action; or (3} An ApplicantInitiated Interview Request Form (PTOL-
413A) electronically via EFS-Web, accompanied by a proposed amendment or arguments, and schedule the interview within 2 months from
the filing of the request. A failure to respond to this communication will be treated as a request not to have an interview. If applicant waives
the First Action Interview Office Action, the instant Pre-Interview Communication is deemed thefirst Office Action on the Merits. The next
subsequent Office action may be madefinal if appropriate. See MPEP 706.07 (a).

Status

1}B1 Responsive to communication(s}filed on 9/8/78.
C1 A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on :

Disposition of Claims

2)K] Claim(s) 1-20 is/are pending in the application.

2a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

3)0] Claim(s) is/are allowed.

4)] Claim(s) 7-20 is/are rejected.
530] Claim(s) is/are objected to.

6)L] Claim(s)____ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

 

 

Application Papers

7)L The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
8)] The drawing(s) filed on 9/8/15 is/are: a) accepted or b)] objected to by the Examiner,

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).
Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

9)] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (fl.
ajBJ All bjLJ Some * cL Noneof:

1.6] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received,
2.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.0) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PGT Rule 17.2(a)).

“See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

 

Contact Information

Examiner's Telephone Number: (571)272-8621

Examiner's Typical Work Schedule: Mondaythru Friday 8:00AM-4:30PM

Supervisor's Name: Lester Kincaid Supervisor's Telephone Number:
Attachment(s)

1) E]Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) Linterview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s}Mail Date.

2) EXJinformation Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/O8)
Paper No(s}/Mail Date :

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413FP (Rev. 08-13)=First Action Interview Pilot Program - Pre-Interview Communication Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20160126

4) oO Other: . 
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Application No. Applicant(s}

14/848,191 JUNG ETAL.

First Action interview Pilot Program
Pre-interview Communication Examiner Att Unit AIA (First Inventor to File}

CHARLES SHEDRICK 2646 satus

Notiiication of Rejection(s) andor Objection(s}

Reference(s} Rejection . . ae
Claimi{s} {if applicable) Statutory Basis Brief Explanation of Rejection

. Claims 1-20 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being
35 USC 104 unpatentable overclaims of U.S. Patent No. 9179298, 8918074, 8831557

1-6,9-15 .
and 18-20 35 USG 102 Abstract, 0004-0005, 0012, 0077-0080-0087, 0101-0106.figures 5 and 6

E and G and/or Assuming arguendo that a single reference does not provide adequate teachings the
3 Band K 35 USC 103 Examiner submits it still would have been obvious to combine the teaching of the prior art

to arrive at the claimed invention which provides essentially a manner of authenticati

jiwisfo[stem “eee ne meres wt
Abstract,figures 4, 6,8 and 1. col. 1 line 54-col. 2 lines 50,

Expanded Discussion/Commentary

Via an activation bution based on a locked screen. G teaches in the abstract that The apolication allows wake-up and unlock operations to
occur using a single event, such as a single keystroke, In process block 730, in response to the determination thal the received input is from a
human touch, the mobila device simultaneously activates tha touch screen and unlocks the device via fingerprint

Claims 1-20 of capanding Application 14848156 ara identical to the claims of the instant application and therefore cannot be overcome with a
Terminal disclaimer

GHARLES SHEDRICK/

26 January, 2016 Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2646
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US-2010/0304731 At 12-2010 Bratton; R. Alex HOAN5/232 455/420e US-2012/000986 At 01-2012|Bandyopadhyay: Shamik 455/411
|¢|US-2012/0052836 At 03-2012|Buratti; Richard Michael 455/404,2

US-8,311,514 B2 11-2012|Bandyopadhyay: Shamik 455/410

US-2019/0104187 Al 04-2013|Weidner; Klaus Helmut 726/1

|||Us-2014/0162598At 06-2014|Villa-Real; Antony-Euclid C. 465/411
US-8,782,775 B2 07-2014|Fadel: Anthony 726/16
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Document Number Date tgs. as
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Tinited States Patent and Trademark Office
Addvess: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS.

FO. Box 450
Alexandria, Virginia 2241 4-1450+
WiISTO,OE

 
BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATIONNO.9599

SERIAL NUMBER|FILINGor371(c) GROUP ART UNIT |ATTORNEY DOCKET
14/848,191 09/08/2015 UNIS005.001C2

RULE

APPLICANTS

FIRSTFAGE CO., LTD., Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

INVENTORS

Jae Lark JUNG, Goyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Kyoung duck BAE, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

ue CONTINUING DATA KhanKEKE KKKERK

This application is a CON of 14/538,880 11/12/2014 PAT 9179298
which is a CON of 14/058,761 10/21/2013 PAT 8918074
which is a CON of 13/590,483 08/21/2012 PAT 8831557

F FOREIGN APPLICATIONS ERE REEE EREERELE CEE ERETE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10-201 1-0106839 10/19/2011

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** ** SMALL ENTITY **
09/21/2015

Foreign Priority claimed Wa ves Ono STATE OR SHEETS TOTAL=|INDEPENDENT
35 USG 119{4-d) conditions met ka yes Ino|UO) Metafer COUNTRY |DRAWINGS|CLAIMS CLAIMS
Verified and AGHARLES TERRELL

SHEDRIGK KOREA, 5 20 2
Acknowledged“ExaminersSignature Thies” REPUBLIC OF

ADDRESS

KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON & BEAR LLP

2040 MAIN STREET
FOURTEENTH FLOOR

IRVINE, CA 92614
UNITED STATES

TITLE

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATIONIN MOBILE TERMINAL WITH
ONE-TIME USER INPUT

LI All Fees

FEES: Authority has beengivenin Paper 1 1.16 Fees(Filing)
RECEIVED Nooto chargeloredit peposir ACCOUNT

for following: L} 1.18 Fees (Issue)

) Other

) Credit
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Filing Date Receipt date: 09/08/2015
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG

Art Unit
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
  Examiner Name  

|
|

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

|
|Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2 
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Examiner] Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant Pages,Columns,Lines where
wed Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code of cited Dacument .

Figures Appear

1 6636732 B1 2003-10-21 Boling et al.

2 7613446 B2 2009-11-03 Engstrom et al.

3 7623847 B2 2009-11-24 Yamashita et al.

4 7668829 B2 2010-02-23 Chu et al.

5 7738916 B2 2010-06-15 Fukuda

6 8265607 B2 2012-09-11 Wormald etal.

7 6311514 B2 2012-11-13 Bandyopadhyay et al.

8 8538370 B2 2013-09-17 Ray et al.
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Application Number 14848191 - GAU: 2646 

 

 

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT |
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
  Examiner Name Receipt date: 09/08/2015  
Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2 

 .8660545 2014-02-25 Redford etal.
" 8782775 2014-07-15 Fadell et al.

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.
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Publication

Number

Kind|Publication

Code! Date
Name of Patentee or Applicant
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20070060114 A

20070100981 A

20070136761 Al Basmajian, ll et al.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number 14848191 - GAU: 2646 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG 

Art Unit |  
Examiner Name Receipt date: 09/08/2018  
Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2 

 
7 20070249330 Al

& 20070294725 Al

9 20080027813 Al
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Application Number 14048191 - GAU: 7846

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT —__ |
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Receipt date: 69/08/2015

Attorney Docket Number | UNISO05.001C2 

 18 20110004678 A_ 2011-01-06 Rothrock

20110080260 A 2011-04-07 Wang etal.

20120052836 oda 2012-03-01 Buratti et al.

_

20120302200 2012-11-29 Esbensen

20130057385 oda 2013-03-07 Murakarniet al.

20130102273 A 2013-04-25 Jung et al.

20130102363 A 2013-04-25 Jung et al.

  
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button. Add

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove
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Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document=|Country Kind|Publication where Relevant
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Application Number 14848191 - GAU: 2646

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT |___. |
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Receipt date: 09/08/2018

Attorney Docket Number | UNISO05.001C2

3 10-200 1-0026243

4 10-2005-0079475
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ELECTRONICS Co.,
LTD.

2005-08-10|PANTECH CO. LTD.
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9 2007/033358
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11 2010/1 26504

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button Add
NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove
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COMPANY,LP.
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  Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|JAE LARK JUNG

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT —__ |
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Receipt date: 09/08/2018

Attorney Docket Number | UNISO05.001C2 

International Search Report dated March 20, 2013 of corresponding PCT Application PCT/KR2012/008470
(WO/2013/058533)

EP Search Report of corresponding European Patent Application No. 20120842666

Think Vantage Fingerprint Software, International Business Machines Corporation, First Edition, November 2005 "http:
download_lenovoe_com/ibmdl/pub/pe/pecbbe/thinkvantage_enitisS6ug_enpdt"

Concept iPhone 5 with Fingerprint Scanner "http:gadgetsin.com/concept-iphone-5-with-fingerprint-scanner_him"

Acer Tempo M900 "http:/www:theregister.co.uk/2009/07/1 Sreview_phone_acer_tempo_m300"

iPhone User Guide {For iOS 4.2 and 4.3 Software} {Apple Inc.) 2011.03.09 Chapter 1

  
If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation infarmation please click the Add buttan Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

 Examiner Signature fCharles Shadrick? Date Considered

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not cansidéred. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

' See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3}. > For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the dacument under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. > Applicant is to place a check mark here iff
English language translation is attached.
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
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CHARLES SHEDRICK 2646
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Application Number 14848191 

Filing Date 2015-09-08 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
First Named Inventor Jae Lark Jung 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name  Jennifer N. To  
|
|
|

| 2143 |
|
|Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2 
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Examine Cite Patent Number Kind Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Relevant Passages or Relevant
Initial No Code of cited Dacument .

Figures Appear

1 6476797 B1 2002-11-05 Kurihara etal.

2 6611946 B2 2014-08-19 Bandyopadhyay et al.

3 9082235 B2 2015-07-14 Lau et al.

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove

Examiner] _.. Publication Kind|Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant Pages,Columns,Lines where
wed Cite Na . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial Number Code] Date of cited Dacument .
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1 20020083329 Al 2002-06-27 Kiyomoto

2 20020188855 Al 2002-12-12 Nakayama etal.

3 20090017871 Al 2009-01-15 Brieskorm
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Application Number 14848191

Filing Date 2015-09-08

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Jae Lark Jung
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Art Uninit | 2143( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
  Examiner Name Jennifer N. To  
Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2 

_

5 20090239591

6 20100079380

4 20090083850 A 2009-03-26 Fadell et al.

2009-09-24 Alamehetal.

Al 2010-04-01 Nurmi

A_ oda

__
7 20100079508

& 20110069940

9 20120069042 Al

20120146898

2010-04-01 Hedge et al.

2011-03-24 Shimyetal.

2012-03-22 Ogita et al.

2012-06-14 Lin

A 2015-05-14 Pratt etal.

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.
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Application Number 14848191

Filing Date 2015-09-08

 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Jae Lark Jung

Art Unit | 2143
Examiner Name Jennifer N. To

 

    
Attorney Docket Number [ untsoos.oo1c2

10-2007-00763 17 2007-07-24|LG Electronics Inc.

 

Casio Hitachi Mobile
2007-179343 2007-07-12 Communications Co Ltd.

H11-328362 1999-11-30 Toshiba Corp.

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button Add

    
 

 

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

. ,.|Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS},title of the article (when appropriate), title of the itemExaminer] Cite . : : :
vw (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TsInitials* |No : : :

publisher, city and/or country where published.
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If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation infarmation please click the Add buttan Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature ‘Charles Shedrick: Date Considered iGharles Shedrick/

 

 

 

*EXAMINER:Initialif reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not cansidered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

' See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents atwwwUSPTOGOYor MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3}. 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols asindicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ? Applicant is to placa a check mark here iff
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PTOL-4434 (08-10)
. Approved for uaa through O7/41/2012, OMB 0651-0031

Doc Code: M865 or FALREQ.INTV U.S. Patent and ‘Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

| Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form
| Application No.: 14/848,191 First Named Applicant:..Jae Lark Jungeeeeeeeent,$$:

Examiner: Charles Terrell Shedrick Art Unit: 2646 Status of Application :Pexome

| Tentative Participants:
f (1) Examiner Shedrick - (2) Minchest Kim; Reg. 51,306

(3) Hochan Song; Reg. 67,824 (4)

| Proposed Date of Interview: April 11, 2016 Proposed Time: 2:00 PMET_ (AM/PM)

| Type of Interview Requested:
| (1) [-] Telephonic (2) [ ] Personal (3) [| | Video Conference

| Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: | ] YES [-] NO
If yes, provide brief description:

Issues To Be Discussed

Issues Oo Ciaims/ i Discussed Not Agreed {
F (Rej., Obj., etc) Fig. #s 4

ayRej.101Claimt NA |] [1

(Glaimst & 11 [ | E ]

LJ LJ

| (4)Rej.103Gamers] [ |
t [ ] Continuation Sheet Attached [ ] Proposed Amendment or Arcuments Attached

+ Brief Desc ription of Arguments to be Presented: PROPOSEO AMENDMENTS PROVIDED PRIOR TO INTERVIEWASSBAiea eenaesae

| An interview was conducted on the above-identified application on “emweteeeeeeeeece ;

| NOTE: This form should be completed and filed by applicant in advance of the interview (see MPEP § 713.01).
¥f this form is signed by a registered practitioner not of record, the Office will-accept this as an indication that he
or she is authorized to conduct an interview on behalfof the principal ($7 CFR 1.32(a)(3)} pursuant to 37 CFR

4 1.34, This is not a power of attorney to any above named practitioner. See the Instruction Sheet for this form,
f which is incorporated by reference, By signing this form, applicant or practitioneris certifying that he or she has
| read the Instruction Sheet. After the interview is conducted, applicantis advised to file a statement of the
| substance of this interview (37 CFR 1.133(b)) as soon as possible. This application will not be delayed from issue

| because of applicants failure€asubmit a written record ofthis interview.

Appa : mma SPESigna|
Mincheol Kim

Typed/Punted Name of Applicant or Representative
51,306

Registration Number, if applicable

 
This coflection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.133. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which i to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 34 15.0, 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 144. This collection is estinaied te inke 24 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application formto the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the ind| vidual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, stiould be aemt to the Chief Information Uificer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Bor 1486, Alerandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES GR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

ifyouneed assistance in completing theform, call 1-800-PTO-9 199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

ee

a

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE

Title of Invention: TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

a

ee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

Document Decument Description File Size(Bytes}/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (ifappl.)
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 123104

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfor a Filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d} and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810}, a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

FO Box 1450)
Alexandra, Virginia 22313-1450
WWSPO.fO¥

APPLICATION NO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO, CONFIRMATION NO, 
14/848,191 OOVO8/201 5 Jae Lark JUNG UNIS005.001C2 9590

KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON & BEAR LLP Lee
3040 MAIN STREET SHEDRICK, CHARLES TERRELL
FOURTEENTH FLOOR

IRVINE, CA 92614
2646

04/15/2016 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period forreply,if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated “Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

jJayna.cartee @ Knobbe.com
efiling @ knobbe.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

14/648.191 JUNG ET AL.

ExaminerApplicani-initiated interview Summary

CHARLES SHEDRICK

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) CHARLES SHEDFICK. (3) Hochan Song: 67,824,

(2) Mincheal Kim, Reg. 57,306. (4)

Date of Interview: 4/72/16.

Type: {J Telephonic [J Video Conference
(J Personal [copy given to: [J applicant (CJ applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes J No.
lf Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [1101 [112 ioe Bdi03 LJothers
(For each of the checked box(es} above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion}

Claim(s) discussed: 7.

Identification of prior art discussed: Bandyopadhyay et.al. US 2012/0009896 Al, Fadell et al. US Patent Pub. No.:
2009/0083850.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification ofa
reference or a portion LhereeD, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguokaots of any applied references ete...)

Examiner discussed that Amendments overcome 102 rejection. However, the case appears to still present USC 103
issues. Examiner suggested combining dependent claim subject matter to potentially overcome obviousness 103
rejection.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). Ifa reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whicheveris later, to tile a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of the
substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
géneral thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

L] Attachment
‘CHARLES SHEDRICK

Primary Examiner, Ant Unit 2646

 
US Palent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010} Interview Summary Paper No. 20160412
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreament with ihe examiner was reached al the interview.

Title $7 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (6)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in yiew of an interview with an examiner, a complete wrilten slalementof Ihe reasons presented at ihe interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An inferview does nol remove ihe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in $$ 1.411. 1.135. (35 USC. 132)

37 GFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agants at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in ihe Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise. stipulation, ar understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Cffice cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

[tis the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agen| to make the substance of an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. Itis the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Cfice actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Formis given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication.If additional correspondence from the examineris nod likely before an allowance orif other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—- Application Number (Series Gode and Serial Number)
—Nameof applicant
—Name of examiner
— Date ofinterview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
—Nameof participant(s} (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
-An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

— An identification of the specific prior art discussed
- Anindication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable}. Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview {if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

Itis desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not narmally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless if includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1} A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3} an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4} an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

{The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one menth time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

ifthe claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the recordis complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials,
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PTO/SB/26

Doc Code: DIST.E.FILE U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer- Filed Department of Commerce

Electronic Petition Request TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION OVER A
“PRIOR” PATENT

Title of Invention

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE TERMINAL

WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirementfor response under 37 CFR 1.111 to outstanding
' Office Action

hx] This electronic Terminal Disclaimeris not being usedfor a Joint Research Agreement.

FIRSTFACE CO., LTD.

The owner(s) with percent interest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below,the
terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration
date of the full statutory term of prior patent number(s)

9179298

8918074

8831557

as the term of said prior patentis presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so
granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and the prior patent are commonly
owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its successors
or assigns.

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant
application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of the prior patent, "as the term of said prior patent
is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer," in the event that said prior patentlater:
- expires for failure to pay a maintenancefee;
- is held unenforceable;

- is found invalid by a court of competentjurisdiction;
- is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321;
- has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate;
- is reissued; or

- is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration ofits full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer.
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(@) Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d)is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request.

I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4), that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d)
required for this terminal disclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application.
 

Applicant claims the following fee status:

(#) Small Entity

© Micro Entity

C) Regular Undiscounted

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and thatall statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledgethatwillful false statements and
the like so madeare punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and
that suchwillful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patentissued thereon.

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORY OR SIGNATORIES

| certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4) that | am:

© An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office whois of record in
this application

Registration Number 51306

A sole inventor

A joint inventor; | certify that | am authorized to sign this submission on behalf of all of the inventors as evidenced by the
power of attomey in the application

A joint inventor; all of whom are signing this request

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimeris signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE

Title of Invention: TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111{a)

— . Sub-Total in

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance;
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| . Sub-Totalin

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 160 
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer — Approved

Application No. 14848191

Filing Date: 08-Sep-2015

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: JUNG etal.

Electronic Terminal Disclaimerfiled on May 13, 2016

BJ APPROVED

This patent is subject to a terminal disclaimer

CL] DISAPPROVED

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

a

a

ACTIVATING DISPLAY AND PERFORMING USER AUTHENTICATION IN MOBILE

Title of Invention: TERMINAL WITH ONE-TIME USER INPUT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

a

a

Paymentinformation:

Payment was successfully received in RAM

 
Deposit Account 111410

Authorized User KNOBBE MARTENS OLSON AND BEAR

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Decument Decument Description File Size(Bytes}/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer- Filed eTerminal-Disclaimer.pdf T7331 SbOfaat] abfleMboeddeted644
S91

Information:

2 Fee Worksheet {SB06) fee-info.pdf TS71a024 1234 1639511494e0e7bso9séebb
2186

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503,

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C.111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a Filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d} and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an imternationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810}, a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Doc cede: IDS PTO/SE/08a (01-10)
Parr a. . Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persens are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OME contral number.

Application Number | 4848191

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor | ae Lark Jung
Noadtaoreten (AtunteSOSC*C“‘S*~*~*”
( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS
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If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99)

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner] Gite

If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USFTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP $01.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document
* Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ° Applicantis to place a check mark hereif
English language translation is attached.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
Art Unit

Shedrick, Charles Terrell

Attorney Docket Number UNISO05.001C2

( Not for submission under 37 GFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 ta make the appropriate selectian(s}:

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclasure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56{c} more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

<The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d)} for the
form of the signature.

DatoYVY-WBNDD}

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file {and by the USPTC to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is ta
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records fram this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedam of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to apposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, te whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance fram the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related ta an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)}.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any otherrelevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an applicatian open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record fram this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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UNIS005.001€2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

First Named Inventor > Jae Lark JUNG

Applicant : FIRSTFACE CO., LTD.

App. No. > 14/848,191

Filed : September 8, 2015

Examiner : Shedrick, Charles Terrell

Art Unit : 2646

Conf. No. : 9599

 

AMENDMENTIN RESPONSE TO INTERVIEW

AND PRE-INTERVIEW COMMUNICATION

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

This is in accordance with the discussions during the telephonic interview of April 12,

2016 and in response to the Pre-Interview Communication of February 2, 2016 and the Interview

Summary of April 15, 2016 in the above-identified application. Applicant submits the following

items for consideration in connection with the application.

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 8 of this paper.
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Filed: September8, 2015

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Thelisting ofclaims will replace all prior versions andlistings of claims in the application.

1. (Currently Amended) A mobile communication terminal comprising:

a touch screen display;

a power button configured to turn on and off the terminal by pressing; and

an activation button separate from the power button and located outside the touch
 

screen display, the activation button configured for pressing to turn on the touch screen
 

display,

wherein upon detectien-of-one-time pressing of the activation button while the

touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to turn on the touch screen

display and perform a fingerprint authentication function in addition to turning on the

touch screen display such that:

the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the touch screen display

#tis turned on in response to the detectien-ofone-time pressing_of the activation button

while the touch screen display being turned off,

in addition to turning on the touch screen display and displaying the lock screen,

the one-time pressing while the touch screen display being turned off imtiates the
 

fingerprint authentication function,
 

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint

authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed,
 

a lock state of the terminal continues when the fingerprint authentication function

fails to authenticate a user, and

the lock state is released for enabling other functions of the terminal when the

fingerprint authentication function authenticates a user_in_ response to the one-time
 

pressing of the actrvation button while the touch screen display being turned off.
 

2. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal is configured

to perform at least one additional function in addition to the fingerprint authentication function
 

after -additionteturning on the touch screen display for displaying the lock screen when the

detected_one-time pressing4sfershert-tme shorter than-a+referencetime_peried_of the activation
 

-2-
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button is detected while the touch screen display is turned off.

3. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim—2_1, wherein the terminal is further

configured to perform at least one function other than the fingerprint authentication function in

addition to turning on the touch screen display for displaying the lock screen in response to the

detection-efone-time pressing of the activation buttonduringtheterminalsinactive-state-when

the detected one-time pressing is for long time longer than a reference time period, wherein the at

least one functions is selected from the group consisting of activating the camera, and an

operation that involves playing a sound.

4 (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 3, wherein the touch screen display

displays a lock screen thereon asit is turned on in response to the detection-ofone-time pressing

for long time, wherein the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the at least

one function is being initiated.

5. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 3, wherein the touch screen display

displays a lock screen thereon asit is turned on in response to the deteetion-ofone-time pressing

for long time, wherein the at least one function is associated with initiating a hands-free operation

of the terminal.

6. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 3, wherein the terminal is configured

to have a mobile application stay in a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off

while the mobile application is running, wherein in response to the detection-ofone-time pressing

of the activation button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal is configured to

perform the at least one function regardless of whether the at least one function 1s in its standby

state or an operation disable state.

7. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal is configured

to display an-alerm-amessage on the touch screen display when the lock state continues due to

failure of fingerprint authentication by the fingerprint authentication function.

8. (Previously Presented) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the at least one

-3-
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function is associated with software downloadable by the terminal.

9. (Currently Amended) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein upon detection—of

repeated pressing of the activation button while the touch screen display is turned off, the terminal

is configured to turn on the touch screen display and further perform at least one function other

than the fingerprint authentication function in addition to turning on the touch screen display.

10. (Previously Presented) The terminal of Claim 1, wherein the terminal

comprises a smartphone which comprises an activation sensor configured to detect pressing of the

activation button and a user identification module configured to perform the fingerprint

authentication function.

11.=(Currently Amended) A method of operating a mobile computing terminal, the

method comprising:

providing a mobile computing terminal which comprises a touch screen display, a

camera, a power button for pressing to turn on/off the terminal, and an activation button

for pressing to turn on the touch screen display, the activation button located outside the 

touch screen display;

detecting one-time pressing of the activation button while the terminal is in an

inactive state in which the touch screen display is turned off;

in response to detection-efthe one-time pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive state to an active state in which the touch screen display is turned on; and

in addition to changing to the active state, further performing a fingerprint

authentication function using fingerprint recognition without additional user input,

wherein in changing to the active state and performing the fingerprint

authentication function, the terminal operates such that:

the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes to

the active state in response to the deteetion-efone-time pressing_of the activation button

while the terminal being in the inactive state,
 

in addition to changing the terminal to the active state, the one-time pressing while

the terminal being in the inactive state initiates the fingerprint authentication function,

 

_4.
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the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint

authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed,
 

a lock state of the terminal continues when the fingerprint authentication function

fails to authenticate a user, and

the lock state is released for enabling other functions of the terminal when the

fingerprint authentication function authenticates a user_in_ response to the one-time

pressing of the activation button while the terminal being in the inactive state.

 

12. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 11, wherein performing at least one

function in addition to the fingerprint authentication function after#+-addittiente-changing to the

active state for displaying the lock screen eccurs-when the detected-one-time pressing is detected

while the terminal being in the inactive state. fer-sher+timesherterthan-a+referencetime period.
 

13. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim—-4+2_11, wherein the method further

comprises performing at least one function other than the fingerprint authentication function in

addition to changing to the active state in response to the detectien-ofone-time pressing during

the terminal's inactive state when the detected one-time pressing is for long time longer than the

reference time period, wherein the at least one function is selected from the group consisting of

activating the camera, a hands-free operation and an operation that involves playmg a sound.

14. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display

displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes to its active state in response to the

detection-ofone-time pressing for long time, wherein the lock screen is displayed on the touch

screen display when the at least one function is being initiated.

15. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display

displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes to its active state in response to the

detection-ofone-time pressing for long time, wherein the at least one function is associated with

initiating a hands-free operation of the terminal a hands-free operation.

16. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 13, wherein the terminal is configured

to have a mobile application stay in a standby state when the touch screen display is turned off

-5-
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while the mobile application is running, wherein in response to the deteetien-ofone-time pressing

of the activation button while the terminal is in its inactive state, the terminal performstheat least

one function regardless of whether the at least one function is in its standby state or an operation

disable state.

17. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 13, wherein the touch screen display

displays an-alarm-a_message thereon when the lock state continues due to failure of fingerprint

authentication by the fingerprint authentication function.

18. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 13, further comprising:

receiving user input on a setting menu of the terminal; and

configuring, based on the user input, settings of the terminal such that the at least

one function 1s set to be performed in addition to changing to the active state in response

toupen-detection-efone-time pressing of the activation button while the terminalis in its

inactive state.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 11, wherein the at least one

function is associated with software downloadable by the terminal.

20. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 11, further comprising:

detecting repeated pressing of the activation button while the terminal is in its

inactive state:

in response to deteetien-efthe repeated pressing, changing the terminal from the

inactive state to the active state; and

in addition to changing to the active state, further performing at least one function

other than the fingerprint authentication function without additional user mput,

wherein in changing to the active state and performing the at least one function,

the terminal operates such that:

the touch screen display displays the lock screen thereon as the terminal changes to

the active state in response to the deteetion-oFrepeated pressing,

the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the at least one
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function is being performed.
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REMARKS

In response to the Pre-Interview Communication of February 2, 2016 and the Interview

Summary of April 15, 2016, Applicant has amended the application as set forth above.

Specifically, Claims 1-7, 9, 11-18 and 20 are amended. No new matter is added by the

amendments. Upon entry of the amendments, Claims 1-20 are pending in the application.

Applicant respectfully requests the entry of the amendments and reconsideration of the application

in view ofthe foregoing amendments and the following remarks.

Telephonic Interview

Applicant thanks Examiner Charles Terrell Shedrick for the April 12, 2016 telephonic

interview granted to Applicant’s Representatives, Mincheol Kim, Reg. No. 51,306, and Hechan

Song, Reg. No. 67,824, in the captioned application. During the interview, the Examiner and

Applicant’s Representatives discussed the rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 102 and 103, and the

features of the proposed claim amendments.

Double Patenting Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §101

Claims 1-20 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §101 as identical to the claims of the co-

pending application, Application No. 14/848,156. Applicant respectfully disagrees, The claims of

the present application were not and are not identical to the claims of the co-pending application.

Applicant respectfully request withdrawal of the rejection.

Double Patenting Rejection

Claims ]1-20 were rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 9,179,298, 8,918,074 and 8,831,557. Applicant

respectfully disagrees. The claims of the present application are significantly different from the

claims of the cited patents. Although someclaims of the present application and the cited patents

may have common or similar features, Applicant respectfully submits that the double patenting

rejection should be made on a claim-by-claim basis. For this reason, Applicant respectfully

traverses the rejection.

Nonetheless, Applicant herewith files a Terminal Disclaimer in compliance with 37 C.F.R.

-8-
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§ 1.321. This application and the cited patents are owned by FirstFace Co., Ltd. The chain of

title is established in the assignment recorded in U.S. Patent No. 9,179,298 at Reel/Frame Nos.

035060/0627 and 035060/0847; U.S. Patent No. 8,918,074 at Reel/Frame Nos. 035060/0627,

035060/0792 and 033963/0130; and U.S. Patent No. 8,831,557 at Reel/Frame Nos. 028864/0537,

029762/0633, 035060/0627 and 035060/0761. The withdrawal of the double patenting rejection

is respectfully requested.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 102 Based on Bandyopadhyay ‘896

Claims 1-6, 9-15 and 18-20 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as being anticipated by

Bandyopadhyay et al. (US2012/0009896, hereinafter “Bandyopadhyay ‘896”). Applicant

respectfully disagrees.

Bandyopadhyay 896 relates to a camera function of a smartphone. Bandyopadhyay “896

teaches activating the camera function from when the smartphone’s screen is turned off (display-

off state). For the Examiner’s reference, Figure 9 ofBandyopadhyay *896 is reproduced below.
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Bandyopadhyay *896 discloses turning on its display screen from its turned-off state (from
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state 910 to state 950). However, no teaching of a lock screen during the transition from the

state 910 to state 950. Applicant notes that Bandyopadhyay ‘896 discloses a lock screen in its

Figure 5A, butit is silent about how the lock screen of Figure 5A is displayed. In view ofthis,

Bandyopadhyay °896fails to teach at least the followinglimitations of Claims 1 and 11:

Claim 1

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the touch screen
display is turned on in response to the one-time pressing of the activation
button while the touch screen display being turned off.

Claim 11

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes
to the active state in response to the one-time pressing of the activation button
while the terminal being in the inactive state.

Bandyopadhyay ‘896 mentions fingerprint authentication as an alternative of a pin

pad authentication (Figure 5B} for accessing data stored in the smartphone while

performing the camera function. Because the pin pad authentication is iitiated while

performing the camera function, 1¢. display on, however, even if fingerprint

authentication is used in replacement of the pin pad authentication of Figure 5B, such

would not be while the touch screen display is turned off Further, Bandyopadhyay *896

does not provide any detail about how the fingerprint authentication is performed, i.e., no

teaching of “in response to one-time pressing of a button.” Thus, Bandyopadhyay ‘896

fails to teach at least the following limitations of Claims 1 and 11:

Claim1

e in addition to turning on the touch screen display and displaying the lock
screen, the one-time pressing while the touch screen display being turned off
initiates the fingerprint authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Claim 11

e in addition to changing the terminal to the active state, the one-time pressing
while the terminal being in the inactive state initiates the fingerprint
authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

-10-
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Bandyopadhyay °896fails to anticipate Claim 1, 11 or their dependent claims.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 102 Based on Fadell

Claims 1 and 12 were further rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as being anticipated Fadell et

al. (US8782775). Applicant respectfully disagrees. Claim 12 depends from independent Claim 11.

Thus, Applicant now discusses Claim 11.

Fadell discloses an electronic device with an embedded authentication sensor that can

capture a user’s authentication information, such as fingerprint, even when the user is not

attempting to input the authentication information. To accomplish this, Fadell provides a

fingerprint sensor at a location where the user typically places her finger when using the device.

In the context of a portable media player or cellular telephone, Fadell teaches that such a sensor

may be placed behind a home button. See Fadell at Col. 11, In. 60-62.

However, Fadell does not teach displaying a lock screen as the display is turned on in

response to one-time pressing of a button while the display being turned off Fadell does not

teach that (in addition to turning on and displaying the lock screen) the same one-time pressing

while the display being turned offcauses fingerprint authentication. Further, Fadell does not teach

that displaying the lock screen when the fingerprint authentication initiated by the same one-time

pressing is being performed. Thus, Fadell fails to teach at least the following features of Claims 1

and 11:

Claim1

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the touch screen
display is turned on in response to the one-time pressing of the activation
button while the touch screen display being turned off.

e in addition to turning on the touch screen display and displaying the lock
screen, the one-time pressing while the touch screen display being turned off
initiates the fingerprint authentication function; and

© the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Claim 11

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes
to the active state in response to the one-time pressing of the activation button
while the terminal being in the inactive state;

e in addition to changing the terminal to the active state, the one-time pressing
while the terminal being in the inactive state initiates the fingerprint
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authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 102 Based on Stewart

Claims 1 and 12 were further rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as being anticipated by

Stewart et al. (US2010/0102939), Applicant respectfully disagrees. Claim 12 depends from

independent Claim 11. Thus, we will discuss the patentability of Claim 12.

Stewart discloses a finger biometric sensor for an electronic device. Specifically, Stewart

discloses a slide biometric finger sensor for detecting finger movement to control changing tones

of music playing on the electronic device. However, Stewart does not disclose at least the

following features of Claims 1 and 11:

Claim1

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the touch screen
display is turned on in response to the one-time pressing of the activation
button while the touch screen display being turned off,

e in addition to turning on the touch screen display and displaying the lock
screen, the one-time pressing while the touch screen display being turned off
initiates the fingerprint authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Claim 11

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes
to the active state in response to the one-time pressing of the activation button
while the terminal being in the inactive state;

e in addition to changing the terminal to the active state, the one-time pressing
while the terminal being in the inactive state initiates the fingerprint
authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103

Claims 1-20 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as beimg unpatentable over

Bandyopadhyay ‘896 and Bandyopadhyay et al. (US8311514, hereinafter “Bandyopadhyay ‘514”)

and/or Fadell and Stewart. Applicant respectfully disagrees.

Bandyopadhyay ‘514 relates to wake-up and unlock operations of a smart phone in
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response to a single event, such as a single keystroke. For the Examiner’s reference, Figure 5 of

Bandyopadhyay ‘514 1s reproduced below.
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Bandyopadhyay ‘514 discloses turning on its display to the phone’s locked state (from

state 510 to state 520) by quick press and release of the power key. Bandyopadhyay ‘514 also

discloses the transition from state 519 (display off} to state 520 (display on phone locked) via

proximity check (state 512), fingerprint match (state 514) and wait 1 second (state 518). In the

states 512, 514 and 518, the display is not yet turned on. Bandyopadhyay ‘514 also discloses

turning on its display to the phone’s unlocked state in the transition from the state 520 (display on

phone locked) to the state 516 (display on phone unlocked) by entering pin to unlock. Further,

Bandyopadhyay ‘514 discloses the direct transition from state 514 (fingerprint match) to state 516

(display on phone unlocked). However, in any of these transitions from state 510 (display off

phone locked) to state 516 (display on phone unlocked) or from state 510 (display off phone

locked) to state 520 (display on phone locked), the display is not turned on prior to the state 520

or 516. Particularly, when fingerprint matching is performed at state 514, the display is off.

In any transitions, Bandyopadhyay “514 fails to disclose the following claim features:

Claim1

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the touch screen
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display is turned on in response to the one-time pressing of the activation
button while the touch screen display is turned off,

e in addition to turning on the touch screen display and displaying the lock
screen, the one-time pressing while the touch screen display being turned off
initiates the fingerprint authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

Claim 11

e the touch screen display displays a lock screen thereon as the terminal changes
to the active state in response to the one-time pressing of the activation button
while the terminal being in the inactive state;

e in addition to changing the terminal to the active state, the one-time pressing
while the terminal being in the inactive state initiates the fingerprint
authentication function; and

e the lock screen is displayed on the touch screen display when the fingerprint
authentication function initiated by the one-time pressing is being performed.

As discussed above in connection with the 102 rejections, none of Bandyopadhyay‘896,

Fadell and Stetwart teaches the foregoing features of Claims 1 and 11 that Bandyopadhyay “514

fails to teach. Accordingly, however the combinations might be, the prior art references cited in

the Pre-Interview Communication do not teach every feature of Claim | or every feature of Claim

11. At least for this reason, no prima facie obviousness has been established with regard to all

pending claims. Withdrawalofthe rejection is respectfully requested.

Dependent Claims

Although Applicant has not addressed all the issues of the dependent claims, Applicant

respectfully submits that Applicant does not necessarily agree with the characterization and

assessments of the dependent claims made by the Examiner, and Applicant believes that each

claim is patentable on its own merits. Applicant respectfully submits that the dependent claims

incorporate by referenceall the limitations of the claim to which they refer and include their own

patentable features, and are therefore in condition for allowance. Therefore, Applicant

respectfully requests the withdrawal ofall claim rejections and prompts allowance of the claims.

No Disclaimers or Disavowals

Although the present communication mayinclude alterations to the application or claims,
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or characterizations of claim scope or referenced art, Applicant is not conceding in this

application that previously pending claims are not patentable over the cited references. Rather,

any alterations or characterizations are being made to facilitate expeditious prosecution of this

application. Applicant reserves the right to pursue at a later date any previously pending or other

broader or narrower claims that capture any subject matter supported by the present disclosure,

including subject matter found to be specifically disclaimed herein or by any prior prosecution.

Accordingly, reviewers of this or any parent, child or related prosecution history shall not

reasonably infer that Applicant has made any disclaimers or disavowals of any subject matter

supported by the present application.

CONCLUSION

Applicant has endeavored to address all of the Examiner’s concerns as expressed in the

Pre-Interview Communication and during the interview. Accordingly, arguments in support of

the patentability of the pending claim set are presented above.

In light of the above remarks, reconsideration and withdrawal of the outstanding rejections

is respectfully requested. If the Examiner has any questions which may be answered by telephone,

he is invited to call the undersigned directly.

Please charge any additional fees, including any fees for additional extension of time, or

credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 11-1410.

Respectfully submitted,

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP

Dated: May 13, 2016 By. /Mincheol Kim/
Mincheol Kim

Registration No. 51,306
Attorney of Record
Customer No. 20,995

(949) 760-0404
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Fleld of the Inventlon

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, a
system, and a mobile communication terminal fer per-
forming a specific function when the mobile communica-

tion terminalis activated, and more particularly, to ameth-
od, a system, and a mabile communication terminal for
performing various functions depending on the number

of times or duration of time a button for swilching from
an inactive state to an active state is pressed.

2. Discussion of Related Art

[0002] Recently, all kinds of terminals, for example,

such as smartphones, mobile phones, personaldigital
assistants (PDAs), and web pads, having not only com-
munication functions but also various ather functions

have come into wide use. These terminals have rapidly
been generalized because not only can an environment
identical or similar to a desktop computer be implement-
ed anytime and anywhere on the above-described ter-

minals, but they also include 2 telephone function.
[0003] At present, in order to operate a corresponding
function among various functions included in a terminal
such as those described above, a certain operation
should be performed in a state in which the terminal is in
an active state, that is, in a stale in which a display is
turned on. In addition, in order to add a certain funclian,

an interface or button for performing the function should
be added to the terminal. For example,it is possible to

transmit a rescue signal indicating an emergency or ur-
gent situation by pressing an emergency button only
when the emergency button for the urgent situation is

separately added.
[0004] Meanwhile, users of the terminals described
above perform operations of habitually taking out and

activating the terminals on the move or ina standby state
while carrying the terminals.
[0005] Specifically, the terminals generally have the
button for switching from an inactive state in which a dis-
play is off to an active state in which the display is on,
and at present, many users may press the activation

switch button several times intentionally or unintentian-
ally, Typical terminals show only brief information, such

as a current time, on their wallpaper set by the users
when the activation switch button is pressed. According-

ly, the users cannot gel any beneficial information and
interest when pressing the activation switch button, and
then the terminals are switched fram the active state to
the inactive state.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention is directed to technology
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for enabling an advantageous function to be utilized with
only a simple operation of pressing an activation button,
which is habitually pressed, by connecting various oper-

ations to the activation button provided in a terminal.
[9007] The present invention is also directed ta tech-
nology for enabling aged persons to check their health
wilh only a simple operation and enabling information
regarding the health check tobe transmitted toa quardian
or medical authority.

[0008] The present invention is also directed to tech-
nology for enabling a security-enhanced user authenti-
cation process to be operated with only a simple proce-
dure.

[0009] The present invention is also directed to tech-
nology for enabling an urgent message to be transmitted

to a necessary recipient along wilh location information
wilh only a simple operation in an urgentsituation.
[0010] The present invention is also directed to tech-

nology for enabling an advertising revenue and an effi-
cient advertising effect to be generated by displaying an
adverlisement an the terminal when the activation button

is habitually pressed by a user, by connecting an adver-
tising cisplay function to the activation button provided
in the terminal.

[0011] Accarding ta an aspect ofthe present inventian,

there is provided a mobile communication terminal in-
cluding: a display unit; and an activation button contig-
ured to switch an inactive state in which the display unit
is Off to an active state in which the display is on, in which,
when the activation button is pressed, the inactive state

is switched to the active state and simultaneously a pre-

determined operation is performed.
[0072] According to another aspect of the present ir-
vention, there is provided a method of performing a spe-
cific function when a mobile communication terminalis

activated, the method including: sensing whether an ac-
tivation buiton is pressed to switch from an inactive state,

which is an OFF slate of a display unit, to an active state,
which is an ON state of the display unit: and performing
a predetermined operation within the mobile communi-

cation terminal simullaneoustly with switching to the ac-
tive state ifthe pressing of the activation button is sensed
the inactive state.

[00123] Accarding to still another aspect of the present
invention, there is a system for providing a service for
performing a specific operation when a mobile commu-

nication terminal is activated, tha systam including: an
activation sensing unil configured to receive a sensing

signal indicating that he mobile communication terminal
is switched from an inactive state, which is an OFF state

of a display unil, to an active state, which is an ON state
of the display unil, from the mobile communication ter-

minal; and an application driving unit configured ta cantral
a predetermined operation to be performed within the
mebilé communication terminal according te the switch-
ing to the active state.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The above and other objects, features, and ad-

yantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent to those of ordinary skill in the art by describing
in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1is a view illustrating an external appearance

of a mobile communication terminal according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

FI. 2 is a view illustrating an example operation of
the mobile communication terminal when an activa-

tion butten is pressed according to an embodiment

of the present invention;

FiS. 34 and 3B are block diagramsillustrating the

operations of the mobile communication terminal ac-
cording to an embediment of the presentinvention;

FIGS. 4A and 4B are block diagramsillustrating the
operations of the mobile communication terminal ac-
cording to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the operation
of the mobile communication terminal according to
still another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a view schematically illustrating an overall

configuration of a system for displaying an adver-
tisement when the mobile communication terminal

is activated, according to an embodiment of ihe

present invention;

FIG, 7 is a view illustrating an example in which an

adverlisement is displayed on a display unit when
the mobila communication terminal is switched from

an inactive sate to an active state according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a view illustrating 4 process of using some
of advertising revenue as a donation according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a view illustrating a configuration of an ad-
vertisement providing system according to an em-

bodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 10is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a system for providing a predetermined operation

to the mobile communication terminal according to
an embodimentof the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-

IMENTS

[0015] in the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings that show, by
way of illustration, specific embodiments in which the
present invention may be practiced. These embodiments
are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled

in the art to practice the present invention. It is to be

understood that the various embodiments of the present
invention, although different, are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. For example, a particular feature, siructure, or
characteristic described herein in connection with one

embodiment may be implemented within other embodi-
ments without departing from the spirit and scope of the

present invention. In addition,it is to be understood that
the location or arrangementof individual elements within
each disclosed embodiment may be modified without de-

parting from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
The following detailed description is, therefore, nat to be

taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present

invention is defined anly by the appended claims, appro-
priately interpreted, along with the full range of equiva-
lants to which the claims are entitled. In the drawings,
like numerals refer ta the same or similar elements

throughout several views.
[0018] Hereinafter, various preferred embodiments of
the present invention will be described in more detail with
reference to [he accompanying drawingsso that a person
skilled in the art can easily practice the invention.

[Preferred embodiments of the present invention]

[0017] The term “mobile communication terminal"

used herein refers to a digital device thatincludes a mem-
ory means and a microprocessor with computing capa-
bility as in a mobile phone, a navigation system, a web

pad, a PDA, a workstation, a personal computer (for ex-
ample, a notebook computer or the like} as a digilal de-
vice including wiredAvireless communication functions or

other functions. Although an example of the mobile com-
munication terminal (for example, a mobile phone} will
be described in part of this specification, the present in-
vention is not limited thereto.

[0018] The term “inactive state” used herein refers to
a state in which the mobile communication terminal is

communicable but a display screen is turned off. Even
when the display screen is turned off, a predetermined

function (for example, a music play function or the like}
is operable. As described above, the term “inactive state"

used herein refers to a concept encompassing states in
which the display screen is turned off, regardless of

whether ar not the mabile communication terminal per-
forms a predetermined operation. However, a state in
which the mobile communication terminal is completely
turned off is excluded.

[0019] The term “active state” used herein refers to a
state in which the display screen of the mobile commeu-
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nication terminal is turned on. Switching from the "inae-
tive state" to the "active state” refers to switching of the
display screen from the GFF state ta ihe ON Siate,re-

gardiess of information displayed on the display screen
in Ihe ON state. For example, the mabile communication
terminal can be determined to be in the “active state“

even when only a lock screen is displayed.

Configuration of mobile communication terminal

[0020] FIG. 1 is 4 view illustrating an external appear-
ance of a mobile communication terminal according to

an embodimentof the present invention.
[0021] Referring to FIG. 1, the mobile communication
terminal 100 according to this embodiment may include

a display unit 110 and an activation button 120. The mo-
bile communication terminal 100 may further include a
camera 130.

[0022] Although the display unit 110 is provided on an
entire surface of a frame constituting the mobile commu-

nication terminal 100, the activation bullon 120 may be

provided on a lower portion of the display unit 110, and
the camera 130 is provided on an upper portion of the
display unit 110 as illustrated in FIG. 1, the presentin-
ventian may be configured in a variety of different ways.

For example, the display unit 110 is not necessarily
formed on the entire surface of the mabile communication

terminal 100. Thatis, the display unit 110 may be formed
on atleasta portion of the mobile communication terminal
100 and the activation button 120 may be formed ona
part different from that of the display unit 119. In addition,

the camera 130 may be formed on the other side of the
mobile communication terminal 100 where the display
unit 110 is not provided.

[0023] The display unit 110 displays a variety ofinfor-
mation about operation states of the mobile cornmunica-
tion terminal 190, and alsa displays an interface for a

user’s inpul when the mobile communication terminal
100is a touchsereen-driven terminal. In general, ifa state
in which the user’s operation on the mobile communica-

tion terminal 100 is absent continues for a predetermined
period of time, the mobile communication terminal 100
is switched to the inactive state. The user's operation
refers fo an input through the interface displayed on the
display unit 119, an operation through the activation but-
ton 120, or an operation through a function key (for ex-

ample, a volume contral key or the like}. A condition for
switching to the inactive state may be set by a user, For

example, the conditior, may be set in a setting menu
through the interface displayed on the display unit 110.

Meanwhile, the mobile communication terminal 100 may
be switched to the inactive state by pressing another but-

ton (for example, an on/off button) provided thereon. For
example, the mobile communication terminal 100 may
be completely powered off if the on/off button is pressed
for a long time when the mobile communication terminal
100 is in the active state. However, the mobile commu-

nication terminal 100 may be inaclivated to be in a com-
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municable state in which a phone call can be receivedif
the on/off button is pressed for a short time.
[0024] The activation button 120 is a meansfor switch-

ing the mobile communication terminal 100 fram the in-
active state lo the active state. Thatis, ifthe user presses
the activation button 120 when the mobile communica-

tion terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 is switched to the active state.
FIG. 1 illustrates a state in which a lock screen is dis-

played on the display unit 110 by pressing the activation
button 120 when the mobile communication terminal 109

is in the inactive state. However, the activation button

120 may function as a means for another operation (for
example, a means for moving to a standby screen while
a certain operation state is displayed on the display unit

410 of a means for displaying a list of programs being
currently executed).
[0025] According to an embocimentof the presentin-

yention, if the user presses the activation button 120
when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the

inactive state, the mobile communication terminal 100

performs 4 predetermined operation in addition to being
switched to the active state. When the mobile communi-

cation terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the user can

set an operation to be performed by pressing the activa-

tion button 120, For example, the operation of the mabile
communication terminal 100 connected to the activation

button 120 may be set in a setting menu through the
interface displayed in the display unit 110. In addition,
according to an embodiment of the present invention,
when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the

inactive state, variaus operations may be performed de-
pending on the numberof times or duration of time the
activation button 120 is pressed. For example,a first op-

eration may be set to be performed whenthe activation
button 120 is pressed once, and a second operation may
be set ta be performed when the activation button 120 is

pressed three times consecutively. As another example,
the first operation may be set to be performed when the
activation button 120 is pressed once for a shart time,

and a second operation may be set to be performed when
the activation button 120 is pressed once fora long time.
In order to count the number of consecutive presses of
the activation button 120 and measure a press time of
the activation button 120, the mobile communication ter-

minal 100 may include a certain clock circuit or timer. For

example, if the activation button 120 is prassed and then
repressed wilhin a threshold time,it may be determined
that the button is pressed twice. If the activation button
120 is pressed for more than a threshold period of time,

it may be determined that the button is pressed for a long
time. Operations capable of being performed by pressing
the activation buttan 120 in the inactive state will be de-
scribed later.

[0026] According to an embodimentof the presentin-
vention, a sub-display unit 121 may be provided on the

activation button 120. Information about an operation to
be performed by pressing the activation button 120 may
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be displayed on the sub-display unil 121. Various types
such as a shape, a text, a character, a graphic, and a
color can be displayed. When the display type is ihe

shape, a circle,a triangle, a rectangle, a hexagon, or the
like may be displayed. For example, the circle may be
displayed on the sub-display unit 121 when thefirst ap-
eration is sel to be performed by pressing the activation
bulton 120, and the triangle may be displayed on the sub-
display unit 121 when the second operation is set to be

performed by pressing the activation button 120, and vice
versa. A display type of the sub-display unit 121 and a
correspondence relation between cperations and dis-

plays can also be set by the user. For example, the user
May select the first operation as the operation to be per-
formed by pressing the activation button 120 from a set-

ting menu and select the triangle as the display type of
the sub-display unit 121 of the activation button 120. Ac-
cordingly, the user can recognize that the first operation

is performed when the user has pressed the activation
Bulten 120 because the triangle is displayed on the sub-

display unit 121 even when the mobile communication
terminal 100 is in the inactive state.

[0027] Although the sub-display unit 121 may be im-
plemented by a general display device such as liquid
crystal, a liquid crystal display (LCD), ar a light emitting

diode (LED), the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0028] Anoperation of controlling driving of the display
unit 110 and the sub-display unit 121 may or may not be
performed by the same processorandin the same meth-
od.

[0029] Hereinafter, various embodiments for opera-

tions of the mobile communication terminal 100 capable
of being performed by pressing the activation button 120
will be described.

Operations through activation button

[0030] Operations to be described below may be per-
formed by pressing the activation button 120 when the
mobile communication terminal 100 is in the inactive

state, which may be set by the user. The operations de-
scribed below are only examples. Of course, other oper-
ations can be performed by pressing the activation button
120.

1, Camera activation function

[0031] When the mobile communication terminal 100

is in the inactive state, the camera 130 provided in the
mobile communication terminal 100 can be activated by

pressing the activation button 120, and a screen currently
imaged by the camera 130 can be displayed on the dis-

play unit 110,
[0032] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example in
which the caméra 130 is activated after the activation

button 120 is pressed and an image is displayed on the

display unit 110.
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2. Health sensing and health information transmission
functions

[0033] When the mobile communication terminal 109
is in the inactive state, a health sensing function can be
driven by pressing the activation button 120, sa that
sensed health information can be transmitted to a med-

ical authority such as a doctor, or a guardian.
[0034] FIGS. 34 and 36 are block diagramsillustrating

the operations of the mobile com munication terminal 100
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIGS. 34 and 36 illustrate functional block diagramsil-

lustrating the above-described functions of the mobile
communication terminal 100.

[0035] Referring to FIG, 3A, the mobile communication

terminal 100 may include an actlivalion sensing unit 310,
ahealth sensing unit 320, and a health information trans-
mission unit 330.

[0036] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, the activation sensing unit 319

senses whether the activation button 120 is pressed by
the user.

[0037] The health sensing unit 320 is operated when
the activation sensing unit 310 senses that the activation
bution 120 is pressed, and senses a health state of the
userin various methods.

[0038] FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustrating an exam-
ple af the health sensing unit 320. Referring ta FIG. 3B,
the health sensing unit 320 may include a camera acti-
vation element 321, an eyeball detection element 322,
and a health information acquisition element 323.

[4039] The camera activation element 321 activates
the camera 130 provided in the mobile communication
terminal 100. According to the activatian of the camera

130, a video currently captured by the camera 130 is
displayed on the display unit 110, If an eye or face of the
user is imaged by the camera 130, the eyeball detection

elemenl 322 performs a function of recognizing and ex-
tracting an syeball of the user. A general eyeball detec-
tion algorithm may be used for eyeball detection. The

health information acquisition element 323 acquires var-
ious health information from the eyeball detected by the
eyeball detection element 322.Itis passible to recognize
a stress index, a diabetes index, or retinal diseases cf

the user froma color or healih state of the eyeball. A well-
known algorithm in the related art can be used as an

algorithm for detecting health information from charac-
teristics of the detected eyeball.

[9040] The health information acquired as described
above can be transmitted by the health informationtrans-
mission unit 330 to the mobile communication terminal

of a guardian, 4 medical authority such as a doctoror the

like, or a predetermined server. Information regarding
the guardian (for example, a phone numberor an e-mail
address) can be stored in advance. The acquired health
infarmation can be displayed on the display unit 110 so

that the user can check the acquired health information.
[9941] The above-described operations, that is, the
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eyeball detection function and the healthsensing function
based on information regarding the detected eyeball, can
be performed by installing a predetermined applicatian.

That is, the application includes an eyeball detection al-
gorithm and a health sensing algorithm, so that the op-
erations as described above can be perfarmed byinstall-
ing the application in the mobile communication terminal
100. The user may download this application and install
the downloaded application inthe mobile communication

terminal 100..In addition, although only an example of
health sensing through eyeball detection has been de-
scribed above,it is also possible, for example, to install

an application for health sensing through face detection
and connect the application to the activation button 120.
The user can use the functions as described above by

setting the application through the setting menu to ba
operated immedialely when the activation button 120 is
pressed inthe inactive state of the mobile communication
terminal 100.

[0042] Ingeneral, aged persons may noluse the health

sensing function due to a difficult operation even when

the health sensing functionis provided in the mobile cam-
munication terminal 100. However, according to the
above-described embadiment of the present inventian,
the health sensing function is operated anly by pressing

the activation button 129 without a special operation. Ac-
cordingly, itis possible to easily check health information
and transmit the health information to a guardian or a
doctor.

3. User identification function

[0043] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, a user authentication process can

be performed for security by pressing the activation but-
ton 120,

[0044] FIGS. 4A and 46 illustrate black diagrams of

the mobile communication terminal 100 illustrating the
above-described functions. Referring to FIG. 44, the mo-
bile communication terminal 100 may include an activa-

tion sensing unit 410 and a useridentification unit 420.
[0045] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, the activation sensing unit 410
senses whether the activation button 120 is pressed by
the user.

[0046] Whenitis sensed by the activation sensing unit

410 that the activation button 120 is pressed, the user
identification unit 420 operates the user identification
function in various methods,

[0047] FIG. 4B is a blockdiagram illustrating an exam-

ple of the useridentification unit 420. Referring to FIG.
45, the useridentification unit 420 may include a camera
activation element 421, an iris detection element 422,
and a user identification element 423.

[0048] The camera activation elernent 421 activates
the camera 130 provided in the mobile communication

terminal 100. According to the activation of the camera
130, a video currently caplured by the camera 130 is
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displayed on the display unit 110. If an eye or face of the
user is imaged by the camera 130, the iris detection el-
ement 427 performs a function of recognizing and ex-

tracting an iris from an eyeball of the user. A general iris
detection algorithm can be used for iris recognition. The
user identification element 423 performs a functian of
comparing the iris détected by the iris detection element
42? to pre-storediris information of the user, and authen-
ticating the current user as a true userif the two match,
Forthis, the user identification element 423 can use iris

information of the user pre-stored in a database {notil
lustrated). Theiris information of the user can be stored

by registering information regarding the iris detected by
the iris detection element 422 using a video of the true
user first captured by the camera 130, Predetermined

identification information (for example, an identifier (ID),
a password, a social security number, or the like) should
be input ta change the registerediris information of the
true user. If the user identification element 423 authen-

ticates the current user as the true user, the lock state cf
the mobile communication terminal 100 is released and
all functions are available. If the current user is nat au-

thenticated as the true user, the lock state continues

along with a display of an alarm message.
[0049] The above-described operations,thatis, theiris
detection function, the user identification function, and

the user authentication function, can be performed by
installing a predetermined application. That is, the appli-
cation includes the iris detection algorithm and the au-
thentication algorithm based on an iris comparison, so
thatthe operations as described above can be performed

by installing the application in the mobile communication
terminal 100, The user can download this application and
install the downloaded application in the mobile commtu-
nication terminal 100. The user can use the functions as

described above by setting the application through the
setting menu to be operated immediately when the acti-

vation button 120 is pressed in the inactive state of the
mobile communication terminal 100.

[0050] Accordingly, it is possible to efficiently reduce

security risks by setting the user authentication process
to be performed through a separate setting, that is, by
pressing the activation button 120, when the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 is used in a regian vulnerable
to the security risks.
[0051] Although an example ofan authentication meth-

od through iris recognition has been described above,
other authentication methods, for example, an aulhenti-

cation key matching method, a password matching meth-
od, a face recognition method, a fingerprint recognition
method, and the like, can be used. That is, one or more

authentication methods can be performed by pressing
the activation buttan 120.

4, Lecalion information transmission function

[0052] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, collected location information can
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be transmitted to a guardian or a protection authority (4
police station or a fire station) by pressing the activation
button 120.

[0053] FIG.5illustrates a block diagram of the mobile
communication terminal 100 illustrating the above-de-
scribed function. Referring to FIG. 5, the mobile commu-
nication terminal 100 may include an activation sensing
unit 510, 4 location information collection unit 520, and
a location information transmission unit 530.

[0054] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, the activation sensing unit 910
senses whether the user has pressed the activation but-
ton 120,

[0055] When the activation sensing unit 510 senses
that the activation button 120 has been pressed, the lo-
cation information collection unit 520 collects a current

location using a global positioning system (GPS) sensor
or other location sensors.

[0056] The location information transmission unit 530
performs a function of transmitting location information

collected by (he location information callection unit 520

to a guardian or 4 protection authority. In an urgent situ-
ation, a message indicating the urgent situation can be
transmitted along with the location information. The lo-
catian information and the urgent message can be se-

lectlively transmitted. Meanwhile, this operation may dif-
fer according to the number of times or duration of time
the activation button 120 is pressed. For example,it is
possible to set an operation of transmitting ihe urgent
message to 4 police station along with the location infor-
mation when the activation button 120 is pressed once

for a short time, and set an operation of transmitting only
the location information to the guardian when the activa-
tion butten 120 is pressed oncefor along time.In addition,

as another example,ilis possible to set an operation of
transmitting the location information to the police station
along with the urgent message whenthe activation button

420is pressed once and set an operationoftransmitting
the location information to a fire station along with the
urgent message when the activation button 170 is

pressed three times.
[0057] The above-described operations can be per-
formed by installing a predetermined application. Thatis,
the application includes an algorithm for collecting loca-
tion information and tansmitting the collected located
information along with an urgent message, so that the

operations as described above can be performed by in-
stalling the application in the mabile communication ter-

minal 100. The user can download this application and
install the downloaded application in the mobile commu-
nication terminal 100. The user can use the functions as

described above by setting the application through the

setting menu to be aperated immediately when the acti-
yation button 120 is pressed in the inactive state of the
mebilé communication terminal 100.

[0088] Accorcingly, itis possible to efficiently cope with

a dangerous situation because the user can report the
dangerous situation to a guardian or a proteclion author-
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ity along with his/her location information with anly a sim-
ple operation.

5. File transmission function

[0059] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive stale, a function of uploading content
{for example, contact information, a photo, a moving im-
age, or an application) included in the mobile communi-
cation terminal 100 to another mobile communication ter-

minal 100 or a media space (for example, a personal
media space such as Twitter, Facebook, or a blog or a

community media space such as a café or club commu-
nity) can be operated.

6. Mode change during drive

[0060] When the mobile communication terminal 100
is in the inactive state, the mobile communication termi-
hal 100 can be switched to a hands-free function or some

communication functions (a voice call function, a short

message service (SMS) function, and an Internet fune-
tion) of the mebile communication terminal 100 can be
interrupted by pressing the activation button 120.
[0061] Accordingly, itis possible to significantly reduce

traffic accident risks by switching the mobile communi-
cation terminal 100 to a hand-free mode or interrupting
the communication function with only a simple aperation
of pressing the activation button 120 during driving.

7. Advertisement display operation

[0062] FIG. 6 is a view schematically illustrating an
overall configuration of a system for displaying an adver-
tisement when the mobile communication terminal is ac-

tivated, according to an embodiment of the presentin-
Yention,

[6063] Referring to FIG. 6, the overall system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention may be
include a mobile communication terminal 100, an adver-

tisement providing system 200, an advertiser server 300,
and a service providing server 400,
[0064] According to an embodiment, the mabile com-
munication terminal 100, the advertisement providing
system 200, the advertiser server 300, and the service
providing server 400 may communicate with each other
over a communication network. Tha communication net-

work may be wired or wireless, and examples of the com-

munication network may include, but notlimited to, a Lo-
cal Area Nebwork (LAN), a Metropolitan Area Network

(MAN), and a Wide Area Network (WAN). Preferably, the
communication network according to an embodimentof

the present invention may be the World Wide Web
fAWW).
[0065] According te an embediment, the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 may include a display unit 119
and an activation button 120.

[9066] Although the display unit 110 is provided on an
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entire surface of a frame constituting the mobile commu-
nication terminal 100 and the activation button 120 may
be provided an a lowerportion of the display unit 110 as

illustrated in FIG. 6, the present invention may be con-
figured in a variety of different ways. For example, the
display unit 110 is not necessarily formed on the entire
surface of the mobile communication terminal 100. That

is, the display unit 110 is only required to be formed on
at least a partion of the mobile communication terminal

100 and the activation button 120 may be formed on a
part different from that of the display unit 110.
[0067] The display unit 110 displays a variety of infor-

mation about operation states of the mobile communica-
tion terminal 100, and also displays an interface for a
users input when the mobile communication terminal

100is a touchscreen-driven terminal.In general, if a state
in which the user's operation on the mobile communica-
tion terminal 100 is absent continues for a predetermined

period of time, the mobile communication terminal 100
is switched to the inaclive state. The user's operation

refers to an input through the interface displayed an the

display unit 110, an operation through the activation but-
ton 120, or an operation through a function key (for ex-
ample, a volume contral key or the like}. A condition for
switching to the inactive state may be set by a user. For

example, the condition may be set in a setting menu
through the interface displayed on the display unit 110.
As an example, the mobile communication terminal 100
May be switched to the inactive state when there has
been no user's input for a certain time. Meanwhile, the
mebile communication terminal 100 may be switched to

the inactive state by pressing another button (for exam-
ple, an on/off button) provided thereon. For example, the
mobile communication terminal 100 may be completely

poweredoffif the on/off button is pressed for a long lime
when the mobile communication terminal 100 is in the

active stale. However, the mobile communication termi-

nal 100 may be inactivated to be in a communicable state
in which a phone call can be received if the on/off button
is pressed for a short time.

[0068] Theactivation button 120 is a means for switch-
ing the mobile communication terminal 100 from the in-
active stale to the active state. Thatis, ifthe user presses
the activation button 120 when the mobile communica-

tion terminal 100 is in the inactive state, the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 is switched ta the active state.
FIG.6 illustrates a state in which a lock screen is dis-

played on the display unit 110 by pressing the activation
button 120 when the mobile communication terminal 100

is in the inactive state. However, ihe activatian button

120 may function as a meansfor another operation (for
example, a means for moving to a sLandby screen while

a cerlain operation state is displayed on the display unit
110 or a means for displaying a list of programs being
currently executed).
[0069] According to an embodimentof the present in-

yention, if the user presses the activation button 120
when the mabile communication terminal 100 is in the
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inactive stale, the mobile communication terminal is net

switched to the active state, bul a predetermined adver-
lisement is displayed on the display unit 110. FIG. 7 is a

view illustrating an example in which an advertisement
is displayed on the display unit 110 when the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 is switched from the inactive

sate to the active stale according Lo an embodimentof
the present invention.
[0070] According to an embocimentof the presentin-

vention, the advertisement may be displayed by driving
an application previously installed in the mabile commu-
nication terminal 100. That is, an application is driven for

activating the mobile communication terminal 100
through the activation button 120 and simultaneously en-
abling the advertisement to be displayed, and thus the

adverlisement maybe displayed on the display unit 110.
This application may be previously transmitted from an
external system such as the advertisement providing sys-
fem 200 or the advertiser server 300 and then installed.

[0071] As another embodiment, when the mebile com-
munication terminal 100 is activated, the adverlisement

provided by the advertisement providing server 200 may
be displayed on the display unit 110. Advertisementin-
formation from the advertisement providing server 200
May be received befare the mobile communication ter-

minal 100 is activated (for example, when inactivated or
alt other times) or at the same time as the mobile com-
munication terminal 100 is activated.

[0072] Advertisements may berandomly selected and
displayed, or only advertisements selected under a pre-
determined condition may be displayed.

[0073] According to an embodimentof the presentin-
vention, only advertisements associated with the current
position information of the mobile communication termi-

hal 100 may be displayed (implemented in conjunction
wilh "4, Location information transmission function" de-

scribed above). Specifically, an the basis of the current
lacation information of ihe mobile communication termi-

nal 100, the advertisements for companies around the
current positian may be displayed. The location informa-

tion of the mobile communication terminal 100 may be
sensed upon activation or in real time.
[9074] According to another embodiment, customized
advertisements may be displayed based on user infor-
mation cf the mobile communication terminal 100. For

example, advertisements for associated companies may

be displayed based on a gender, an age, a region of
residence, an occupation, a matter of interest, and the

like of a user, The user information may be input and
stored by the user when the user subscribes to an ad-

yertisement providing service or installs an application
for displaying an advertisement. The user information

may be stored in the mobile cammunication terminal 100
or transmitted and stored to the advertisementproviding
server 200.

[0075] According to still another embodiment,cifferent

adverlisements may be displayed on the display unit 119
by time of day. For example, advertisements for restau-
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rant businesses may be displayed in 4 meal time, and
advertisements for soap operas may be displayed in a
soap apera time.

[0076] Elements for determining the displayed type of
advertisements have been described above, but at least

two of the elements may be cambined with each other
and used to determine the type of advertisements. For
example, an advertisement may be displayed in consid-
eration of both location information and user information.

Moreover, the adverlise ment may include a brand adver-
tisement, 4 program advertisement, a service advertise-
ment, a promotion advertisement. and an event adver-
tisement.

[0077] According to an embodimentof the present in-
yention, if a user enters an additional input when an ad-

vertisamentis displayed on the display unit 110, various
operalions may be achieved. For example, if the user
clicks on the displayed advertisement, movement to a

webpage associated with the advertisementis achieved.
The webpage may provide information abouta company

or product associated with the advertisement, discount
information, location information, and so on.

[0078] As another example, some of advertising reve-
nue earned by an advertisement provider by clicking on
the advertisement may be used as donation money. FIG.

8 is a view illustrating a process of using some of adver-
tising revenue as a donation by clicking on the advertise-
ment displayed on the display unit 110. Referring ta FIG.
&, an interface for selecting whether to save donation
money may be provided by clicking an advertisement,
and if a user requests to save donatian money, some of

advertising revenue may be used as the donation money
and an indication associated with this (for example, a
social network page such as Angel Book) may be dis-

played.
[0079] According to an embodimentof the present in-
yention, when the mabile communication terminal 100is

activated, a specific application may be executed, but an
advertisement may be displayed only when there is no
update of the information provided by the application ta

the user. For example, when the mobile communication
terminal 100 is aclivated, a social network service pro-
vided by the service providing serveris driven to display
a corresponding page on the display unit 110. In this
case, the advertisement may be displayed only when
there is no new contentin the corresponding page, which

is not checked by ihe user.
[0080] An overall system for displaying an advertise-
ment when the mobile communication terminal is acti-

vated according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion will be described below.

[0081] FIG. 9is a view illustrating a configuration of an

advertisement providing system accarding to an embad-
iment of the present invention.
[0082] Referring to FIG. 9, the advertisement providing
system 200 may include an application providing unit

210, an activation sensing unit 220, an advertisement
providing unit 230, an additional function providing unit
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240, a database 250, a communication unit 260, and a

contral unit 270. According to an embodiment of the
present invention, each of the applicatian providing unit

210, the activation sensing unit 220, the advertisement
providing unit 230, the additional function providing unit
240, the database 250, the cammunication unit 260, and

the control unit 270 may be a program module or a harc-
ware component capable of communicating with an ex-
ternal apparatus. The program module or hardware com-

ponent may be included, as an operating system, an ap-
plication program module, or a program module, in the
advertisement providing system 200 or another appara-

tus capable of communicating therewith and physically
stored on various well-known memory devices. Exam-
ples of the program module or hardware componentin-

clude, but not limited to, a routine, a sub-routine, a pro-
gram, an object, a component, and a data structure for
performing a spécific task to be described later cr exe-

cuting a specific abstract data type.
[0og3] When the mebile communication terminal 100

is switched to the active state, the application providing

unit 210 provides an application for displaying an adver-
tisemeni on the display unit 110. The user may access
the advertisement providing system 200 thraugh the ma-
bile communication terminal 100 to receive and install

the application. The application may include a function
of transmitting location information, user information, or
time information of the mobile cammunication terminal

100. However, if an advertisementis distributed to the

display unit 110 when the mabile communication terminal
100 is switched to the active state without installation of

the application, the application providing unil 210 may
be omitled.,

[0084] The activation sensing unit 220 according to an

embodimentof the present invention may sense that the
mobile communication terminal 100 is switched from the
inactive state to the active state. The mobile communi-

cation terminal 100 may transmit a signal indicating ac-
currence of activalion te the service providing server 200
by the user pressing the activation button 120 of the mo-
bile communication terminal 100.

[9985] The advertisement providing unit 230 according
to an embodiment of the present invention performs a
function of displaying a predetermined advertisement on
the display unit 110 of the mabile communication terminal
100 when it is sensed that the mobile communication

terminal 100is activated. The advertisement may ba pre-
viously stored in the mobile communication terminal 100

or in the database 250 of the advertisement providing
system 200. The advertisement providing system 200

may receive advertisement cantent from the advertiser
server 300 and store the advertisement content to the

database 250. The advertisement content may be cate-
gorized and stored according to a predetermined classi-
fication. For example, the advertisement content to be
provided by location, user characteristic, and time may

be classified and stored. The advertisement providing
unit 230 may select advertisement content, which is re-
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quired to be provided when the mobile communication
terminal 100 is activated, from the database 250 under

a predetermined condition to provide the selected adver-
tisement content to the mobile communication terminal

100. In a case in which an application provided from the
service praviding server 400is set to be driven when the
mobile communication terminal 100 is switched to the

active state, the advertisement may be provided when
the application is driven or when the application has no

new information to be provided to the user.
[0086] However, according to another embodiment of
the present invention, since an application provided by

the application providing unit 210 includes both adver-
tisement content and condition information about adver-

tisements to be displayed, the mobile communication ter-

minal 100 may autonomously perform an advertisement
display operation when the mobile communication termi-
nal 100 is switched to the active state.

[0087] The additional function providing unit 240 ac-
cording to an embedimentof the present invention per-

farms an additional function accarding to a request ofthe

user on the basis of an advertisement provided by the
advertisement providing unit 230. For example, 4 func-
tion of displaying additional information of the advertise-
ment, moving to a related webpage, providing informa-

tion aboul an adverlisementtarget product or service, or
utilizing some of advertisement revenue as donation
money may be provided correspanding to click on the
advertisement by a user.
[0088] According to a modification of the present in-
vention, the above-described functions of the advertise-

ment providing system 200 may be autonomously per-
formed in the mobile communication terminal 100, That

is, the additional function may be driven through the dis-

play of the advertisement and the click on the adverlise-
ment by sensing the activation in the mobile communi-
catian terminal 100,

[0089] The communication unit 260 according to an
embodiment of tha present invention allows information
to be communicated between the advertisement provid-

ing system 200 and each of the mobile communication
terminal 100, the advertiser server 300. and the service

providing server 400.
[0090] The control unit 270 according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention may perform a function of
controlling the flow of data amang the application provid-

ing unit 210, the activation sensing unit 220, the adver-
tisement providing unit 230, the additional function pro-

viding unit 240, the database 250, and the cornmunica-
tion unit 260. That is, the control unit 270 according to

an embodimentof the present invention may control the
application providing unit 210, the activation sensing unit

220, the advertisementproviding unit 230, the additional
function providing unit 240, the database 250, and the
communication unit 260 to perform their unique fune-
tions.
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8. Other application operations

[0091]3lfapredetermined operation is performed in ad-

dition to simply switching to an active state by pressing
the activation button 120 when the mobile cornmunica-

tion terminal 100 is in the inactive state, this belongs ta
the scope of the present invention.
[0092] For example, an entertainment operation (for
example, an operation of a music ar video player, exe-

cution of a game application, or reception of news} can
be performed by pressing the activation button 120.

Operation standby of application

[0093] According ta an embodiment of the presentin-

vention, the above-described predetermined applica-
tions are driven when the mobile communication terminal
100 is switched from the inactive state to the active state.

[0094] For this, when the mobile communication ter-
minal 100 is in the inactive state, ihe applications should

be maintained in an operation standby state. When the
mobile communication terminal 100 is switched from the

active siate lo the inactive state, the above-described

applications can be in the operation standby state, That
is, a selected application to be driven when the mabile
communication terminal 100 is switched to the active

state can be in the operation standby state when the mo-
bile communication terminal 100 is switched to the inac-
tive state.

[0095] However, a predetermined application opera-
ble when the mobile communication terminal 100 is
switched from the inactive state to the active state re-

gardless of the operation standby state or an operation
disable state of the application belongs to the present
inventian.

Service providing server

[0096] Hereinafter, the service providing server ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention will
be described.

[0997] FIG, 10 is a view illustrating a configuration of
aservice providing system (server) for enabling a specific
function to be aperated when the mobile communication
terminal is activated according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

[0998]=In this ambodiment, the deseription of the ad-
vertisement providing system for "7, Advertisement dis-

play operation”is the same as described above. Thatis,
the description of the advertisement providing server may

be applied to operations other than "7. Advertisement
display operation.”

[0098] Referring to FiG. 10, aservice providing server
1000 may include an application providing unit 1100, an
activation sensing unil 1200, an application driving unit
1300, a communication unit 1400, and a control unit

1500. According to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion, each of the application providing unit 1100, the ac-
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tivation sensing unil 1200, the application driving unit
1300, the communication unit 1400, and the control unit

1500 of ihe service providing server 1000 may be a pro-

gram module or hardware component capable of com-
municaling with an external apparatus. The program
module or hardware camponent may be included, as an
operating system, an application program module, or a
program module, in the mobile communication terminal
100 or another apparatus capable af communicating

therewith and physically stored on various well-known
memory devices. Exarnples of the program module or
hardware com ponentinelude, but notlimited to, a routine,

a sub-routine, a program, an object, a component, and
a data structure for performing a specific task to be de-
scribed later or executing a specific abstract data type.

[0100] The application providing unit 1100 enables the
predetermined application described abave to be trans-
mitted ta the mobile communication terminal 100. The

user may access the service providing server 1000
through the mobile communication terminal 100 to re-

ceive and install a desired application in ihe mobile com-

munication terminal 100. The application may include a
control function of alowing a predetermined operation ta
be performed when the mabile communication terminal
100 is activated, and can independently perform the pre-

determined operation.
[0101] The activation sensing unit 1200 according to
an embodiment of the present invention may sense that
the mobile communication terminal 100 is switched fram
the inactive state to the active state. The mobile commu-

nication terminal 100 maytransmit a signal for informing

occurrence of activation to the service providing server
1000 by the user pressing the activation bullon 120 of
the mobile communication terminal 100.

[0102] The application driving unit 1300 according ta
an embodimentof the present invention enables a pre-
determined operation to be performed in the mabile com-
munication tenninal 100 when the activation of the mabile

communication terminal 100 is sansed. That is, the ap-
plication driving unit 1300 drives a predetermined appli-
cation within the mobile communication terminal 100 and

enables a related screen to be displayed on the display
unit 110. The application driving unit 1300 can perform
an additional operation associated with driving of a car-
responding application. As described above, the appli-
cation driving unit 1300 can drive the predetermined ap-

plication simultaneously with the activation within the mo-
bile communication terminal 100 and perform an addi-

tional operation for optimally driving the application.
[0103] The communication unit 1400 according to an

embodimentof the present invention may allow informa-
tion to be communicated between the service providing
server 1000, and the mabile communication terminal 100

and another apparatus. Thatis, the communication unit
1400 can transmit an application te the mobile commu-
nication terminal 100, receive an activation signal from
the mobile communication terminal 100, and receive in-

formation for driving the applicatian.
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[0104] The control unit 1500 according ta an embodi-
ment of the present invention may perform a function of
controlling the data flaws between the application pro-

yiding unit 1100, the activalion sensing unit 1200, the
application driving unit 1300, the communication unit
1400, and ihe control unit 1500. That is, the contro! unit
1500 according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion may control the application providing unit 1100, the
activation sensing unit 1200, the application driving unit
1300, the communication unit 1400, and the control unit

1500 to perform their unique functions.
[0108] The embodiments according to the present in-

yention described above may be implementedin the form
of program instructions that may be executed through
various computer components and recorded an a com-

puter-readable medium. The compuler-readablea record-
ing medium may include program instructions, data files,
data structures, and the like individually or in combina-

tion. The program instructions recorded on the medium
may be specifically designed for the present invention or

may be well known to one of ordinary skill in the art of

software. Examples of the computer-readable recording
medium include a magnetic medium such as a hard disk,
afloppy disk, or a magnetic tape, an optical medium such
as a compact disc-read only memory (CD-ROM) or a

digital versatile disc (DVD), a magneto-optical medium
such as a floptical disk, and a hardware device such as
a ROM, a random access memory (RAM), or a flash
memory that is specially designed to sicre and execute
program instructions. Examples of the program instruc-
tions include not only machine language codes generat-

ed by a compiler or the like but also high-level language
codes that may be executed by a compuler using an in-
terpreter or the like. The hardware device described

above may be constructed so as to operate as one or
more software modules for performing the operations of
the embodiments of the present invention, and vice ver-
5a.

[0106] According to the present invention, itis possible
to beneficially utilize a terminal and also enhance anin-

terest in using the terminal because various operations
may be performed only by pressing an activation button
when the terminalis in an inactive state.

[0107] Accarding tothe presentinvention,itis also pos-
sible to perform health check of an aged person with only
a simple operation and transmit information regarding

the health chack to a guardian or medical authority.
[9108] According tothe presentinvention,itis also pos-

sible to operate a security-enhanced user authentication
process wiih only a simple procedure.

[0108] According tothe presentinvention, itis also pos-
sible to transmit an urgent message in addition to location

infarmalion to a necessary recipient with anly a simple
operation in an urgentsituation.
[0110] According tothe présentinvention,itis also pos-
sible to generate an advertising revenue and an efficient

advertising effect by displaying an advertisement on the
terminal when the activation button is habitually pressed
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by a user, by connecting an advertising display function
to the activation button provided in the terminal.
[0111] Although the present invention has been de-

scribed with reference to the specific embodiments and
drawings together with specific delails such as detailed
components, the above description is provided only for
better understanding of the present invention and it will
be apparent to those skilled in the art that various mod-
fications and variations may be made from the above

description.
[0112] While exemplary embodiments have been dis-
closed herein, it should be understood that other varia-

tions may be possible. Such variations are not to be re-
garded as a departure from the spirit and scope of ex-
emplary embodiments of the present application, and all
such modifications as would be obvious to one skilled in

the art are intended to be included within the scope of
the following claims.

Claims

1. Amebile communication terminal comprising:

a display unit; and

an activation button configured to switch an in-
active state in which the display unitis off to an
active state in which the display is on,
wherein, when the activation Button is pressed,
the inactive state is switched to the active state

and simultaneously a predetermined operation

is performed.

2. The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein the activation button internally includes a
sub-display unit.

3. The mobile communication terminal of claim 2,

wherein an indication displayed on the sub-display
unit differs depending on the operation performed

by pressing the activation button.

4, The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein the operation differs depending on the
number of times or duration of time the activation

bution is pressed.

5, The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein the operation is performed to display an ad-
vertisemeni on the display unit.

6. The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein the displayed advertisement is determined
based on al least ane of location information of the

mobile communication terminal, user characteristic
infermation, and a current time.

7. The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,
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10,

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

22

wherein a specific applicalion is driven in the mobile
communication terminal at ihe same time as the mo-
bile communication terminal is switched to the active

state, and

the advertisementis displayed anly when there is na
new information thatis not checked by a user among
information provided by the application.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein after the advertisementis displayed,at least
one operation of displaying additional information or
an webpage associated with the advertisement, dis-

playing information about a product or service to be
advertised, and utilizing some ofadvertisingrevenue
as donation money is further performed.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 8,

wherein the operation is performed when the adver-
tisementis clicked on.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1, fur-

ther comprising a camera,
wherein the operation is performed to activate the
camera and display a video currently captured by
the camera an the display unit.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein, when the pressing of the activation button
is sensed in the inactive state, a face or an eyeball
of a user is detected from a video collected through
a camera provided in the mobile communication ter-
minal, health stale information of the user is ac-

quired, and the acquired health state information is
transmitted.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein, when the pressing of the activation butten
is sensed in the inactive state, an iris of a user is
detected from a video collected through a camera
provided in the mobile communication terminal, and

the user is aulhenticated by comparing the detected
iris to pre-stlored iris information of the user,

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein, when the pressing of the activation button
is sensed in the inactive state, an urgent message

or location information collactad by a sensor provid-
ed in the mabile communication terminalis transmit-

ted to a guardian or a protection authority.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein, when the pressing of the activation button
is sensed in the inaclive state, canient of the mabile
communication terminalis transmitted to anotherter-

minal or 4 predetermined media space.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 1,

wherein, when the pressing of the activation button
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

23

is sensed in the inactive stale, the mobile communi-
cation terminal is switched to a hands-free made or

same communication functians are interrupted.

The mobile communication terminal of claim 4,

wherein, when the pressing of the activatian button
is sensed in the inactive stale, a specific application
is operated.

A method of performing a predetermined operation
when a mobile communication terminal is activated,
the method comprising:

sensing whether an activation button is pressed
ta switch from an inactive state, which is an OFF

state of a display unit, to an active state, which
is an ON state of the display unit; and
performing a predetermined operation within the

mabile communication terminal simultaneously
with switching to the active state if ihe pressing
of the activation button is sensed the inactive
state.

The method of claim 17, wherein the performing of
a predetermined operation comprises displaying an

adverlisementon the display unit of the mobile cam-
munication terminal.

The method of claim 18, wherein the displayed ad-
vertisement is determined based on at least one of
location information of the mobile communication

terminal, user characteristic information, and a cur-
rent time.

The method of claim 18, wherein the displaying of
an advertisementis performed only when there is no
new information, which is nat checked by a user,

among information provided by an application that
is driven at the same time as the mobile communi-
cation terminal is switched to the active state.

The methed of claim 18, further comprising, after the
displaying of an advertisement, performing at least
one operation of displaying additional information or
an webpage associated with the advertisement, dis-
playing information about a product or service to be

advertised, and utilizing some of advertising revenue
as donation money,

The method of claim 21, wherein the operation is

performed when the advertisementis clicked on.

A system for providing a service for performing a
specific operation when a mobile communication ter-
minalis activated, the system comprising:

an activation sensing unit configured to receive
a sensing signal indicating that the mobile com-
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24,

25.

26.

27.

235,

24

munication terminalis switched from an inactive

state, which is an OFF state of a display unit, to
an active state, which is an ON state of the dis-

play unit, from the mobile communication termi-
nal: and

an application driving unit configured to contral
a predetermined operation ta be perfor med with-
inthe mobile communication terminal according
to the switching to the active state.

The system of claim 23, wherein the operation is
performed todisplay an advertisementon the display
unit.

The system of claim 24, wherein the advertisement

is provided based on at least one of location infor-
malion of the mobile communication terminal, user

information, and a current time.

The system of claim 23, further comprising an ad-

verlisement providing unit configured to allow an ad-

verlisement ta be displayed only when there is no
new information, which is not checked by a user,
among information provided by an application that
is driven at ihe same time as the mobile communi

cation terminal is switched to the active state.

The system of claim 23, further comprising an addi-
tional function providing unit configured to perform
at least one operation of displaying additional infor-
mation or an webpage associated with the adver-

tisement, displaying information about a product or
setvice lo be advertised, and utilizing some of ad-
vertising revenue as donation moneyafter an adver-

tisementis displayed.

The system of claim 27, wherein the additional func-

tion providing unit performs the operation when a
signal indicating occurrence of a click on the adver-
tisement by a useris received.

. The system of claim 23, wherein the predetermined
operation comprises at least one operation of acti-
vation of 4 camera of the mobile communication ter-

minal, health information acquisition through detec-
tion of a user’s face or eyeball irom a video collected

from the camera, user authentication through detec-
lion of the user’s iris from the video collected from

the camera, transmission of location information of

the mabile communication terminal or an urgent

message, transmission of content stored in the mo-
bile communication terminal to another terminal or

@ predetermined media space, switching to a hands-
free mode of the mobile communication terminal, in-

terruption of some functions of the mobile cormmu-
nication terminal, and criving cf a specific application
within the mobile cammunication terminal.
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30. The sysiem of claim 23, further comprising: an ap-
plication praviding unit configured to provide the mo-
bile cammunication terminal with an applicatian for

enabling the predetermined operation.
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Fig. 4A
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Fig. 9
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aaj AZae] G2 Jas] Aa Mog, PaFeHe Falsl Joe sy Be ads jer}

dE tale] Asse da, Balset PY dat gs Yael ule] solo] yo] deel Ae dda F
qm sh}S JAzAe) Fey Legh Gals wee Heol asec) fF Seq Mad, yee
7alo| 7 Bel raed AG HES Sal ASA] Fao] Mla] LSet, Ya arp} Bs +

gon, Ga MwAS ASH SE Mee Bar Sez Teo] oe Hig tu pele SRT
gla sich.

f § E- es
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ata 1

pee} GE BA] YASeo] FUS AAs] Fe HY SSA,

fa) SR se) a AAS Abas HS Atale] Ase Gal

(b) $7] HRA} ED AAT, BS ApH] ey abs seo Av] ase ga az ¢ goqe sys aca

o] uy Aaya Weal

= 2g PQ,

AFY 2

ALA hol 44,

4b7] ALB zb AE BaleHe Ala} So] Be QUES FAlstE AAE A Feta,

47] fa) GALE

25= “| Qa GE tale] ASE YUE sa) ga adi

alee} glory,

27) Fee} SA] BA Bee Ve, Add, GE sale Re ga, WE Ha S Soe 4S Fete

AS F922 te Wah,

AF 4

aiatoy ghoyay,

ae] (bp) Sale,

v7] gx ada, B+ Wel BF, SA 4AS olsso] ese WIS Stee AS dee Fe

Het

APE 5

ALA e141,

a4) Sa VAs] Sud] de V4 ave] pase Ae, g4 YAezdle] Buy Weael(Landing

Page) Ab7] Apes] HD Bajo] WeeGals Gq Meo WS SOR Be A,

ATE 6

Aabel o-q.

7) AM BaP Ate] APES] HE Sale] | AlAaee] Yass Bd, Be] alsa] we HOF = Ht
Hoe CHIS Se, SA HS6| SAE SABE Br] APE A Bal] Ga defor SEE F

AS ACE sete] Pa la GaSe BSE Soe se Wy,

ATE 7

a Lab] g1O4 44 ,

Qe) Bt Pe DIRRE go] GASH] ad F4e ASse vo] doe gue sage aa,

47] A259 3a ssh) qSse Ya was J] U2ed¢ 2u8 ase $244 ase GAs q

Beee AS SAee ste HH.
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YT 8

aleaeal sheqeq.

47] que og] GAS Bae] Ss 4h, LB BME ES CRelics through rate) # SUS tye F

See AS Saog Fe wey.

ATE 9

Alara] kod,

7] (a) GALE

4y7] $a BASS 4b] ABs} GE Des] Aba wer} US Aad] Asse AS SA oR Be wy,

ATS 10

Yaz GE Bale] TAS] PIS yas] St aAPowy.

YAS so] FR AMAS AsSx Bt Aaj ASHE Bu qs alag, w

ae HIG da sad wo 49 Ba ddA S Ae ys Jagd] BREA aay AG

ge aa

Bede 444,

APE

amos e441,

pl gp ale Aade,

Vea ds VSRe LeFal dal Be Phe Heh ae day, B

| tale 4H} Sale ae Aue WAS spe] so] AeA ts ale] PES Fle shies] Ga ga

22 AGS Fu AMA FHS MoE AS S4 ee BE Ad,

ae B14,

aA er SQ] de BBE TA, Aaa, SPW As a, VS wa F AS VE Fhe

AS S322 Be 4248,

ate 13

Alloy] BA,

Aba) ALB AR ERE ata],

a) gm dar Se Wd as, $48 84e clede uesle Ae HAO” se NAG,

APY 14

AlOse] oy,

AL7] ARB ZL GS thay],

Qe) Ba AgrSal de af 24e] tase at, 2 beads tela de] dssalel F

Te] Weaol7|2 asses Ud bee4 FETS Ete 2S SSE He AA.

ATE 15

ALAS] Qt] Aq,

7] Me BAS Ab] Abe} aE atals| Falsaele] alse B4. Ao] Ba|AaHo| Say Babclr cy

-4-
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How Sdave $4. $4 AB0] Rave S4 Ve B71 ASG Ge aah ae NOR Sede E

44 41S Hus] Bao) dw VASE WE SPOS HE AAW

OTB 16

a Loeey1 a1,

Ab7| 41 alle Al aAds,

a}7| ARS@a} Gel aba) ee] abs] c] Ae] Bre] Ems 44 Jo] Bas AVS slaps Br gat

dee. 2

7] desl > wld WSHe U2 yes a7] 28dBae AeBestel Asse Gz ws

BRE cl SQqE 1S Fee ge 42g,

Af 17

alos) alo] 41,

pl an AZ jage

AS SYLE He Ae

on ah abl
kl rh & |ena on7 Abel GE Bale] Ate WE} ME AD] Asse

oz

aya 18

aa a2) alley eq at tel HE NS gala] ae ate SEIS 7] Ss] He BA ts

thet 715 aay.

oot) AGF Ge Qala Ad £UHS dele] Ha Ie aeel aga] Ag las] Moa, Ase

B Ba GS 7a 71S daBE AOA, uch bse. best Ge galt aS Bae pe

deol dase] gua Avfewd a4 de seaV4 debshed] Begels Sal oe

SS G2 $17, AWA ABs} SNS Wes BH SRE Feo] MS Saal BT Fade me

+7 Us He, AAG WUBe abe WE aol ath Belrh.

2 orp se

[G902] ofS dots Aq] ¥so) ged ob Yr @ezoe de] He | cafe}. Rpolss)] 7a uspa
JE 7]rl17)= Be. ol ele] ofS ch ae]S Fal_— wad AG Bom clsle )gol ea ape)
Hayes elpoz|a se Fae,

Je,oie

[03] ya te alae tabs} Se] TSSofe Hele ARzF-ele} WS, MPS Pe, MEETS,
VEALAS, FFAS. Wea7s, WB 7S SE Aelee] Bee 2ulee] 7]SS S54]

Apr Ger, oj Hse SY EMS home Network) B Few) Ae] *CUbiguiccus}o] BAe SES 7]SS0]

SSE BOR Lola act,

[ocd] os] BO FA Fol] oF GIS o Sa rigs] Be ga wae) aebs|o get,

oues} 7B, PEMAAe]-Mwgye V2S Bese] Ay fF Wl age Bs a2 ago}

Ta Ae] leu, le B44 gaesda 28 o|a aava dod, 2 an a zd

JA ae Beeb. oh, Bus qtolde B29 Fue sae we Qeq gu w

f7] We SAR] TAG. Fa, Qa olFolzia Qe RG Bue sey] $98 aaa] @

EQ re qyoe se Buel] Wea, WAS HIAGE Yas BRE wages g

meelr}, slop ofs} anolcle Balbo] Srp|S Sar glgich. Bek sltlep, sla Fa ge
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a Abeaht WES ABE Sale dat7zt PHAR ASME Ato] UMSwb. al Be} Bop-dcp

= UHo] geet.
—

 
 

thay

ous) HAWS HAE He I Sdoe th

oc7] A, B92 gx, as B3)] CASS wep] Ae Fs Saajya] geo] rwale)

amu 1 ad 21 Jesn7} tq 27] Be Azo] aM Bas B > Ha Goes

aha ba Fla Jett Ub 248 Meee Ge dd ae adolaa o

al aye gaol dd Aedes gaa duel AS ede sel.

fovos] a, Ag GY Ql] ge aug lesa Gaeao] gu yaw agge

Bm, 1S Zuo) de A7byel Ba Holo] ASS HY H ES He Folch

w]e] HBS GASHa Ba dea ee des ach

pH]=WA, BS a AAHA, Aaa Ge Ay) qaxalo] nS aaa Ae Gwe.SM. FoF

ehh] gp adag Ver ge goa) asae ga PQ dol ed gt galae ddd ade

qual ge] Ue Ya ada F YAK GS qASHe] Freq aac Gs vse Pye AF

at.

[01] aa, 2 eas US alae Yea, Aes} SH gale] Gases] PVs allel FS AAYWoer,

Sok shy aa Ad23 Aes} AS tal] ASE Ya ase AAG, Yo ste Bae wl ae stall

aby] asl 2a HAA S YHR Sus Aso] HTEA Waste Apeat Ge wale Bese aad

o] Asa.

[012] ee, £ By] Ste IAad wad, be} Ge gale] BF Aaa essa] dus AM F Ve

Ste He Wee oe aS gale) et Ake] SBMS rlsae Bee Ws 7hes 74 Wal

7 Sa.GL #[4043] = tye saa, Asa Ga tal] Ge 2Yss Bolae] HH Be Fels) se] GAsele] ga

7h AA AZ) Wey, Abe} Abe2] Steele Abesbas} SS = Se] We tar BMS Sal at GA

Sao] SVS WHPE + UA SAE, Bw BAS PAA + Art.

[Oo14) eal, 2 244] Jatt. Gar qe AS Weste Ade Te ANS lete WE? Gu SHeS Taeeal, Boye

# one, wale Ya Ade G29 F la get

 [outs] FS BO9e) AAD $ ME BY ANAEEY EGE BH Ss

We de. oS Uae Seah} E ede 21 = Aa SEES Gos ead. Ee

| ye AE AS STE Fe META DLE Bsel clasfoh ach. MB so}, 79] 74a

1 Re $9 So. AY Se 2 AAMe) HeSe B sq 4d 8 aRe HU goa de

As FAR UCP ER, 449] AAAla wo] TA PA RA] AA RS wi BR baal og

AS MAS Rois] GoAy Bas H eel elaMoloe Meh. me, Fees Fhe wee aay

9184 ade aol hy, 2 WeWe, Fee ByMeW, 4 WBE) TEE Ae

Se Ze dest use| gta ada dad aged. Sate] are gaze del Sala 2s

4 SQA HAAse att.

wes] FIA, HB Do] SHE SRI S39 AAS rel WB AS goleal AAG + YRS a

-4A-
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7] Aso], BAY] PAD Aa qwo] Beto] Meg Gus aaspo) dae Bebels seh,

Wt | [= BHwag Aral

[O08] 7ai= He alt UMS a7 dol, 2 Pao HS Yess sto] Fe Ae "as aeiral gya a

[0019] Woe ay ween WS oF Bbls da VIS aot F VE ye] BO] ad, ae

Soh, VF GEA VIE AGA SIS Gael elaadey Ah Qe IE Sa) easly 24

Sa Pet I22e, FASSUSIF V4 HS Go] MAYIIES 913 CIE Ge ges aI’?

UT.

[p02] Ela 2 = ibe lS GYt7- de tee |] Agedo|s= ge dee Vas yepach.

[0021] ByMO? BF aoe esp} AP YA SE ye MA Alec] BARD + Uh ASAE z4lol 7}

2 aS 1eeD Beles nhalgl lS GS Sa clas He AVS hs Ws geal Jed. a

a gs ate olga og ta qlsg Agacdd adadd se Fa 248 Ws + VS Aol

ty.

[022] qa] a). ele] Fa

[0023] BZ BBs 2 gal qe Aes ee Qale] Be BM] Asef] Pus Aaa MA AMA

AQ PHYS ABPAOR UEMAS RMolch.

[G04] Rm 2e] HAL Yo] ge ube} Go], B ale] aaj AGS Sala100), Ba as AAA(200), Alea GS

2|(300), Buz UW Ba40S Espo] TY = let,

[G025] Wa, BAUM) THR TH Sa Be 2 Sl GS Aes] FT Tas + US, GAZ FAG

(Las: Local Area Network), =A)@ 32] SHMAN: Metropulitan Area Pewwurk). 34 SelQovan: Wide Area

Ketsork) Uk SAuo2e Te + we wee atk, B SoA Bee Sale Fela] a

ESSholSAW: Forld Wide keh ye! + 2}

[026] B ogo) Y AAlqe] GS 37 AS AAPM (20S +-Se) GE Aalis00)4] Br AGUAS asap] A-23}

Gt alooge tie a as fn Adar} q2se)o] Quay FF aa AA + WES

ae. Abe ab UE AaOocve Hale] de OG aS Go] Fal be ass BES Pp aed), cea ae

7)5°] Balsa WS, Haele , oe] sees} ae alicone BeBe 2aSo aa=

la BE eas} Be EF sao] G2Sdea +e Ba Ae AASD002 AF SH dag

27°] 4784 qe + d= Fa Ads-S Apes GS alae] ales}. Be ee) @ AlAlafel]

2a. FD AAAS ASS Aes GS AAs} AS abo] ela ARS2) SE ald] ofa | a

th 6S Sa, Aes} SE Pasco 7b Ales] SE ne Ae salsa] a AA sSe] Ags} oD a

4)/200)5] PEASUSAUS Beach ela), Pz ay A400 to ais Fa USA ID

=e] qq deo) dat ase aeges 2S ge. We Sel, zor} Ge tabooata Se 4A

Qo Pus] SB EA. SB MS, ee ASol ee} Ayr} Ba) SERS 2 | Qe

 
mo

 
[U7] EM, OLAS BR AMAABs GE atalaog)7 AA tae wel BMS. Ge abea)aBaqlo)

2224 L9G, VRAG] PAS SH LSA Bay awe]Landing PagelE EE +

th AS Sa, 497 PS Bal200)7} fa]Aad 7WMe We clAsae|e 22s ele$9 ee

re wees Caasoge ay Bae) dclsjo]z]2 o/SH# + gla, abeal AW aalcgooz} e}eS al

Afaccelerometer)E THs Be Bre Hs GE g212 Fa Yeoe SH2E4 A G2 ayal

W)2 So + 2 clth, ARea AE SCONE AS Yu Adae|z|]e Halse] Het BY Yet

Sh7b HSE] <ye + ol

 

[3028] Ht, 2 YG4 a Bela Ss Ba AS YAW (AMOS Absa FA AaI(300)2] AES zha] BSA Ia

Be Mss pW FS, Ass GE PAILTe Aste He el Se WMS Tasty, ols} As

a Ree PE UdAS WS st Bt.

[D029] #2, 2a a al 2 a2 Ws A=82Q0e Ja Botewes sete Vluse TH
Sola ere UA oS HH Bu aS AA8(200e ASA} ET ASHEYE Ba gaas
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SE Fal HS so) ARG Awe TANS + seh,

(we] ERR ANdde Me GE AacODE Aaah aa ahs AAgona Bae Fe

Mes she WS Oe cid let, Ws VRAIS Bol, AA GHG, VER UHH SB),

MAAHE, PA, PAL, OB ash] So} Gol vlua] SESFHsha nolan s2n4e Baa a

ode 2e G48 AAade Seed 2 ddl pe ed GE GacoSs4 Gas ae, He,

84 88 PAGE HE} AE BANGLE DA Vase Hee Bee deseas we +

Mes he P BdeA teste] oy MaMSF eb.

 

[Gua] aH 2 deo a aaj] the Bat Gt 440M4n Ae ALM4a AdAzS yee

ee THA, Yay GE B40) Fate W244 Fe Fal Ba AS ALA] Meee

3m YWAS e]24 4 Yn, aa WS JABS BUF GL SAREE alee gu Ags

‘al AE Bae AB sHe},|aS, Zag plo} Ze} on qe AZM02 23 lee ofc} ay
Hazues tered, lS Aad #2 qs AACS F314) ¥4) 71% xwae at salAg @HS Ad dure ut te abel(sooe] ee + ae. usa YR Abs](400)ol
$24 4b) ANS PR, PT WSs AS RS FER Ame + Uc.

[4032] aa, 2S Ale] alAstzzt As FT AMaS Yose SD BPICHS Sa Ba WS 2) +41 (200) a]

Mesa do We ALMSRE Ba ye AaAns gus Slt | Qlon|, abe] Guz Uy

BalC4OHE lest aS palate] ME Wee] -AS Pasa opolae2 Zeqyje pages dat sas

Be dz18 77a, BeE7] B Deo] ge yar ge Bau24 que + tt,
[0033] Sit Az Aceooje] sg

[0034] Was. = 2924 SHS Ha Fast SS TAS BT AS 42800yy Hae aaa

Bay aso]sto yee Bet,

[0035] Bae BR dad a Aga=7 FE Ba ae AJAUP FAS EAS EWolt}, = fe] Bla
Be} 24], F bye ea als “PAi200)2 4-87) Be ge] F210), eeAds ge] p(220), garR27 tHeBien), Ba 1sFea(240)}, AS} BL ae] Eells] 2C2i0), gz u dl. delejje]2e2e0),
EAlyees70) B ays KEE 74g 2Ty. Bode 2 aja ed, 44) sa Bel h

(210), 445) Hal Melee), «baae Abea, “47 BS sa240), ARGS} AE de]Eee]4
(250), Br HAZ cole] wpo|(280), BA270) B Aq#OBMs a FS YER UH} ALSap Ge Bal(aw) Eke SF GT BACONBae — PSEC Sth a sang wEES og
428, $§ ES2Y PE Qt S229 Vey Gas ga AF V2M20j4 BIA $F Neri, el

Hoes Fe] he Sele] lel te] so) aaa + deh. ES, cleBead eee 32 AF 4le

200) BAR AAA ae AE ee A. OM, olde Bene vege vaya aa

FEE S49 GTS FUSa Fe ae eS BUYS TH, ARTE, HRT FBMe WE

We dele ta SS REF A|t, ol] aeezle Aer.

*gh

(0035) AM, BBR AY AlsMe Aad Qu MelBODES Y ots Sa GD BaAGOOZRE ae}

Bus paloma ol 197) BM vlolepwio|Acsoyal APs SS FH SA PE Baygo0z

Be] ASC Abe} BBE ABabe] el, aad, de pe 44 Ba, Bee] Sil Aaa as

Wa, 2 ole Bl ole ge Sa + Ye, olde ape 4e4 ae qlelHalyAcsgqe 4 4244

48 Ans Ga] deseo Ate = yt} 4b] AvSe Ae spola Bee Su AWMAS aesee al 4}

22 Och.

[0039] eh, G7} BR Melee He seo) LEAZI7] Ht Ba AMAS Palehe 7}, S, est a

B00) Ga Ade EtaSBA Ad qe BRE Sst de eyisoeFa +4 7

ey. ojayat Pal alate] atte] sper} Get abal(aogi: Ge Ags Teese gr Aadas fal

@ + 2, oll dalle Fo] Peete Ae aA, ae py AAe MEA ea we 2a)
(AOC) spe SQe =e WS ope: " ea) thee A B2,0200i7+ Fhe ARES S| Bee 4]ZHHS Abe] AeAFBr moe & sae ads ol|Beq gu adage et reat a}au > 42 deo et ge so

aya) HSA + AGS S2oln

038] WE, APSA) BM Mee “Sy GE BUF] Bu za Ie] Aad que PAs Pz

— 7 —_
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Sich, al Ba} Sell WA GaS Aest ae baleoois] SAS Fa HASAela Bus] Ay 4

MAa ye] eS Ald, eS Bet, CTR BG BY Se eee + Rt, Ol, Aap EE 2b3|
(300) 7k ol e4l GS Bel Shoe Ba aS AAU20)e] BA Sere Le] Ea, Aol Be gy

BED ALB7} UE Balg0007) Area) ee 4] adid] AGaEA(Sk wth.

[4039] yPee, & kaa 2 ddl] ye 2 dds Pepe 2 ode Oat Gt FaneHe Y
ae ga dds Sesz ele ga A> celez(so4] Aste les TH+. LS, ta

Aa see Ho](26094 Ato We tu AWA & a Ao Cee 7] Be tu AWAS 4 ot
S| AEE HE BAGO) ASSES WSS Tae}, Bo AAA Hcl(2S ASA A Ba] (s00) 44]

Ree Fr AaMzS Asa] HA Ba AAAS VSFlee] THe Pasty Ga AAz alefHs] 426oa Ate > act}. de Ba, Fa AMSS Affe] BE ay, aw asl sel So] ete} apenas
2 PTs Aaa +E a

oo]«=AA, BR AMS BeliFas aw ales] AeA qs Bz] ed a

B A7)(200)4l Fe sie Yu AWAS ASH ATS S4Aa +s Wet.

addy Use, Bee 2g aldol GS Pa asp ASHeS ASA AA AMeACQNVSRE Ba Zap AS

j 22a Aes plata, ofl 7194 qe 2a] Ws RRS ASHE ASS They Ba #4
AS] Bog QeaS ae alert Ge Aaland at eeLee at, de BE CRE AGa7} ALE AE aE BA] (300) 2] Net sj ee Pao e adel $e Fe We Se] 28a 7 ch

[viMt2] #882) 2 ald Fe SDs Betas BL Hy tS7(230)0] Wa tee BD aFe 71S

2 oo Fu wes edu uF UE FAs Sy Ble] 45 Aes ALY Flo] Bar ales

AS AD AWSaaolas ASS + aC.

(o03] Ad] G) AAfole] OPE BABOTE Fr AS AAMC] AbSxt Ga AAlCG00) B ARze ge a

(400) $7} BL OY Ball SAM $ AEE se eS Sat pach,

ood]=BA Bl aD dae]ope|AiHan AL; Qa del¥(oo), a ada del o0), eo &
tt} 2 &

3} io(230), BR ule spate . e7t AL Meleye|=(250), ez ads ael FTelels(260)glPAC 270} ZEA] elo] ELS] spe Aaoa Vee pee pw. FS, 2 Sg) Ye aqtesor 3
alls usA200} A AYR A] Al SRS WPeM, ert YR Hee), se AIS
H/F (220), BM AR USH( 290), AM ws PHI), AeA BB “elspaA(250}, 3m WAZ oleJEP Mo A(260)BASSOA AbeR aS FSS Saas al] eb ott

oa

[fh4 5]

[046]
he

32 4 P3829 es gl ¥ BI4] Tae) dal as} 
[0047] Eat Boge) od age]eS Aes Gt deo We FAS BNG=S Bole Bae] Baz

= He} Go], SB Bo] ABs} GS Ballsuhe Ba Pe Aaa, GAZ] aa WAR, a

Hates SER(30), dole ee] A340), BAlB(ase) DB qe(Ss EHtals+4

|e] Be AAW320), BP Hehe] PE
ym gh} Ba alse AAUF4le}e ERI

2W@, $3 S2on¢@ 'f Fae} Beane ee

S22 Fe 4s) B43) AQ ae] Be] abe +

a] a Ala] Tae, Ba te Bees), zee

Eue|2c), Bl Biaga) @ allejaiaok 2 FF

REE + gtk. Oa Beata SPE al
{as AesooSe + wey, Faq

MoH Aezg

ae.

Eth, lqe HEAW VSSS eat ae FA(G00)% SA SA AA 1} Aalol WIM He

#4, ola S218 FEES & eo] Ge} FSd Sa qFS saeSa 4g cola

JaSe, ABH, Bene, QBAR, ARYE, welFE SS Beezet, ofaasic

=rs

TL
aadHZ022x2ofoeTE a(hrweadte

[G48] WW: eee] ad dado oe ape bey AVEO ASA} GE BACa007k SAS] HS Aa 2S
a7] Ht aba aS Sache SS THASs whe} Go] ASA AS ACHE al

Ad FEY ee UN Sh WSS RS Te A}, Oleh, Aes] BApele Cea Halen Fe

Ae Heo] SAA Belo Geae God | Youre Be +e AA231IHS Ae} GS Bei3004

BaAaSd EE AP Hes] Ales] Ye] eds] BES ate te HHS Haale Flee tad +

ie

-8-
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atch, ther RHEE AREA ES eC) 7b ed a] cb OU ARSeZ] BS Gl apEoR 44a Hn er,

Apezto| Sa PSO BAH SE Ve S Uta] Ba whe Mole.

[1149] Bdge wy AAye GAsqe an AMRHS FE AME Bayo] YS Apes US +al(s0

j)2) HAD] CT 2zee] 2S Aste ASS Tat}, TAsex, e7+ GY salrgooje] os FF

Goatees AH] Seattle} 4S Wo] Aa] Sea Pee AAs EE SA aso] Gragije|s

= WA, Yajsele] Sa320) -+ AMIACHOS BHstte] WHS Sy eozzdel zs 4

aa so e22eS Sp We FAS] Fees AAAS ASS HolfolAzcss] 4244 Ve

au HaA } Shp of 4e] + gon), ot on AAAS Ao ae ASB 200) CRSUe aga a

° ac, 47], Gaze] tu aaqe(s20)7} AS Bee] Ba AAzS &Sel7] HAAE, ISlA} P27] Yalsse] ASS Fal Gs AGG Ba AdZzs 4295 delelMe|2ceey 754 +

Se sy, sale] seaas isasq ag Fas add + MES te F, dae wae

ato Fate @te dua e+ as ae.

fa 2S Sbe EA A SAA chet Abe Ae AAalCgue| da Mo] hea UABele] ata

Hale HES Fort,

oh|

JiteonaS re
>

op

oo
Fa BE Shall EALHS so Pe] ASeo] Ba BPRS ABap AM Balcyoo js] Bs ap Aba]

& ge] Ade] gn(510, 5203S aalet + ait}. Se FE Shale Aloe] SR LSE tA

zie] Sar} fAlS[QMeou, YAS] Far} 44 HE Faq] $2 BHM VE tT USE FEM,

OA, deleujeszaoedlt: Fu das ga] ad tu AadA7 GAsAe] PBEM VERZE YA

(3 $9. See 24, DF ES WE Slo] aa) actylo] dS + Ya. GAzael tba Alaw0)

% oa YHSS RE =-44 mel edlo] “(340 44 ABE aBy ade Ado] are Se
ated We SA, Se qe clade] dav} Ma F7]B PAsLSE BA Bo] oe

Bre Meo, 2a ya Sas 4 329) we Wes} By A4ee SS PE Bry,
[0032] eee, 2 be 2 eel GS Gg Bass TERE Aheeht at B40) Ss] G2ed
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Description

Fiekl of the invention

[0091] The present invention relates to a mobile termi-
naland corresponding method for informing a user of an
unidentified communication event in variaus ways and
making it easier for the user to check the unidentified
communication event.

Background of the invention

[0002] Generally, terminals can be classified into mo-
bile/portable terminals and stationary terminals. Mobile
terminals can also be classified into handheld tenninals

and vahicle mounttemminals. Users can also play games,
watch videos, listen to music, receive and send text mes-

sages, take pictures, etc. using their mobile terminal.
Thus, mobile terminals function as multimedia players.
[0003] However, becausethe mobileterminals provide

50 manyfunctions,itis often difficult for the user to keep
track of events that have occurred on their mobile termi-
nal.

Summary of the invention

[0094] Accordingly, one object of the present invention
is to address the above-noted and other problems of the
related art.

[0095] Anotherobject of the presert inventionis to pro-
vide a mobile terminal and corresponding method for in-

forming a user about an occurrence of previous events
on their mobile terminal.

[0006] Yet another object of the presentinventionis to
provide a mobile terminal and corresponding method for

informing a user about a type of an occurrance ofprevi-
ous events on their mobile tenninal.

[0007] Still another object of the present invention is
te provide a mobile terminal and corresponding method
for making it easy for a user to conveniently check pre-
vious events that have occurred on their terminal and

have net yel been reviewed by the user,
[0008] It will ba appreciated by persons skillad in the
art that that the objects that could be achieved with the
present invention are notlimited to what has been par-
ficuiarly described hereinabove and the above and other

objects that the present invention could achieve will be
mare clearly understood from the following detailed de-
scription taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings.
[0009]+Toachieve these objects and other advantages

and in accordance with the purpese of the invention, a¢
embedied and broadly described herein, the present in-
vention provides in one aspect a mobile terminalinclud-
inga Wireless communication unitconfigured to wireless-
ly communicate with at least one other tenninal, a display
unit configured to display information, @ user input unit
including @ hardware input unit having a light emitting
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device, and a controller configured to control the light
mitting device of the hardware input unit te emit light in
predetermined pattern cr color to inform a user of the
obile terminal about an unidentified received commu-

cation event that has not yetbeen checked by the user,
nd to display information about the unidentified commu
cation event on the display unit when the user manip-
ates the hardware input unit. The present invention also
rovides a corresponding methed of controlling the mo-
le terminal.

[0019] In another aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a mobile tarminalincluding a display unit including
one ofa liquid crystal display (LCD) and a plurality of light
emitting diodes (LEDs) configured to emitlight, a wirelass
communication unit configured to wirelessly communi-
cate with at least one other terminal, a user input unit
including a hardware input unit, and a controller config-
ured to contral the one of the LCD and the plurality of
LEDs to emit light in a predetermined pattern or color to
inform a user of the mobile terminal about an unidentified

received communication event that has not yet been
checked by the user, and to display information about
the unidentified communication event on the display unit
when the user manipulates the hardware input unit. The
present invention alse provides a corresponding method

of controlling the mobile terminal.
[0011] Accordingly, embodiments of the present in-
vention provide several advantages. First, the mobile ter-
minal informs the user of an unidentified event occur-

rence more effectively. Secondly, the user can be in-
formed of a type of an unidentified event using at least

one of a color and light-emitting pattern of a light emitting
device provided to a key button. Thirdly, the user can
easily check an unidentified event more conveniently,
[0012] In addition, the above-described methods can

be implamentsd in a program recorded medium as com-

puter-readable codes. The computer-readable media in-
clude all kinds of recording devices in which data read-
able by a computer system are stored such as ROM,
RAM, CD-ROM, magnetic tapes, floppy discs, optical da-

ta storage devices, and the like.
(0013) tis to be understoed that ihe advantages that
can be obtained by the present Invention are notlimited
to the aforementioned advantages and otheradvantages
which are not mentioned will be apparent from the fol-
lowing description to the person with an ordinary skill in

the art to which the present invention pertains.

o

3

oTIYSs 

Brief description of the drawings

[0014] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-

ed to provide a further understanding of tha inventionand
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this applica-
tion, illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and togeth-
er with the description serve to explain the principle of
the invention. In the drawings:
(0015) FIG. 1 is ablock diagram of a mebile terminal
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
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[0016] FIG. 2A is afront perspective diagram of a mo-
bila terminal according to ane embodimentof the prasent
invention:

[0017] FIG. 2B is a rear perspective diagram of a mo-
bile terminal according to ane embodimentof the present
invention:

[0018] FIG. 3is a front diagram of a mobile terminal
for explaining one operational state of the mabile terminal
according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[0019] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of in-
dicating and checking an unidentified communication
avent ef a mobile tenninal aecording to one embodiment
of the present invention;
[0020] FIG. 5 includes overviews of display screens
illustrating an example of an operation related to an un-
identified communication even of a mobile terminal ac-

cording to one embodiment of the present invention;
[0021] FIG. Gincludes diagrams oflight emitting pat-
terns of a light emitting device provided to a vector pad
according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[0022] FIG. 7 includes overviews of display screens
illustrating an example of a user checking an unidentified
communication event on a mobile terminal according to
one embodiment of the present invention:
[0023] Fic. 8 is a diagram of a backlight unit using a

direct-drop type light emitting diode according to an ern-
bodiment of the present invention; and
[0024] FIG. 9 includes diagramsillustrating an exam-
ole of a light ernitting pattem per type of an unidentified

communication event using a backlight unit including light
emitting diodes according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

Detailed description of the invention

[0025] In the following detalled description, reference

is made to the accompanying drawing figures which farm
a part hereof, and which show by wayofillustration spe-
cific embodimentsof the invention. Itis to be understood

by those of ordinary skill in this technological field that

other embodiments may be utilized, and structural, elec-
trical, as well as procedural changes may be made with-
out departing fram the scope of the present invention.
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or
similar parts.

[0026] The present invention can be applicable to a
various types of terminals. Exarnples of such terminals
include mobile as well as stationary terminals, such as
mobile phones, user equipment, smart phones, DTV,
computers, digital broadcast terminals, personal digital

assistants, portable multimedia players (PMP) and nay-
igators. However, by way of non-limiting example only,
further description will be with regard to amobile terminal
100, andit shouldbe noted that such teachings may apply
equally to other types of terminals.
[0027] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal
100 according toan embodimentof the presentinvention,
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As shown, the mobile terminal 100 includes a radio com-

munication unit 110, an audio/video (A/V) input unit 120,
a user input unit 130, a sensing unit 140, an output unit
150, a memory 160, an interface 179, a controller 180,
and apowersupply 190. Notall ofthe components shown
in FIG. 1 are aseantial parts and the number cf compo-
nents included in the mobile terminal can be varied.

(6028) In addition, the radio communication unit 110
includes at least one module that enables radie commu-

nication between the moblis terminal 190 and a radio

communication system ar between the mobile terminal
100 and a netwerk in which the mobile tarninal 100 is

located. For example, in FIG. 1, the radio communication
unit 110 includes a broadcasting receiving module 111,
a mobile communication medule 112, a wireless Internet

module 113, a short-range communication module 114
and a2 position information module 115.
(0029) The broadcasting receiving module 111 re-
ceives broadcasting signals and/or broadcasting related
information from an external broadcasting management

server through a broadcasting channel. Further, the
broadcasting channel can include a satellite channeland
a terrestrial channel. Also, the broadcasting manage-
mentservercan bea server that generates and transmits
broadcasting signals and/or broadcasting related infor-

mation or a server that receives previously created
broadcasting signals and/or broadcasting related infor-
mation and transmits the broadeasting signals and/or
broadcasting related information to a terminal. The

broadcasting signals can include not only TV broadcast-
ing signals, radio broadcasting signals and data broad-

casting signals, but alse signals In the form af a combi-
nation of a TY broadcasting signal and a radio broad-
casting signal.
[0030] In addition, the broadcasting related informa-

tlon can be information on a broadcasting channel, a

broadcasting program or a broadcasting service provid-
er. The broadcasting related information can be provided
even threugh a mobile communication network. In this
instance, the broadcasting related information can be re-

ceived by the mobile communication module 112. The
broadcasting related information canalse exist in various
forms. For example, the broadcasting related Information
can éxistin the form of an electronicprogram guide (EPG)
of the digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) system or
in the form of an electronic service guide (ESG) of the

digital video breadcast-handhald (DVB-H) system,
[0031] In addition, the broadcasting receiving module
111 receives broadcasting signals using various broad-
casting systems.In particular, the broadcasting receiving
module 111 can receive digital broadcasting signals us-

ing digital broadcasting systems such as the digital mul
timedia broadcasting-terrestrial (DMB-T) system, the
digital multimedia broadcasting-satellite (DMB-S) sys-
tem, the media forward link only (MediaFLO) system, and
the DVB-H and integrated servicesdigital broadcast-ter-
restrial (ISDB-T} system. The broadcasting receiving
module 111 can also be constructed to be suiledlto broad-
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casting systems providing broadcasting signals other
than the above-described digital broadcasting systems.
The broadcasting signals andor broadcasting relatedin-
formation received through the broadcasting receiving
medule 111 can also be stored in the memory 160.
[0032] Further, the mobile communication module 112
transmits/receives a raciio signal to/from at least one of
a base station, an extemal terminal, and a server on a

mobile communication network. The radio signal can in-

clude a volee call signal, a video talephany call signal or
data in various forns according to transmission and re-
ceiving of text/multinedia messages. The wireless Inter-
het module 113 corresponds to a module for wireless
Internet access and can be included in the mobile termi-

nal 100 or externally attached to the mobile tenninal 100.
Wireless LAN {WLAN} (Wi-Fi), wirelass broadband (Wie
bro}, world interoperability for microwave access
(Wimax), high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA)
and so on can be used as a wireless Intemet technique.
The short-range communication module 114 corre-

sponds to a module for local area communication. Blue-
tooth, radio frequency identification (RFID), infrared data
association (IrDA), ultra wideband (UWB) and ZigBee
can be used as a local area communication technique.
[0033]=In addition, the position information module 115

confirms or obtains the position of the mebile terminal
100. A global positioning system (GPS) module is a rep-
resentative example of the position information module
115, Further, the GPS module 115 can calculate infor-

mation on distances between one point (object) and at
least three satellites and information on the time when

the distance Information is measured and apply trigo-
nometry to ihe obtained distance information to obtain
three-cdimensional position information on the point (ob-
ject) according to latitude, longitude and altitude ccordi-

nates at a predatannined time. Furthermore, a method

of calculating position and time information using three
satellites and correcting the calculated pasition and time
information using another satellite is also used. In addi-
tion, the GPS module 115 continuously calculates the

current position in real time and calculates velocity infor-
mation using the position information.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 1, the AA? input unit 120 Is
used to input an audio signal or a video signal and in-
cludes a camera 121 andamicrophone 122. The camera
121 processes image frames of still images or moving

images obtained by an image sensorina video telephony
made or a photographing mode. The processed image
frames can be displayed on a display 157 included inthe
output unit 150- In addition, the image frames processed
py the camera 121 can be stored In the memary 160 or

transmitted to an external device through the radio com-
munication unit 110. The mobile terminal 100 can also

include at least two cameras according to constitution of
the terminal.

[0035] Further, the microphone 122 receives an exter-
nal audio signal in a call mode, a recording mode or a
speed recognition mode and processes the received au-
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dio signalinto electric audio data. The audio data can
also be convertedinto a form that can be transmitted to

a mobile communication base station through the mobile
communication module 112 and output in the call mode.
The microphane 122 can employ various noise removal
algorithms for ramoving noise generated whan the ex-
ternal audio signal is received.
[6036] In addition, the user input unit 130 receives in-
put data for controlling the operation of the terminal from

auser. The user input unit 130 can include a keypad, a
dome switch, a touch pad (constant voltage/eapaci-
tance), jog wheel, jog switch and so on. The sensing unit
140 senses the current state of the mobile terninal 100,

such as an openiclose state of the mobile tenninal 100,
the position of the mobile terminal 100, whether a user
touches the mobile terminal 100, the directlon of tha mo-
bile terminal 100 and acceleration/deceleration of the

mobile terminal 100 and generates a detection signal for
controlling the operation of the mobile terminal 100. For
example, the sensing unit 140 can sense whetheraslide

phoneis opened or clased when the mobile terminal 100
is the slide phone. Furthermore, the sensing unit 140 can
sense whetherthe powersupply 190 supplies powerand
whether the Interface 170 Is connected to an external

device. The sensing unit 140 can also includea proximity
sensor 141,

[0037] In adalition, the outputunit150 generates visual,
auditory ortactile output and in Fig. 1 includes the display
151, an audio output module 162, an alarm 153, a haptic

module 154, and a projector module 155. The display
151 displays information processed by the mobile termi-

nal 100, For example, the display 151 displays a UI or
graphic user interface (GUI) related to a telephone call
when the mobile tenninalis inthe call mode. The display
151 alse displays a captured or/and received image, Ul
or GU) when the mobile terminal 100 is in the video te-

lephony mode or the photographing made.
[0038] The display 161 can also include at least one
of a liquid crystal display, a thin film transistor liquid erys-
tal display, an organic light-emitting diode display, a tlex-

ible display and a three-dimensional display. Some of
these displays can be of a iransparent type or a light
transmission type, which is referred to as a transparent
display. The transparent display also includes a trans-
parentliquid crystal display. The rearstructure of the dis-
play Unit 151 can also be of the light transmission type.

Accarding to this structure, a user can sea an object lo-
cated behind the body of the mobile terminal 160 through
an area of the booy of the mobile terminal 100, which is
oocupied by the display 161.
[0039] Further, the mobile terminal 100 can Include at

least two displays 151 according to constitution of the
terminal, For example, the mobile terminal 100 can in-
clude a plurality of displays thatare arranged onasingle
face at a predetermined distance or integrated. Cther-
wise, the plurality of displays can be arranged on different
sides. In addition, when the display 151 and a sensor
sensing touch (referred to as a touch sensorhereinafter)
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form a layered structure, which is referred to as a touch
screen hereinafter, the display 151 can be used as an
input device in addition to an output device. The touch
sensor can be in the form of a touch film, a touch sheet

and a touch pad, for example.
[0040]=Also, tha touch sensorcan be constructed such
thatitconverts a variation in pressure applied ta a specific
portion of the display 151 or a variation in capacitance
generated at a specific portion of the display 151 inte an

alectic Input signal. The touch sensor can also be can-
structed such that it can sense pressure of touch as well
as the position and area of touch. When touch input is
applied to the touch sensor, a signal corresponding to
the touch input is transmitted to a touch controller. The
touch controller then processes the signal and transmits
data corrasponding to the processed signal to tha can-
troller 180. Accordingly, the controller 1B0 can detect a
touched portion of the display 157.
[0041] Referring te FIG. 1, the proximity sensor 141
can be located in an internal region ofthe mobile terminal

100, surrounded by the touch screen, or near the touch
screen. The proximity sensor 141 senses an object ap-
proaching a predetermined sensing face cran object lo-
cated near the proximity sensor 141 using an electro-
magnetic force or infrared rays without having mechan-

ical contact. Further, the proximity sensor 141 hasalife-
time longer than that of a contact sensor and has wide
application. The proximity sensor 141 also includes a
transmission type photo-electric sensor, a direct reflec-

tion type photo-electric sensor, a mirror reflection type
phote-electric sensor, a high-frequency oscillating prox-

imity sensor, a capacitive proximity sensor, a magnatlc
proximity sensor, an infrared proximity sensor, ete.
[0042] In addition, a capacitive touch screen is con-
structed such that a proximity of a pointer is detected

through a variation In an electric fiald according to the

proximity of the pointer. In this instance, the touch screen
{touch sensor} can be classified as a proximity sensor.
Forconvenience of explanation, an action ofapproaching
the pointer to the touch screen while the pointer is notin
contact with the touch screen such that the location af

the pointer on the touch screen is recognized is referred
to as a “proximity touch" and an action of bringing the
pointer into contact with the touch screen is referred to
as a "contact touch" in the following description. Also, a
proximity touch point of the pointer on the touch screen

maans a peint of the touch seraen to which the polnter
corresponds perpendicularly to the touch screen when
the pointer proximity-touches the touch screen.
[0043] Further, the proximity sensor 141 senses a
proximity touch and a proximity touch pattern (for exam-

ple, a proximity touch distance, a proximity touch direc-
tion, a proximity touch velocity, a proximity touch time, a
proximity touch position, a proximity touch moving state,
atc.}. Information corresponding to the sensed proximity
touch action and proximity touch pattem can also bedis-
played on the touch screen.
[0044] Also, the audio output module 152 can output
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audio data received from the radio communication unit

110 orstored in the memory 160 in a call signal receiving
mode, a telephone call mode or a recording mode, a
speech recognition mode and a broadcasting receiving
mode. The audio output module 152 also outputs audio
signals related to functions (for example, a call signal
incoming tone, a message incoming tone, etc.) per-
formedin the mobile tenninal 100. The aucio output mod-
ule 152 can include a receiver, a speaker, a buzzer, etc.

[0045] The alan 153 outputs a signal for indicating a
generation of an event of the mobile terminal 100, Ex-
amples of events generated in the mobile terminal 100
include receiving a call signal, receiving a message, in-
putting a key signal, inputting touch, etc. The alarm 153
can also output signals in formsdifferent from video sig-
nals or audio signals, for example, a signal for indicating
a generation of an event through vibration. The video
signals or the audio signals can also be output through
The display unit 151 or the audio output module 152.
[0046] In addition, the haptic module 154 generates

various haptic effects that the user can feel. Arepresent-
ative example of the haptic effects is vibration. The in-
tensity and pattem of vibration generated by the haptic
module 154 can alsobe controlled. For example,different
vibrations can be combined and output or sequentially

output, The haptic module 154 can also generate a va-
riety of haptic effects including an effect of stimulus ac-
cording te an arrangement of pins vertically moving for
a contact skin face, an effect of stimulus according to a

jet force or sucking force of air through a jet hole ora
sucking hole, an effect of stimulus of rubbing the skin, an

effect of stimulus according to contact of an electrode,
an effect of stimulus using an electrostatic force and an
effect according to reproduction of coldand warmthusing
an element capable of absorbing or radiating heat in ad-

dition te vibrations. Further, the haptle module 154 can

nat only transmit haptic effects through direct contact but
also allow the user to feel haptic effects through kines-
thetic sense of his or her fingers or arms. The mobile
terminal 100 can also include at least two ormore haptic

modules 154 according to constitution of the mobile ter-
minal.

[0047] Theprojector module 155 is anelament for par-
forming an image projector function using the mobile ter-
minal 100. Thatis, the projector module 155 can display
animage. whichis identical to or partially different at least

from the Image displayed on the display 151, on an ex-
ternal surface such as a wall or screen according to a
control signal of the controller 180. In particular, the pro-
jector module 155includes a light source generating light
(e.9., laser) for projecting an image, an image producing

unit for praducing an image to be projected using the light
generated from the light source, and a lens for enlarging
the image to be projected in a predetermined focusdis-
tance. In addition, the projector module 155 can include
an adjustment device for adjusting an image projected
direction by mechanically moving the lens or the whole
module.
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[0048] Further, the projector module 155 can be clas-
sified into a CRT (cathode ray tube) module, an LCD
(liquid crystal display) module, a DLP (digital light
processing} module or the like according te a device type
of a display mechanism, In particular, the DLP module
is operated by the machanism of anabling thelight gen-
erated from the light source to reflect on a DMD (digital
micro-mirror device) chip and can be advantageous for
the downsizing of the projector module 151. Preferably,

the projector module 155 can be provided in a langth
direction of a lateral, front or backside direction of the

mabile terminal 100. The projector medule 155 can also
be provided te any portion of the mobile terminal 100.
[0049]=In addition, the memory 160 stores a program
for the operation of the controller 180 and temporarily
stores Input/output data (for example, phone book, mas-
sages, still images, moving images, etc.). The memory
160 can also store data about vibrations and soundsin

various pattems, which are output when a@ touch input is
applied te the touch screen. The memory 160 can include

atleast one of aflash memory, a hard disk type memory,
a multimedia card micro type memory, a card tyoe mem-
ory (for example, SD or XD memory}, a random access
memory (RAM),4 static RAM (SRAM), a read-only mem-
ory (ROM), an electrically erasable programmable ROM

(EEPROM), a programmable ROM (PROM) magnetic
memory, a magnetic disk and an optical disk. The mobile
terminal 100. can also operatein relation to a web storage
performing the storing function ofthe memory 160 onthe
Internet.

[9050] Further, the interface 170 serves as a path to
allexternal devices connectedte the mobile terminal 100.

The interface 170 receives data or power from the exter-
naldevices and transmits the data or powerto the intemal
components of the mobile terminal 100 or transmits data
of the mobile terminal 100 to the extemal devices, The

interface 170 can also include a wired/wireless headset

port, an external chargerport, a wiredAwireless data part,
amemory card port, aportfor connecting a device having
a user identification module, an audio I/C port, a video

iO port, an earphone port, etc., for example.
[0051] In addition, an identification module is a chip
that stores Information for authenticating the authority to
use the mobile terminal 100 and can include a user iden-

tify module (UIM), asubscriberidentify module (SIM) and
a universal subscriber identify module (USIM). A device

(referred to as an Identification device hereinafter) includ-
ing the identification module can be manufactured in the
form of a smart card. Accordingly, the identification de-
vice can be connected to the mobile terminal 1 00 through
4 port.

[0052] Also, the interface 170 can serve as a path
through which power from an external cradle is provided
to the mobile tenninal 100 when the mobile terminal 100

is connected te the external cradle or a path through
which various commanasignals inputby the user through
the cradle to the mobile terminal 100. The various com-

mand signals or power input from the cradle can be used
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as a signal for confirming whether the mobile terminal
100 is correctly sat in tha cradla.
[0053] Thecontroller 180 controls the overall operation
of the mobile terminal. For example, the controller 180
performs control and processing for voice communica-
tion, data communication and video telephony. In FIG.
1, the controller 180 includes a multimedia module 181

tor playing multimedia. The multimedia module 181 can
be included in the controller 180 or separated from the

controller 180. Further, tha controllar 180 can perform a
pattern recognition process capable of recognizing hand-
writing input or pictura-drawing input applied to the touch
screen as characters or images. In addition, the power
supply 190 receives extemal power and intemal power
and provides power required for the operations of the
components of tha mobile terminal under the control of
the controller 180.

[9054] Further, various embodiments ofthe present in-
vention can be implemented in a computeror similar de-
vice readable recerding medium using software, hard-

ware or a combination thereof, for example, According
to a hardware implementation, the ernbodiments of the
presentinvention can be implemented using at least one
of application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital
signal processcrs (DSPs), digital signal processing de-

vices (OSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs),
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors,
controllers, micro-controllers, microprocessors, electri-
cal units for executing functions. The embodiments can

also be implemented by the controller 180.
[0055] According to a software implementation, em-

bodiments such as procedures or functians can be Im-
plemented with a separate software module executing
at least one function or operation. Software codes can
be implemented according to a software application writ-

ten in an appropriate software language. Furthermere,

the software codes can be stored in the memory 160.and
executed by the controller 180.
(0056) Next, FIG. 24 is a front perspective view of a
moodile terminal or a handheld terninal 100 according to

an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the
mobile terminal 100 is a bar type terminal body, However,
the present Invention is not limited to a bar type terminal
and canbe applied ta terminals of various types including
a slide type, folder type, swing type and swivel type ter-
minals having at least nwo bodies that are relatively mov-

ably combined,
[0057]=In addition, the terminal body includes a case
(a casing, a housing, a cover, ete.) forming the exterior
of the terminal 100. In the present embodiment, the case
Is divided inte a front case 101 and a rear case 102.

Various elactronic components are also arranged in the
space formed between the front case 101 and the rear
case 102. At least one middle case can be additionally
arranged between the front case 101 and the rear case
102. The cases can also be formed of plastics through
injection melding or be made of a metal material such as
stainless steel (STS) or titanium (Ti).
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[9088] In addition, the display 151, the audio output
unit 152, the camera 121, user input units 131 and 132
of the user input unit 130 (FIG. 1), the microphone 122
and the interface 170 are arranged in the terminal body,
specifically, in the front case 101. Also, the display 151
occupies most part of the main face of the frontcase 101.
The audio output unit 152 and the camera 121 are ar-
ranged in a region in proximity to one of both ends of the
display 151 and the user ingut unit 131 and the micro-

phone 122 are locatedin a region inproximity to the other
end of the display 151. In addition, the user input unit 132
and the interface 170 are arranged on tha sidas of the
front case 101 and the rear case 102.

[0059] Further, the user input unit 130 is operated to
receive commands for controlling the operation of the
handheld terminal 100 and can Include the operating
units 131 and 132. The eperating units 131 and 132 can
be referred to as manipulating portions and employ any
tactile manner in which a user operates the operating
units 131 and 132 while having tactile feeling. The oper-

ating units 131 and 132 can also receive various inputs.
Forexample, the operating unit 131 receives commands
such as start, end and scroll, and the second operating
unit 132 receives commands such as control of the yol-

ume of sound output from the audio output unit 152 or

conversion of the display 151 to a touch recognition
mode. A broadcast antenna 116 can also be included in
the mobile terminal 100.

[0060] Next, FIG. 2B is a rear perspective view of the

mobile terminal 100 shown in FIG. 2A according to an
embediment of the present invention. Referring to FIG.

2B, acamera 121’ is additionally attached to the rear side
of the terminal body, that is, the rear case 102. The cam-
era 121° has a photographing direction opposite to that
of the caméta 121 shownin FIG. 2A and can have pixels
different from these of the camera 121 shown in FIG, 2A,

For example,it is preferable that the camera 121 has low
pixels such that it can capture an image of the face of a
user and transmit the image to 4 receiving part for video
telephony, while the camera 121° has high pixels be-

causeit captures an image of a general object and does
not immediately transmit the image in many instances.
The cameras 1271 and 121’ can also be attachad to the

terminal body such that they can be rotated or pop-up.
[0061] A flash bulb 123 and a mirror 124 are also ar-
ranged in proximity 10 the camera 1217’. The flash bulb

12d lights an object when the camera 121° takes apicture
of the object, and the mirror 124 is used for the user to
look at his/her face in the mirror when the user wants to

self-photograph himself/herself using the camera 121’.
AN aude output unit 152’ Is alsa provided on the rear

side of the terminal body, The audio output unit 162° can
thus achieve a stereo function with the audio output unit
152 shown in FIG. 2A and be used for a speaker phone
mode when the terminal is used for 4 telephone call.

[0062] Abroadeasting signal receiving antenna 124 is
also attached to the side of the terminal body in addition
to an antennafer telephone calls, The antenna 124 can-

To
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structing a part of the broadcasting receiving module 111
shown in FIG. 1 can be setin the terminal body such that
the antenna 124 can be retracted from the terminal body.
Further, the power supply 190 for providing powerto the
handheld terminal 100 is set in the terminal body. The
powersupply 190 can ba includad in the terminal body
or detachably attached to the terminal body.
(0063) A touch pad 135 for sensing touchis also at-
tached to the rear case 102. The touch pad 136 can be

of a light transmission type as the display 151. In this
instance, if the display 151 outputs visual information
through both sides thereof, the visual information can be
recognized through the touch pad 125. The information
output through both sides of the display 151 can also be
controlled by the touch pad 135. Otherwise, a display is
additionally attached te the touch pad 135 such that a
touch screen can be arranged even in the rear case 102.
[0064] The touch pad 135 also operates in connection
with the display 151 of the front case 101. The touch pad
136 can be located in parallel with the display 161 behind

the display 151, and can be identical to or smaller than
the display 151 in size.
[0065] Athirdmanipulating unit 136 in FIG. 2A includes
afirst button 137 provided to a centerof the third manip-
ulating unit and a second key bution 138 enclosing the
first button 137. Further, the first bution 137 can include

a general push button, a touch pad or a track pad con-
figured to recognize a touch. When thefirst button 137
is the push button, the first button 137 includes at least

one rotational shaft to receive an input of a scroll com-
mand. A small display device such as a small LCD, a

plurality of small-scale LEDs having a prescribed ar-
rangement and the like is also provided to the first button
137 to display a simple symbol, sign, a figure and/or the
like thereon.

[0066] Inordertoperformfunctions of anavigation key,

the second button 138 can distinctively recognize a pres-
sure change, a light intensity change or an electrostatic
capacity change accerding to at least 4-directional con-
tact (up, down, left and right). In addition, the second

buttan 138 can simultaneously recognize at least two di-
rections, In other words, the second button 133 can op-
erate as a pressura-sensitive type, which responds to a
pressure applied in a random direction. Alternatively, the
second button 138 can operate as a photosensitive type,
which responds to an intensity of light reaching at least

one portion of the second button by a shadow accerding
to a proximity of such a pointer as a finger, a stylus pen
and the like or a change of a lightapplied pattem.Alter-
natively, the second button can be implemented as a
general button of an electrostatic capacity type.

[0067] For instance. when a cursor displayed on the
display unit 151 is manipulated, if an upper portion of the
second button 138 and a right portion of the second but-
ton 138 are simultaneously touched, the cursor diago-
nally moves in a right upper direction. The second button
138 can also recognize a pressure applied in each direc-
tion or acontact size by discriminating it by at least two
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steps. In particular, if a user applies a first pressure in
one direction onmanipulating a curser, the cursormoves
at a first speed. If a second pressure greater than the
first pressure is applied, the cursor moves at a second
speed higher than the first speed. Hence, a user can
mave acureor or selact a menu by econtrelling a direction
and pressure when pressingthe second button 138 more
conveniently than using a general navigation key. Op-
tionally, the second butten 138 can be formedcf a light-

transmittve material and provided with a light emitting
device loaded therein, thereby bringing about various vis-
ual effects. The light emitting davica can also include at
least one light emitting diode (LED) ora plurality of light
emitting diodes differing from one anotherin color, which
can emitlights in a plurality of colors or a flickering pattem
undertha control of the controller 180. In the following
description, the third manipulating unit 136 ineluding the
first button 137 and the second button 138 are nameda

‘vector pad! for clarity and convenience.
[0068] An interconnected operational mechanism be-

tween the display 151 andthe touchpad 135 will now be
explained with reference to FIG. 3, whichillustrates a
front view of the mobile terminal 100 according te an em-
bodimentof the present invention.
[0069] As shownin FIG. 3, various types of visual in-

formation such as characters, numerals, symbols, graph-
ies, icons, etc. can be displayed on the display 151. The
characters, numerals, symbols, graphics and icons are
also provided in a single predetermined array to form a

keypad. The keypad formation can also be called ’soft
keys’.

[CO7C] The display 151 is also operable through anen-
tire area orcan be divided into a plurality of regions, which
interoperate with each other. In FIG 3, the display 151
includes an cutout window 1514 and an input window

151 b, The input window 151b also includes a seft key

151¢' representing a digit for inputting a phone number
or the like. Thus, if the user touches the soit key 151¢’,
the controller 190 displays the digit corresponding to the
touched soft key on the cutput window 151a. The user

can then manipulate the first manipulating unit 131 to call
the phone numberdisplayed on the cutout window 151 a.
[0071] In addition, information displayed on the display
151 or the touchpad 135 can be scrolled by shifting a
curser or pointer located at an entity (e.g.. icon or the
like). Furthermore, when the user shifts or drags their

finger on the display 151 er the touchpad 135, the can-
troller 180 can display a path of the shifted finger on the
display 151. This may be useful when the useris editing
an image displayed on the display 151, for example.
[0072] Also, when both of the display 151 and the

touchpad 135 are touched together within a predeter-
mined time range, the controller 190 can execute a par-
ticular function of the terminal. For example, the user can
clasp or clamp the terminal body using their thumb and
first finger to execute a predetermined function such as
activating or deactivating the display 151 and/or the
touchpad 135,
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[0073] Further, a ‘pointer’ or ‘cursoris often displayed
as an arrow on the display unit. Thus, to discriminate
between the terms ‘pointer and ‘cursor’, the term ‘cursor
will be defined as an element or figure thatis displayed
on the display unit to indicate a specific position, and the
term 'pointar’ willbe defined as the user’s finger, a stylus
pen, elc., which is used to physically apply a contact
touch ora proximity touch to a specific point of a touch-
screen.

[0074] FIG. 3 also Illustrates the mobile tenninal In-
cluding the veetor pad 136 having the first and second
buttons 137 and 138. These buttons are used in various

ways to inform the user about a previous event that has
occurred on their terminal (e.g., missed incoming call}.
The vector pad 136 will be described in mere detail
throughout the description of the present application.
[0075] Next, FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method
of indicating and checking an unidentified communica-
Tion event of a mobile terminal according to one embod-
iment of the present invention. As shown, the mobile ter-

minal 100 receives @ signal indicating an unidentified
communication event has occurred on the terminal

(8401).
(0076) In addition, the unidentified communication
event includes a communication event that the user has

not acknowledged such as a short text message (SMS)
received via the wireless communication unit 100, armul

timedia message {MMS}, a veice mail, an email, a voice
call, a video call and the like. That is, the unidentified

communication event includes the user not checking a
received short text message (SMS), a received multine-

dia message (MMS), a received voica mall, a received
email or the like. The unidentified event also includes

bidirectional communication that has not been estab-

lished because the user has not responded to an incam-

ing veice or video call.

[9077] Then, when an unidertified even has occurred,
the controller 180 drives a light emitting device provided
to the vector pad 136 to emit light in different patterns or
colors to visually inform the user of a presence of the

unidentified communication event (3402). Further, the
controller 180 drives the light emitting device to emit light
in a different color or pattern according to the type of the
unidentified communication event.

[0078] For instance, when the unidentified communi-
cation eventis a text message, the controller 180 drives

the light emitting device to emit blue light, and when the
unidentified communication event is a voice call, the con-

troller 180 drives the light emitting device te emit red light.
In another example, when the unidentified communica-
Tlon event ls a text message, the controller 180 drives

the light emitting device to periodically flicker, and when
the unidentified communication event is 4 voice call, the

controller 180-drives the light emitting device to constant-
ly emit light. The user can also set what color is to be
emitted for what event using the appropriate menu op-
tions provided on the mobile terminal of the present in-
vention,
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[9079] In addition, if at least two types of unidentified
communication events simultaneously exist, the control-
ler 180 drives the light emitting device to alternately pro-
vide a color or light emitting pattern corresponding to
each event or provide a third color or light emitting pat-
tern. Then, as shown in Fic. 4, when the light emitting
deviceis activated, and the user inputs a specific button
through the user input unit 130 (Yes in S403), the con-
troller 180 displays the unidentified communication event

on tha display unit 151 ($404).
[0080] Further, if a plurality of different unidentified
communication avents exist, the controller 180 can dis-

play the unidentified communication events in order of
occurrenceirrespective of the types, according to a user-
set priority per type of the unidentified communication
eventor per originator of the unidentified communication
avent. Also, when the useridentifies one of the displayed
unidentified communication events, the controller 180

can automatically display an event having anext highest
or lowest priority. In addition, the list displaying order or

checking order is just an example and a priority can be
set according to various references or by a group unit.
[0081] Meanwhile, after the user has checked the un-
identified communkation event, the controller 180 deter-

mines whether there is a remaining unidentified commu-

nication event ($405). When all remaining unidentified
communication events have not been checked (Noin
$405), the controller 180 drives the light emitting device
of the vector pad 136 to emit light in a predetermined

color or light emitting pattem corresponding to the re-
maining unidentified communication event. That is, in

one embodiment of the present Invention, the controller
180 informs the user about the unidentified event using
the first and second buttons 127 and 138 of the vector

pad 136. These features will be explained in more detail
later,

[0082] Further, when the mobile terminal 100 includes
a touchscreen, the controller 180 can lock the touch-

sereen to prevent recognition of any unintended touch
input on the touchscreen. For example,if the user does

not touch the touchsereen for a predetermined duration
ora predetermined time passes after occurrence of an
unidentified communication event, the controller 180
locks the touchsereen. The user can then unlock the

touchscreen by manipulating a hardware key (e.g., a hold
key, a touch unlock button, etc.).

[0083] The controller 130 can also unlock the touch-
screen when the user checks a displayed unidentified
communication event, and again lack the touchscreen
after the user has checked the unidentified communica-

tion event. Thus, the user does not have to perform cum-

bersome operations for locking and unlocking the touch-
screen when checking the unidentified communication
event.

[0084] The user can also use only the vector pad 136
to check an unidentified communication event when the

touchsereen is locked. In particular, after the controller
180 displays an unidentified communication event ac-
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cording to the user'sinput via the vector pad 126, and if
the user makes an input (@.g., contact, push, scroll, etc.)
via the vector pad again 136, the controller 180 can se-
quentially display unidentified communication events.
Thus, because the user does not manipulate the touch-
scraen to check tha unidentified communication event,

the continuous locking and unlocking of the touchscreen
can be avoided. Further, the methods of unlocking the
touchscreen lock and checking the unidentified commu-

nication event using the vector pad are usable by being
combined together.
[0085] A mathod of indicating and checking the uni-
dentified communication event inthe mobile terminalwill

now be explained with reference to FlGs. 5 to 7.In par-
ticular, FIG. 5 includes overviews of display screensil-
lustrating an example of an operation related to uniden-
tified communication events occurring on the mobile ter-
minal according to one embodiment of the presentinven-
Tion.

[0066] Asshown in FIG. 5(a), when an incoming voice
callis received via the wireless communication unit 110,

the controller 180 digplays information 510 identifying the
caller on a portion of the display 151. The controller 180
can alse display a phone-shape Icon 520 indicating an
incoming yoice call has been received and a mail letter-

shape icon 530 indicating a presence of an unidentified
text message on an indicator area provided to a top side
of the display 151.
[0087] Asshown in FIG. 5b), when the user does not

answerthe incoming voice call, the voice call session is
hot established and the centroller 180 changes the icon

520 inte an icon 521 indicating that there is a missed call.
Moreover, the controller 180 dims the display 151 to save
power. Also,if the user does not perform an input oper-
ation while the display 151 is dim or getting dimmer, the

controller 180 turns off the display 151 as shownin FIG.

5(¢). The controller 180 also drivesa light emitting device
of the second button 138 of the vector pad 136 te emit
light and therebyinforn the user that a missed call exists.
Further, to prevent a malfunction, the controller 180 can
lock the touchscreen as discussed abave.

[0083] Next, FIG, & includes diagramsillustrating dif-
ferentlight emitting patterns of a light emitting device for
the vector pad 136 according to one embodimentof the
presentinvention. As shown in FIG. 6(a), the light emitting
device is arranged along a shape of the second button

133 and includes a Iight-transmittive material. The con-
troller 180 also drives the light emitting device to emit
light in a shape rotating in one direction. Further, as
shownin FIG. 6(6), the controller 180 can drive the light
emitting device to emitlight In a fade-in & fade-out pattern

(@.g., the emitted light gets brighter and then gradually
dimmer).
[9089] FIG. 6ic)illustrates the first button 137 including
a plurality of small LEDs. Thus, the controller 180 can
display a simple figure indicating a type of an unidentified
communication event by driving particular LEDs to emit
light. In particular, FIG, 6(¢} illustrates the controller 180
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driving the LEDS to make a shape of aphone and a mail
massage. When the first button 137 includes an LCD,
the controller 180 can drive the LCD to make the shapes
shown in FIG. Gi), for example. The figure display of the
first button 137 can be used tegether with the light emit-
ting patterns of the second button 138 shown in FIG. 6,
for example.
[0030] Next, FIG. 7 includes overviews of display
screens illustrating an example of a user checking an
unidentified communication avent on a mobile terminal

according to ane embediment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 alse illustrates a state of the mobile terminal 190

the state shown in FIG. 5(c). FIG. 7 also illustrates an
Unanswered voice call (i.¢., amissed call) and atext mes-

sagethat have not been acknowledged bythe user. Thus,
tha controller 180 drives the [ight emitting davice of the
vector pad 136 and/or a small display device of the first
button 13% to amit light in colors or patterns correspond-
ingto the missed call and the text message, respectively.
Further, the controller 180 has touch-locked the touch-
screen,

[0091]=In addition,if the user touches or manipulates
the user input unit 130 different from the vector pad 136,
i.é@., either a touchscreen or a hardware button is manip-
ulated, the controller 180 displays an icon indicating the
touch lock mode is set and hew to unlock the touch lock

made. FIG. 7(a)illustrates ane example of informing the
user about the touch lock mode. Further, until the user

unlocks the touch lock mode by one of methods displayed

on the display 151, the controller 180 deactivates other
functions.

[0092] However,Ifthe user touchesthefirst button 137
of the vector pad 136 as shown in FIG. 7{a), the controller
180 displays the unidentified communication events on
the display unit 151 as shown in FIG. 7(b). That is, even

theugh the touch lock modeIs net unlocked, the contraller

180 does net apply the touch lock modete the functions
relatedte the unidentified communication events. Hence,

the user can easily check unidentified communication
events using the vector pad 136 without having to sep-

arately unlock the touch lock mode.
[0093] In addition, while the unidentified communica-
tion events are displayed on the display 151, the control-
ler 180 can recognize other inputs (e.g., touch, push,
scroll, etc.) from the user via the vector pad 136. Thus,
the user can use only the vector pad 136 for checking

and reading missed events. For example, the controller
180 can display a cursor on the display unit 151 that
moves in response to user touching or manipulating the
second button 138. Thus, when the controller 180 is dis-

playing a plurality of Unidentified communication events

on the display 161, the user can move the curser to a
specific unidentified communication event and then se-
lectthe corresponding unidentitied communication event
through an input made via the first button 137.
[0094] Moreover, when the controller 180 does not dis-
play aseparate cursor, the user can check an unidentified
communication event by manipulating the first butten
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137. For instance,if there is only an unidentified commu-
nication avent of one type, the user can check the uni-
dentified communication event by manipulating thefirst
button 137 once. Ifthereare multiple types of unidentified
communication events, the unidentified communication

events can ba sequentially displayedin order determinad
according to a prescribed reference each time the first
buttan 137 is manipulated once. Also, a wheelfunction
can be provided te the first button 137 so the user can
check an unidentified communication evant in a forward

or backward direction according to 4 scroll direction of a
wheel.

(0095) The user can also check an unidentified com-
munication event by pressing thefirst button 137 for a
long time (i.e., a long-touch input}. For instance, if the
user wants to check a different type of unidentified com-
munication event when they are checking another uni-
dentified communication event, the user can check the

different type of unidentified communication event by ap-
plying a long-touch input to the first button 137 or by

pressing the first button 137 over a prescribed duration.
In another example, if the user applies a long touch to
the first button 137 when checking a random unidentified
communication event, the controller 180 can directly ex-
ecute a function of entering the unidentified communica-

tion eventof a preset type.
[0096] Thus, because the user does not manipulate a
touchsereen to check an unidentified communication

event, the controller 180 or userdo not have tacontinually

lock and unlock the display 161. In addition, the above-
explained methods of unlocking the touchscreen and

checking the unidentified communication event using the
vector pad can be combined together.
[9097] Again, with reference to FIG. 7(b), the usercan
also touches the missed call displayed item 710, and the

controller 180 unlocks the tauchsereen and displays a

history of unidentified voice calls as shownin FIG. 7(c).
The controller 180 can also interrupt the light emission
of the light emitting device provided to the vector pad 136
and/or the figure display of the small display device when

the user is checking the unidentified events. Then, as
shown in FIG, 7(d}, when the user completes the check-
Iingthe history of the unldantifled volcecalls, the controller
1B0 removes the indicator 621. However, because a text

message remains unchecked, the controller 180 cantin-
ues to display the indicator 530 indicating the presence

of the unidentified text message,
[9098] Thereafter, ifthe user does not perform any in-
putoperation fora predetermined period oftime, the con-
troller 180 tums off the display 151 and then enables the
light emitting device of the vector pad 136 to emit Iight in

the color or pattern correspondingto the unidentified text
message againas shownin FIG. 7(d). The controller 180
can also set the touch lock mode.

[0099] Next, a method of informing the user of an un-
identified communication event using LEDs ofthe display
151 instead of a light emitting device of the vector pad
136 according to another embodimentof the present in-
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vention will be described.

[0100] The display 151 includes a liquid crystal display
(LCD). The LCDis a non-light-emitting electronic display
device (i.e,, does not emitlight by itself} and thus uses a
backlight unit (BLU) as the light source. The BLU is gen-
erally acomplex structure includinga light source, a pow-
er circuit for driving the light source and a series of parts
for generating planarlight.
(0101) In addition, the BLU can be categorized intoa

direct type or an edgetype according te how itis arranged
in association with an LCD panel. The direct type BLU is
located at a back position of the LCD panelfor diractly
applying light from the backside of the LCD panel and
include a backlight lamp as a light source, a reflector for
reflecting light of the backlight lamp and a diffusing plate
for diffusing the reflacted light evenly.
[0102] The edge hype BLU is located at a lateral side
ofan LCD panel, and light generated fram the lightsource
located at the lateral side is applied as planarlight to the
LOD panel viaalight guide plate forguiding the light. The

edge type is slimmer the direct type. In addition, a Cold
Cathode Fluorescent Lamp (CCFL) has mainly been
used as the backlight lamp of the BLU. The CCFLin-
cludes a glass tube having its inner side coated with a
fluorescent material, electrodes attached to both ends of

the glass tube, high-pressure mixed gas and Hg of con-
stant quantity enclosed within the glass tube.
[0103] When poweris applied te the CCFL,electrons
from the electrode callide with Hg te generate UV ray,

and the generated UY ray reacts with the fluorescent
material to generate visible rays. |n this embodiment of

tha present invention, the GCFL is not used as the BLU,
burrather a plurality of LEDs are used. Further, the BLU
using LEDS has lower power consumption, higher color
reproducibility and excellent response speed compared

to the CCFL, Further, this embodiment of the present

invention informs a user of a presence of an unidentified
communication event in various ways using the LED
BLU.

[0104]=In particular, the present embodimentis similar
to embodiments described with reference to FIGs. 2-7,

butuses the LED BLU instead of the light emitting device
of the vector pad. Further, the user can check an uniden-
tified event by manipulating a random hardware input
unit instead ofthe vector pad, A structure of the LED BLU
applicable to the mobile terminal 100 according to the

presentembedimentwill now be explained with reference
to FIG. 8.

[9105]=In particular, FIG. B is a diagram illustrating a
backlight unit using a direct-drop type light emitting diede
according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring te FIG. 8, LEDs 300 are arranged in a chack
shape to construct a direct type BLU. Further, the con-
troller 180.can control the brightness or flickering of each
LED 180 individually te bring about a prescribed visual
effect. An example of one visual effect will now be ex-
plained with reference to FIG, 9.
[0106] As shown in FIG, 3(a), when an unidentified
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communication event is a voice call, the controller 180

controls the BLU to emitlight in a phone shape. Similarly,
as shown in FIG. 9(b), when the unidentified communi-
cation event is a text message, the controller 180 controls
the BLU to ernit light in a letter shape, and as shownin
FIG. 9(c), whan the unidentified communication eventis

an email, the controller 180 contrels the BLU to emit light
in a shape cf an alphabet ’e’.
[0107] Further, FIG. 9 is one example for describing

an alternative embodiment of the present Invention and
can be modified into various shapes, Moreover, a cycle,
intensity and pattem oflight ernission of the BLU can be
variously adjusted in consideration of power consump-
tion. In addition, the vector pad 136 is one example in-
cluding the first and second buttons 137 and 138. How-
ever, various types of vector pads are applicable to the
present invention.
[0108] Forinstance, the vector pad 136 can have only
one button having functions of the first and second but-
tons 137 and 138 combined together.In particular,a light

emitting device and can be provided within one button
(single button) and/or a srnall display device can be pro-
vided on atop of the one button (single button), whereby
The above-described light-emitting and figure displaying
functions can be implemented. Then, if ine user presses

acenterof the vector pad of the single button type down-
wardly, a same etfect of pressing the first butten can take
place, and if the user presses an edge portion of this
vector pad, a same effect of pressing the second button

can take place.
[0109] The above descriptions refer checking an oc-

currence of an unidentified avant. However, the present
invention is notlimited to communication events and can

also be applied te notification and/or checking method
Tor various kinds of events. For instance, if a point of time

or an anniversary preset by a user has come, the con-

troller 180 can infonn the user of the adventof the preset
time point by using either one of above described meth-
ods. For another instance,if a time point of a schedule
preset by a user has come, the controller 180 can infarm

the user of the advent of the predetermined schedule by
using either one of above described methods. Namely,
varlous visual effects can be provided to the user accord-
ing to a type of the alarn/notification event via the vector
pad.
[9119] Moreover, the usercan conveniently check var-

lous Kinds of events by manipulating the vector pad in
such a way as similarly applying the above described
metheds for checking unidentified communication
events. Also, because the user does not have to manip-
ulate the tauchscreen to check the various kinds of

events, ihe touchscreen does not have to be locked and

unlocked continuously. Moreover, when a plurality of
events have occurred, the above described metheds for

sequentially displaying and checking the events accord-
ing to a preset priority can be applied similarly.
(0111)—[t will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made in the
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present invention without departingfrom the seape ofthe
inventions. Thus, itis intended that the present invention
covers the modifications and variationsof this invention

provided they come within the scope of the appended
claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1.

3.

5.

7.

A mobile terminal, comprising:

a wireless communication unit (1 10) configured
to wirelessly communicate with atleast one oth-
er terminal;

a display unit (151) configured to display infer-
mation;

auser input unit(130) including a hardware input
unit having a light emitting device; and
a controller (180) configured to contro! the light
emitting device ofthe hardware input unitto emit

lightin a predetermined pattern orcolortoinfonn
a user ofthe mobile terminal about an unidenti-
fied received communication event that has not

yet been checked by the user, and to display
information about the unidentified communica-

tion event on the display unit when the user ma-
nipulates the hardware input unit.

The mobile terminal of claim 1, wherein the prede-

termined pattem includes continuously emitted light.

The mebile terminal of claim 1 or 2, wherein the un-

identified communication event comprises at least
one of a short text message (SMS), a multimedia
message (MMS), a voice mail, an email, a voice call
and a video call.

The mobile terminal of any one of claims 1 te 3,
wherein the light emitting device comprising a plu-
rality of light emitting diode (LEDs) configuredte emit

a plurality of different colors, and wherein the con-
trolleris furtherconfigured te contre! the light emitting
device to amit light In one of the plurality of the dif-
ferent colors differing according to a type of the un-
identified communication event.

The mobile terminal of any one of claims 1 te 4,
wherein the hardware input unit includes a naviga-
tion key configured to recognize at least four direc-
tions including up, down, left and right directions in-
put by the user using the navigation key.

The mobile terminal of claim &, wherein the naviga-
tion key includes a pressure sensor configured to
recognizethe fourdirections input by the user press-
ing the navigation key.

The mobile terminal of any one of claims 1 to 6,

To

40
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wherein the display unit includes a touchscreen con-
figured to recognize atouch input frem tha user, and
wherein the controller is further configured to lock
the touchscreen so touch input is not resegnized if
a user input via the user input unit orthe touchscreen
is not made or a prescribed time has passed from
an occurrence of the unidentified communication
event,

The moblletarminal ofclaim 7, wherain the controller

is further configured to unlock the touchscreen only
if the touch inputis related te checking the unidenti-
fied communication event when the unidentified

communication event is displayed on the touch-
screen.

The mobile terminal of claim 7, wherein ihe uniden-

tified eventincludes a plurality of unidentified events,
and wherein the controller is further configured to
display information about each unidentified commu-

nication event as the userconsecutively manipulates
the hardware input Unit whenalist of the plurality of
unidentified communication events is displayed on
the touchscreen.

The mobileterminal ofclaim 9, wherein the controller

is further configured to display the information about
each unidentified communication eventin a consec-

utive order according to an occurrence order of the

unidentified communication event, a priority granted
per type of the unidentified communication eventand

a priority granted par originator of the unidentified
communication event.

The mobile terminal of any one of claims 1 to 10.

wherein the hardware input unit further includes a

display device, and wherein the contreller is further
configured to control the display device to display a
figure of a different shape accerding to a type of the
unidentified communication event.

The mobile terminal of any one of claims 1 to 11,
wherelnthe contralleris furtherconfiquredto activate
the light emitting device of the hardware input unit
after a prescribed time expires from an occurrence
of the unidentified communication event and when

the display unit is turned off,

A methed of controlling a mobile terminal, the meth-
od comprising:

allowing, via a wireless Communication unit,
wireless communication with at least one other

terminal;

receiving, via a user input unit including a hard-
ware input unit having a light emitting device,
input from a user; and
controlling (S402), via a controller, the light emit-
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ting device of the hardware input unit to emit
lightina pradetermined pattern orcelortoinform
a user of the mobile terminal about an unidenti-
fied received communication event that has not

yet been checked by the user; and
displaying (S404),via a display unit, infannation
about the unidentitied communication event

when the user manipulates the hardware input
unit.

The method of claim 13, wherein the unidentified

communication evant comprises at least one of a

short text message (SMS), a multimedia message
(MMS), a veice mail, an email, a voice call and a
video call.

The method of claim 13 or 14, wherein the uniden-

tified event includes a plurality of unidentified events,
and wherein the method further comprises display-
Ing information avout each unidentified communica-

tion event on the display unit as the user consecu-
tively manipulates the hardware input unit when a
list of the plurality of unidentified communication
events Is displayed on the display unit.
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FIG. 1
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FIG. 24
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FIG, 4
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FIG. 6
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1. claims: 1-6, 13-15

Mobile terminal comprising wireless communication unit,
display unit, user input unit including hardware input
haying a light emitting device and a controller configured
to contrel the light emitting device of the harcware input
unit to inform a user about an unidentified received

communication event, said light emitting device configured
to emit a plurality of different colors to identify type of
event

2. claims: 1, 7-10

Mobile terminal comprising wireless communication unit,
display unit, user input unit including hardware input
having a light emitting device and a controller configured
to contre] the light emitting device of the hardware input
unit to inform a user about an unidentified received

communication event,display unit including a touchscreen
that is locked if a prescribed time has passed from the
occurance of the unidentified event.

3. claims: 1, 11, 12

Mobile terminal comprising wireless communication unit,
display unit, user input unit including hardware input
having a light emitting device and a controller configured
to control the light emitting device of the hardware input
unit to inform a user about an unidentified received

communication event, said hardware jnput unit further
including a display device to display a figure of 4
different shape according to the type of the unidentified
communication event. 
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MOBELE MESSAGING ECOSYSTEM

RELATED APPLICATION(S}

{001} This application is a continuation-m-purt of and claims benefit of U.S. Appheation

Number 13/800,638 titled Mobile Messaging Ecosystem ~ Closed Loop and filed March 13,

2013, and claims benefit of U.S. Application Number 13/866,822 titled Mobile Messaging

Ecosystem - Content Message Layer and filed March 13, 2013, U5. Application Numbe

13/801,.246 tled Mobile Messaging Ecosystem — Rendercd Message and filed March 13. 2043,

U.S. Application Number 13/801,3-43 titled Mobile Messaging Eeasystem ~— Rollover Message

and filed March £3, 2014, cach of which claims the benefit of L.5, Application Numoer

A649718 filed May 21, 2012, all of which are meoorporated by reference herein in their

entireties.

TECHNICALFIELD

{@@2] This disclosure relates to the use ofa content. message layer or a mobile device edge

technology to render and measure inicractive impression messages to a mobile device during a

specified time and place and with discretionary conirel and te a new mobile message delivery

and menusurement channel that joins the message sender and recipient in a closed-loop

progressive copversalun and where messages can be ralled overtp lune.

BACKGROUND

{083) Cisplay impression advertisements (ads) on probile devices are primarily recycled

intemet ads, simply down sized to ff the smaller screen of mobile devices. Some inypression ads

are provided through mobile internet websites and others are provided through thin-chents

ambedded mio mobile content products (epplicatious), Both methods of providing the

iipression ads are widely distributed through ad networks. There are a fast crowing number of

content providers cnabling these thin-clicnts fo scrve pictures, banners, or small video clips mto

the pre- or posi-loading screens of mobile games, videos, music tracks, and upper, middle, and

lower sections of mobile application displays. By recycling these internet-based ads, coupled

with Ube ad network's ubiguidues reach. it makes ibis advertising disitbution chauuel a very

inexpensive and technically efficient method to send ads te large audiences.

{0046 There are at least three drawbacks or limitations 10 today’s mobile display impression

ads:

Page i of 7]
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1} Annovance Factor — impression ads are displayed while users are actively using their

mobile device, and the line between valuabic advertising content and spam is never going

fo move in favorof the advertiser. The frequency and ubiquity of such ads can quickly

reach a pomt of diminishing return for the advertiser and/or publisher if poorly cxecuted:

2} Underutilized Technology - because impression ads are displayed while the device is in

use, the industry's best practices, as outlined by the Mobile Marketing Association

(MMA), discourage the use of most of the native capabilities of the device (such us the

speakers, LED flash, vibrator, and the bike}, all to minimize the annoyance factoras

witnessed by internet advertising; and

33 Undeveloped Moasurement — impressions served, chek-thru rates, page views, duration,

and conversion are today’s standard for asvertainmng effectiveness of mobile device

impression ads, while each ofthese are measureable from a technology perspective, they

provide very limited actionable insightto the advertisers that informtheir decision on

how to mainteor strengthen diomarket position,

{0G4) En the current mobile advertising environment, there are more mobile devices thanthere

are TVs and joternet-connected PCs. Morcever, mobile devices (especially mobile phones) are

iypioally with an individual, especially at the point of purchase. Therefore, the potential w teach

large audiences and influence their purchasing decisions when the mobile device is close to a

retail outlet is commanding broad enthustasnt.

{#05} Based on lessons learned from the Dot-Com era of infemet advertising and coupled with

the fact that in conventional ad delivery rnethods, mobile display advertising is delivered while

the device is in active use, the MMAhas developed best practices to guard againsi crossing the

line io the consumer's perception of what is valuable ad content and what would be considered

spam or funk. The intent is to avoid the internct-like annoyance factor from happening m

mobile. Furthermore, additional heightened concern centers on the personal and private nature

of mobile devices and the inherent sense of privacy expected from individnals while using their

devices.

1006] Using internet advertising as a framework, along with the goal of not annoying ihe

consumer, the MMA‘s best practices have established stindarcis for: opt-in to an ad: opt-out of

an ad; ad size and format, when and where ads are displayed; and guidelines for how ads are

displayed. The net result of the MMA's best practices has been an evolution to a wholesale
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reuse of the internet business model, sealed down to fit the smatler screen size of mobile: thus,

adopting a low-profile approach to display impression ads so as not to draw too much attention

away from the user's intended use of the device: to make und receive calls, read boeks, view

videos, listen to music, play gamos. browsethe mmfcrnet, and the like,

1007} Ina workd of 3,000 ad messages a day and technologyand behavior that facilitates

unprecedented ad skipping, the “impression” ad is less and less able to sway purchase habits.

The measuring of cycballpressions is no longer good enough for many forms of marketing.

The shifting from commodity-oriented benchmarks of input measures such as cost per thousand

impressions (CPMs} (or cost per 1,000 viewers} ta more oufput-oriented measnres such as cost

ner hand-raiser and cost per lead represents the next evolutionary stop in measuring and

predicting the ellectiveness of advertismg campargns.

{068} In the world of advertising that meludes TY, radio. print, onlime, and mobile, the

distribution model for those 3,000 ad messages that ars croated every day is often one-to-many,

wherg the advertiser sends one ad to many individtials (also known as the shotgun approach),

Consumers are merely on the receiving end of those ad messages with little opponumnity to have a

direct conversation or relationship with advertisers about the advertisements they individually

received, Fowus groups. sauple surveys, completed questionnaires, and the like are used to

orovide linkage between the adverliser and the consumer, tramely, to provide constmer

segmentation data to categorize people for targeting purposes ancto provide feedback on already

execuied ad campaigns.

{G09} Advertising is a mature, yet evolving business model, but the newer measures for ad

affectivencss — hand-raisers, leads, and increase in sales ~ are rarely eoanected from the ad do the

individual consumer and back to the advertiser, and sone are done on a lores acale.

jOG10, Tremendous antouais of capital and imtcHocmal resources arc expended in delivering and

measuring advertising to mobile devices today by companics worldwide of all sizes secking to

capture the next great entrepreneurial event. Each is competing in an cavironment that was not

designed to deliver or mrcusure adyetiising miessapis,

{0011} The current wireless infrastructore has three principie participants (wireless carriers,

device manufacturers, and software operating system develapers). Fach tends to imoyate in a

different direction, and neither participant has a vested interest in making advertising on motile

devices work effectively. Thus, the current state of the wireless mfrastructure is synonymous to
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creating 3 square peg and trying to Ait i into a round hole created by advertisers’ need to deliver

and measure mass advertising to targeted audiences.

{0012} In the conventional wireless infrastructure, the challenges that linut advertising’s

potential are caused bythe fact that there arc numerous handscts manufactured with non-

standard operating systems (OS) that are each connected on different wireless carters’ networks.

Colleotively. these three different components fracture and constrain the scalabilicy of a mass

advertising delivery system. There are too many different devices with too many different OSs

to depioy an effective ad delivery system that reaches large audicnees. Therefore, to thrive in

this fractured cnviranment, advertisers have identified and laiched onto low common

denominatar ad delevery methods (or example, tex’ messages, tiny banner ads, and mabile

search results) to reach their targeted audiences. Untoriunately, these ad delivery methods

tended io create separate slovepiped customer acqnisttion requirements that further mhibit

scalability and as a rosult create even more fragmentation.

{OG13} Additional challenges to reaching mobile advertising 's long-ierm poigatial are the lack of

standards and verifiable methods for reliably measuring whether an adverusing message was

displaved to the intended audience on the mobile device and for asceriaining the mobile device

user's gespunses 10 and cayagement will the displayed adveriiserment,

{014} There are manymethods currently deploved for disnlaying and measuring advertising to

miobiie devices. For mstance, it is known te display an advertising message on a lock screen

chaplay ofa mobile device. What is missing is a unifying efement that can bridge devices, OS's,

and wireless carriers andthai enables a single scalable sohinon. As a result, compared to TY,

radio, print, and online, mobile advertising continues to be constrainedas a distribution chamnel

in the clobal world of direct advertising.

SUMMARY

{OG15{ Generally speaking, according to various embodiments, the disclosed edge technology

addresses the above-noted annoyance factor of impression acis by creating a unique imme, place

and discretionary cuntrol uf the mobile impression ad. Conwouucuis ofthis cdc dechnoloey can

enable one or more of rendering of an ad when the device is ina locked state Gime) never

while the device is unlocked and in active use; rendering of an ad anty on the lock sereen display

{place}, and full user control of the ad duration (discretion) to never force the uscr fe watch any

minum rendering length. The disclosed edge technology enables the presentation of
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impression ads in a different manner than presently done by aryprior art. As deseribed

hercinatter, non-intrusive ad delivery is described.

{0016} Te explain further, by one aspect, an ad is never rendered to a user while the user is

actively using the mobile device. In this casc. ads aro onby rendered on the lock serocn display

during the period benveen wake up of the mobile device and unlockmeg of the device. In another

aspect, ads are rendered only when the aser imidiates use ofthe device and not when the user

responds to the device (in other words ads arc not remdcred upon notification of an incoming call,

text, or message alert). Many devices display a picture from the user's address book or a

wallpaper image during an inconting call, and this practice could comtinue. Although noads are

rendered while actively ustng the mobile device, whether on a call, using the Internet, iexting

someone, or any other user activity, the mobile device user can sill opt-in to any prior art, ad

supported campaign or program that is not im accordance with these disclosures.

{0017} Consequently, i various aspocts, the disclosed edge technology cnahtes the orcation ofa

consistont, predictable, and user controllable Ling betwees advertising contcut aud auneyance

upon which beth users and advertisers can rely.

{0613} The MMA’s best practices are salisfied by emigucly addressing the ad annoyance factor.

To kecpime with this clement, the subject matter of this disclosure van Cully leverane virtually

every technology present on motile devices —today and in the future -- to create a new class of

eye-catching and engaging impression ads. This is achieved by marnifachiing, integrating,

bundling, confignring, modifying, installing, or otherwise destening the edee technology drrectly

onto selected mobile devices and creating a distinct tune, place and user discretionary control of

the unpressionad.

{GG19— So conftenred. the disclosed subject matter creates a new technology driven unpression

ad that docs not cxist teday. Onc implementation inchides a Content Message Layer (CML}

manufactured, integrated, bundled, configured, modified, installed, or otherwise designed into

the operating systemof the mobile device (such as a fat clients. This approach is considered ta

be cdee tevimulugy because H sits at the Farthest cde of the wireless carriers uctwork, inside the

mobile device. and in the end-user’s hand. The CML effects one or more of the following

attributes:

a) Enables the non-intrusive ad rendering;
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b} Enables the impression ad to instantly start without server or communication related

delays:

c} Enables full use of hardware, software, und operating system elements native to the

mobile device to create uniquely mobile impression ads:

d} Contains a physics engine to create additional uniquely mobile mipression ads;

¢) Enables the userto select how he/she wants to respond and/or to share an ad;

f Accurately capturcs and measares ad delivery, rendering and uscr’s dizcet and

indirect ad responses;

g} Leverages time and location based ad delivery and rendering,

hj Addressable and linked fo a content server to cstablish anonymity and two-way

communication:

i) Facilitates transparency functionality and sobstantial privacy and seenrity sa fegnards:

}} Contains aset of application programming mterfaces (APIs) for third-party

innovation aad mdependeut audicnes mwasursment, and

k) Facthiates anewrobust alert messaging system for foreign of domestic national,

sinte, cormby, aad local government entities (and their foreign equivalents), and

wireless Carriers.

{0020} The edge technology by one approach facilitates a new famework for creating lock

screen display nmpression ads by unleashing the mmovative forces of third-party sotpware

developers 10 creafe new, exciting, and eye-catching ads. Lising a software developer’s kit

(SDK), developers and advertisers are only limited by their imagimanions to create new

impression ads uniquely for rendering on a mobile device. The SDE is an ad ereation toolkit that

enables the developer to leverage the edge technology on the mobile device. A broader array af

design clcments for impression ad creation is possible bocause access can be provided to a

nhysies engine and to all the native capabilities of the device (for example, microphone,

accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, vibrator, GPS, LED flash, proximity sensor, Near Field

Communication (NEC), wud the Whe). These qutive device capabilities are used in both

impression ad rendering (the first thing you see or experience}, as weil as the user interaction

chow the user engages and plays/interacts with the ad’.
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J021} The following three examples dkustrate the distinctiveness of the new impression ads

using the noted edge technology -- both how they are rendered and howthe user interacts with

them,

{O022| Example Ad |

{9023} The instant the wake button is depressed om a mobile device - Animated merenryballs

quickly roll and collide with each other onto the sereen fromall directions; sumultancously, the

device coruspondinglyvibrates and makes a rumbling sound: with cach collision a sucking

sound is heard as the balls congcal together, eventually (forinstance, three scconds later} the

congealed mercury forms an accurate representation of a particular orand of pick-up tuck, and

then fo a quict backeround a orutf voice says “this is one towgh trick.” The user could ihen:

1} shake the device in response to which the mercury balis will seatter off the screen, then the

sequence vould start all over agaim

2) turther delay the unlocking process, and after five seconds the sercen would go black and the

sequence would start over again, but with every iteration the action would slow down by

25%, and after the filth tteration it would freeze with the pick-up ruck staving on the soreen:

3) fong-touch the sercen ifthe user was interested in learning more about the pick-up irack.

(wilh such a longelouch, the screen would react as ia fier was inserted into water and

ripples would start from the user’s touch point and tipple our to ihe screen's edges, and when

the user jifts the finger fromthe long-touch, the water and pick-up trick would explode off

the screen accompanied bya corresponding sound and vibration, and then the screen would

go black}; or

VT) atanytime - begmning, muddle or end — of the ad rendering process, the user without delay,

can unlock the mobile device.

jo24) Example Ad 2

{OG25; The instant the wake button is depressed -- A liter diet cola bottle, fill, sits in the middle

of the screen with its top on; after one second a popping sound is heard, the bettle top fhes off

ihe bottle and the screen, and the fuae Bromdie soda first begins to shoot up uv of tbe botle and

then it falls back down onto the ground, ali while the bottle rotates clockwise; concurrently, the

rnobile device’s vibrator mimics a rambling fecling while the speakers emit a firzing, spraying

sound: and while the spraying continues, uninterrupted, a text message scrolls on the botion: of

the sercen saying ‘Touch Nowfor 10% Off. The execution of this ad is predicated on the user
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beme within a geo-fence designation ofa participating grocery store; if the user is not, a different

ad would render. Thereafter:

1} the user could shake the mobile device up and down, and the fluid mysule the bottle would

correspondinglyjostle up and down; this would alse cause the spraymmg fromthe bette to

accelerate higher and higher; and concurrent to it all, the rumblimg fecling and fizzing sound

would equally correspond to the shaking of the bottle:

2) the usor could touch the bottle to stop its clockwise rotation; or flick gesture, left or right, to

inake the bottle spin faster in a clockwise or cownter clockwise rotation;

3) the user could lean the mobile device to the left or right: this would alter the direction of the

spraying animation, and the spraying liquid would first it in the direction ofthe leaning and

then to the ground im accordance with the laws of physics;

43 ifthe user wae wtterested in learning more abont the diet cola offer, the user could long-touch

the sereon; the spraying animation would all reverse back ito the battle, the bottle cap would

ro-fasten to the bottle top, and theo large lettered tout would appear in the center ofthe

screen sayimg ‘Thank You's or

5} at anvilios — beginning, middle or ond of the ad rendering process, the user, without delay,

wan unlock the nubile device.

{$026} Exaniple Ad 3

{OO27E The instant the wake bution is depressed - A woman appears on the screen, dressed ina

fashionable business suit from a local department store. The woman stands with one hand on her

hip and the other extended outwardly with her palm up. The department store’s logo ts in the

bottom left corner and after the first two seconds the image of the woman slowlyrotates

clockwise, while at the same thme, litle square pieces of paper fall from the top of the screen

with differcnt icttcring written on them -- some say $4 off, some 10 off, and others say 15%,

off. The little squares fall over the woman and eventuallyte the ground, but one lands onthe

woman's outwardly extended hand - 4 reads 10%off. All ofthis takes five seconds. As with

ihe piier wo cxaiples. ascr dileracliun caoccur by:

1) blowing alr into the mobile device’s micraphene and causing all of the pieces of paper on the

ground and in the woman's hand to blowapwardly te the top of the screen, Tf the user

comtinues to blow, all the papers will also continue to blow upwardly and swirl at the top of

the screen. When the user stops blowing, the paper will re-ficat back down again, and based
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on randomness, the same ora different discount percent amount could land in the woman's

hand. This could be repeated until the 15". off paper dands im the woman's hand;

2) the user long-touching the [5%offsquare paper in the wemun’s hand if the user is interested

in learning more about the department store’s discount offer. The department storo’s logo on

the bottomleft of the screen would move and take over the entire screen, and then the whole

sereen would fade to white; or

33 at anytime — beginning, middie or end — of the ad rendering and user mtcraction precess. the

user without delay, can unmiock the mobile device.

{28} The three cxampies demonstrate the innovation and ad engagement possibilities from the

disclosed cdge technology. Generaily speaking, rmpression ads with imstant start, use of native

device capabilities to mteract with the ad, rendered objects responding to the laws of physics,

and dynamic ueraction with the ad were not previously possible with conventional display

hupression ads on the tock sercen display. Thedisclased subjoct matter enables these

possibilihes because of the time and place where the mupression ads are rondersd. Byauyouc’s

standards, mercury balis rollimg on ihe screen to advertise a pickup tuck while reading your

emwil, playing a game, or browsing the mtemet would definitely be annoying. Bot such an ad

that yuu karow will render on the lock screen display. and, if yuu so desire, can woiteracil with and

comral the amount of time that the ad is rendered. makes such advertising manageable.

jGG29— Moreover, the disclosed subject muitter car create new actionable insighis for the

advertiser that better inform its decision on howta maintain or strengthen its market position that

does not exist today, For mstenece, the disclused edge technologyeffects an ad effectiveness

measurement. Ounce the user acknowledges the rendered ad to learn more about the product,

service, or offer, an additional feature of the edge technology broadens and standardizes the

user's responses to a given ad, csscntially providing the user with consistent and predictable ad

response choices. In contrast, today's ad responses are pre-selected by the advertiser, a single

call-to-action, and the majority of advertisers choose for the nser ta launch a web browser.

While the web browser provides die advertiser a wide seleciton uf potential ad respumses for the

user; due to technology limitations, business rules, and/or enabling user siroplicity. the advertiser

usnally prowides only a sing}c ad response. In addition to launching a web browser, other

conventional pre-selected ad responses include: click to call, email, text, or to launch a michile

application. Furthermore, from a user’s perspective, every advertiser's website is slightly
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different. There is no consistency of what and where the product or service information is

presented, and there is no standard way across the different advertiser’s other digital assets to

knowhowto navigate to lear more about the product or service to help the user get to a buying

decision.

{034} In one such approach, the advertiser is provided with a standard framework for

organizing and presenting their website infounation and other digital assets about their product

orservicc. This framework also providies the user with malnple and consistent ad response

choices to learn more about a product, service, or offer. Furthermore, this framework provides

the user with predictable navigation paths, across all advertisers and all product and service

categories, for the user to knowhowto find ont more about the advertisements on his or her

mobile device. This framework is referred to a3 Lear More Attributes, which encompasses

actionable insight in one or more ofthe four phases ofthe fallowime sales purchase fiomel, plus a

social component,

» Awareness:

o Print Media

Video Meda

o Audio Media

Website

« [nterest:

Map/Location

Product Reviewso

« Price Comparison
oO Survey/Polling

Call

© eMail/Text

Procuct Search

e Desire:

¢ Shapping List

oa Wishagitt E ist

s Shopping Cart for Purchase

» Action:
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Mobile Ahead Reservation/Purchase

o Redeem Coupon

¢ Buy In Store/Online

co Purchase History

e Other:

e Social

{0031} From reading press releases and product reviews to adding an itemto a shopping cart or

sharing an ad with a friend, the Leam Mire Attributes framework provides consistent choice,

immediacy, and transparencyio the user's expericnce, By empowermg uscrs to castly navigate

and cngage in multiple ways with the advertiser — in the time and manner of their chotce — it fits

within a common-sense beetthat when people get more personally involved im the marketing

behind the advertisement, they are likely 10 develop a more favorable impression of an

advertiser’s brand. Thus, lcarning something important about the advertised product or service

often faciluates the user getting to a boying deeision,

{0032} In another aspect, based on which Learn More Aitabnie the consumer engages, the

framework is also able io quantify cach attribute and assign it a numeric value. For exaniple, if

ihe user's crumapeierit is in dhe Wivher end of dhe purchase fimmnel (such us awareness and

interest}, a lower value is given; whereas, ifthe user’s engagernent is iihe hower end (such as

desire and action}, 2 higher value is given. Accordingly, based on each Learn More Attribute the

consumer engages for anyad, the disclosed technology is able fo determine an ad effectiveness

measnrement based on a numeric valne.

{0833} So configured, the disclosed ad delivery channel is a disrupiive change to the evolving

world of advertising that offers an authentic one-to-one relationship benveen the advertiser and

the individual consumicr -on a mass scalc. in contrast to the prevailing one-to-many model, the

disclosed subject matter provides a scalable one-to-one model where advertisers use a rifle, and

not a shoteun, to reach their targeted audiences.

(034) By comecting the disclused imevalive inpression ud directly ty tie consumer and

advertiser, this enables closed-loop ad carnpaigns that can be repetitions, episodic, progressive,

or build toa crescende or an event, All are highly effective communication tactics for product or

services branding initiatives at every phase of the sales purchase fimmel.
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JO038} The consumers are the most important element in the advertising delivery channel Their

acceptance and active participation is the life blood of the delivery charmel. To partially gain

and nurture their willingness to particrpute in the advertising delivery channel, strong privacy und

security safoguards have been developed to provide thom with transparency and contro! oftheir

data and an assurance Of anonvinity.

{0036) An understanding of howadvertisers have the ability to bave efosed-loop, oragressive

conversations with bidividual consumers begins with understanding howthe consumer engages

the Learn More Attributes, and howthat engagement Is tied directly to a kncwwn profile (such as

the anonymous user's).

{R37) By one cxamnle, the consermer completes a fbwo-part profile (for instanec, a consumer

ortented profile as well ag a trade or professional oriented profile). The former profile is geare

towards business to consumer (B2C} advertising, andthe latter profile is geared towards business

to business (BIB). Next, an overlay of the consumer's exphecit response/no rospouse to overy ad

reeqivedas well as other related inphort advertisiag activity is provided.

{0038} In one aspect, at any time and frequency, the constimer can sce whai information‘daiais

tracked about himor ber, and the consumer uan sabseqnently deleic, modify, or clevate any

iravked tiem. Thus, asers are provided timsparcacy aml user control of thetdala.

{O34} Lising the consumer's selfidentified profile, combined with the explicit and implicit

tracking data, consumer segmentation information will serve as a rollup ofliked-profiled

individuals (Le, real people}, one-by-ane, inte a database. Unlike the prevailing practice of

using Tocrs protips ot sample surveys to define publishers and distribmtion channels, consumer

segmentations in accordance with this approach involve real people, The ability to aceess

arofiles ofreal people for targeted advertisement, at scale, instead of sample profiles and focus

group data, will have an cuormous impact on, and will icad to profound change to, all

advertising, and not just mobile.

j0040; Display advertising via TV, radia, print, online, or mobile does not have scalable models

for having 4 cluscd-loop progressive conversation between an advertiser and the comsuumer. The

secior that best performs such a clased-loap progressive conversation is direct selling. The very

natine of direct sclis affords the opportunity to prospect, Hscuss featares and benefits to

overcome the prospect’s objections, and come to a sale/closure. Direct selling is regarded as the

most effective selling tool, but it is also the most expensive.
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j$04 1} By sending an ad directly to the consumer and then sending the consumer's response/no

response directly back to the advertiser, in a closed-loop conversation,the disclosed subject

matter will be able to achieve many ofthe attributes of direct seflmg, but ata much lower cost.

{0042} In onc cxamplc. when an advertiser sclects from the database of self-identified

consumers, the advertiser mitiates the closed-looped conversation, The next steps inchide: the

adveruser crealcs a new unpression ad with the SIPK; the advertiser pomulates the LeamMore

Attributes ad responses: the advertiser selects a time and/or gcographical location for ad

delivery; and the advertiser conipicies the impression ad acquisition process. Tinen, based ona

match between the user's profile information and the advertiser's target andtenes, the intended

ad message is delivered to addressable individuals.

{8843} The power of the noted closed-loop progressive conversation can be seen mn the following

example of an outdoor camping advertiser executing an ad caripaten for an end-ofsummer

clonrance sale,

{0044} To stad, assume there are one mullionusers nationwide with mobiic devices operating 1

aocordance wiih various aspecis of the disclosed subject matier. The outdoor camping advertiser

first selects, for example, the geographical arca of metropolitan Washington TXC, and the

Message Manaver reveals there are 10.000 users an the area, Next, ihe adverliser selects “enjoys

Guidoor activities” consumer segmentation, and the Message Manager reveals 1.000 seH-

identified outdoor users. For privacy concerns, the user’s name, mobile number, address, or any

other identifiable attributes are never disclosed to the advertiser unless anthorized by the aser:

however, the advertiser does know defiilively that there are 1.000 real people in the Washington

area Who like outdoor activities (which comprises the advertiser's target audience for the end-of-

suminer clearance sale},

{0045} For sake of simplicity. H is assumed that all 1,000 usors reecived the end-of-summer

advertisement, Gut of those 1,000, only 100 users engaged in selected Learn More Attributes

and converted the ad to a digital coupon, and then, ultimately bought a tent. Through a process

ap the device, this exairphe is able to track those machases. A sccund group of 200 users

received the ad and engaged in selected Learn More Attributes, but did not buy anything. And

finally, the third group of 700 users unlocked the device without any delay, and was merely

exposed to the ad.
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JO046]} With three weeks left to the end ofthe sale, the advertiser decides to send out a second

ad. 4Vith the ability to have a progressive conversation, the advertiser does not send the same ad

to the sume 1.000 users. Instead, the advertisercrafts three separute follow up ads, cach relevant

and cognizant of the user's place in the purchase funnel. To the first group that purchased a tent,

a follow-up adis sent thanking them and incenting them to buy tent accessories. To the second

croup that engaged the ad but did not buy anything, a follow-up adis sent that includes more

information about features and benefits. Andte the last wroup that iwnored the ad. a follow-up ad

is sont that is a little more mnnovative and eye-catching in hopes of getting them attention.

(047) This progressive conversation, mindfd of the user's previous response, conid continuc,

with several iterations, until the conclnston of the tent sale.

{8849} The disclosed closed-looped conversation, simular to direet selling, provides advertisers

with aciionable insighis to iform them about what to say ond/or do next ip their ad campaign in

reply to the user’s previous responso“no response.

{0049} Another compelling aspect ofthe closed-looped progressive conversation is the

unparalleled measurement wformation caprared. The database collecis data mio three primary

buckets (adveritsement, advertiser, anc consumer). Each ad and response contains miuquc

identifiers dhal comespond ie Unis dalabuse siruciure. Adl explicit data collected fromihe

consnmer’s engagement with the ad and implicit data collected fromother advertiser related

interaction are similarly identified. This data ts compiled and organized to create numerous

views for anafysis; and three such views are the Ad Centric View, Advertiser Centric View, and

Censumer Centric View.

JOGS0} In the Ad Centric View, essentially covery ad sent to every consumer by every advertiser

creates the first view. Using the ad effectiveness meastwement ascertaimed from the Learn More

Attributes, the offcetivencss of every ad can be ranked m the database. This data can then be

parsed by: industry; sector; geography; product group; individual product: advertiser; online;

brick and mortar, consumer segment; and more. Thus, this view creates a quantitative way fo

vank overall ad effeclivencss across all advertisements in the database.

{0051} In the Advertiser Centric View, essentially every ad sent ta every consumer by each

advertiser creates the second view, Using the same ad effectiveness, every ad sent by each

advertiser to every consumer segment can be ranked. Likewise, the disclosed approach then can

parse the data by: industry; sector; geography. product group, individual prodace: online; brick
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and mortar; consumer segment: and more. This view makass it easier for the advertiser to

determine which ad campaiens were effective and which were not. Additionally, a meaningful

overall brand ranking of all the advertisers is readily available.

{0052} In the Consunicr Centric View. essentially overy ad sont by every advertiser to cach

consumer segnient creates the third view. Using the same ad effectiveness, every ad sent by

every adveruser to each consumer segment can be simularly ranked. Likewise, the disclosed

sublect matter is then able to parse the data by: industry; scetor: gcography; product group;

individual product: online; brick and mortar; and more. This view makes it casier to determine

the ads to which the consumers best respond, what products and services they are most interested

in, and which advertisers they may view favorably.

{O0S53) in various approaches, the disclosed subject matter creates new acuonable insights for the

advertiser that better inform decisions on howto maiatain or strengdhen cheit market position that

does not exist today. These threc viows possible with various implomentations of the disclosed

technology provide credible ways (o evaluate the retin on ihe advertiser's dollar spout. Using

this micfligence Uluminates the consumers’ unique umerests and needs and allows the advertisers

to ascertain actiomable insight to discover what muatiers and what is relevant to the consumers.

Such optiogs were venerally nol possible using bopressions served, chek-lhru rales, page views,

curation, aad conversion — ail today’s standard for ascertaining effectiveness of mabile device

gnpression ads. So configured, the disclosed technology provides advertisers unprecedented

tools for bath Ending prospects to THE their parchase fhenel and for moving them down the

funnel to become long-term loyal customers. UBimately, when compared to other ad delivery

channels, the disclosed technology gives advertisers more marketing control over howto spend

then advertising dollars.

BRIEF DESCREPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{OG44) FIG. i isa block diagramoffive elements of an cxample Message Delivery Ecosvstem:

JOOSS] FIG. 2 isa block diagram illustrating the maior sub-cemponents of an example Content

Delivery Systeni and the commection ofikese sub-cummpunculs io the comatnder of the Messuue

Delivery Feosystem of FIG. 1;

{OOSG) FUG. 3 isa block @agram tistrating an example protocel for the Communication

service Provider and an example interconnection ot the Communication Service Providerto

other elements in the Message Delivery Ecosystemof FIG. 1; and
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JUST, FIGS. 44 and 48 are a block diagram Hinstrating details of an example Content Message

Layer in the Mobile Device element and the interconnection of the Content Message Layerto

other elements in the Message Delivery Ecosystem of FIG. 1.

{0053| Those skulled in the art will recognize and understandthat the illustrated systems may be

comprised of a plurality of physically distinct cloments as is suggested by the Whustrations. [fis

also possible, however, to view these illustrations as comprising a logical view. in which case

one or more of these clemonts can be enabled and realized vin a shared platform. ft will alse be

understood that such a shared platform may comprise a whollyor at least partially programmeabic

olatform as are known in the art.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

{8859} For dhe purpose ofclarity, the terms set torth hereimatter are specilically defined for use

herein:

{6060} Theterm “Mossage Delivery Ecosystem”or “MIDE”refers to the methods and

apparatua(¢s) that deliver addressable advertigeoicut and aigrl usessages to a mobile deviee using

a communication protocol produced by a message creator. The mobile devive recerves the

addressed advertisement aud alert oressages in backpround, storss them, and then, based on

defined aiggesing events, instantly renders the message content deploying/using device

capabllines native to the mabile device. Modem mobile devices contain a locking mechanisin ta

prevent accidental use. These advertisement and alert messages are rendered while the mobile

device is ib the locked state and are not rendered after the mobile device is ualocked, While in

the locked state, the mobile device enables the addressed mobile device user fo mteract with the

message using the device capabilities native to the mobile deviec. Ling a communication

arotocol, the mobile device sends deliverv, rendering confirmation, and other measurable

information back to the mitiator of the message for analysis to ascertain message cifectiveness

and determination of potential next action,

{O0G1) The term “mobile device” refers to any device deploving any operating systemthat has

bocu uimmmfuctured, istalled, nwdified, bundled. integrated, confined, or olharwine desivzne

with the Content Message Layer and comununicating on any voice and/or data network.

{OGG7] The term “mobile device user” or “anonymous mobile device user” or “ager” refers to the

registered owner of the mobile device, and can aiso be referred fo as the consumerortargeted

consumer segment.
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{063} The term “mobile device capabilities” refers to the mobile device’s hardware, firmware,

sothware, and operating system native components for rendering and interaction purposes.

{0064} The term “advertiser” or “government “ or “third party providers.” collectivelyreferred

to as “advortiser(s)},” refers fo the initiator and evaluator of the addressable advertiscment and

alert messages; these inchide, but are not limited te: merchants, brands, entrepreneurs, sreups,

indivictals, schools, newspaper publishers, magazines. ad networks, ad servers. ad agencies,

coupon clearing houses, non-profit organizations, other third party cntitics; and forcign or

domestic national, state, county, and local government entities fand their forcign equivalents):

and wireless carrices, and the like. i is possiple that the initiator and evaluator can he different

antiies.

18865} The term “lock sereen display” reters to the screen display seen upon waking up a mobile

device trom sleep mode by engammg a logical or physical umput key. The lock screen displayia

only scon during the period between wake-up ofthe mobile device and unlocking of the mobile

device.

{0066} The term “render” refers to compose, drave, express, build, preseni visually or non-

visually, amimuste, or otherwise portray artistically.

{OG67] The term“Conmlest Delivery Systean” refers to ihe oystercommppumenuis where

advertisement or alert messages are created, stored, and formatted prior to transrmssion to the

communication service provider tor delivery to an aciressable mobile device user and where the

response to the message sent is measared and analyzed.

{OG6SE The terms “advertisement”, “ad”, “message”, “ad message”, “alert message”, “message

template”, or “message content” cach refer fo a pre-packaged, three-part message (Parts A. B,

and C) created, customized, modified, or enhanced by software developers via the software

development kit and by advertisers via a web portal to crcate advertiscment or alert messages

that are rendered using the mobile device's capalilities.

jO069) The term “Pari A” is a package of software code and associated files as created bya

suliware developer via dle sofiware develupment hit, which package providles ihe Comteut

Message Layer instructions on howto render an advertisement or alert message utilizing the

rnobile device’s capabilities,

{$070} The teri “Part B” is a package ofsoftware code, metadata, and associated files, as

created, modified, or enhaneed bya software developer via the software development Ki, and as
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customized bv the advertiser via a web portal, which package provides the Content Message

Layer instructions on what to render as an advertisement or alert message utilizing the mobile

device’s capabilities,

{O071| The form “Part C”refors to digital olements pro-stored in the Content Message Layer that

are tools, objects, rich media, data, audio files, and/or other digrized clements te be used to

render an advertisement or alert message utilizing the mobile device's capabilities,

{0072} The term “Learn More “or “Learn More Attributes ° refers to attributes defied bythe

advertiser that provide a means for the mobile device oser to interact and engage with the

advertiser and/or ofher mobile device users, io become informed about the advertisements or

alert messages, and to achially purchase their product ar serviec.

{O873) The term “Explicit Manager” refers to computer executable language manufactured,

imstalled, modified, integrated, bundled, configured, or otherwise designed unta the operating

system that cnables the reudering of the advertisement or alort message and the mobile device

user's Interaction withthe rendering message. The “Esplioitt Manager”is a module ofthe

Content Message Layerthat captures and stores the raobile device user's engagement with

advertisements or alert messages, including the Lear Mare atetbutes.

(0074) The term“Inoplictt Mauaver” refers loa module of the Content Message Layer that is a

computer execulable fanguage maniufactired, installed, modified, bvtegrated, bundied,

configured, or otherwise designed tnto the operating systemthat captures and stores any device

collectable data indirectly linked to advertisers.

{MG7S~ The term “Mobile Message Protocol” (MMP"} refers to a formatied data package to

transport messages to and from mobile devices using existing communication service provider's

network and protocals,

jOG76] The term “Companion Page” or “Offer Page” cofors to an attribute of the learn more

attributes, a sub-set of the message template; where the advertiser presents the essence of the ad

message, and its definition15 crafted by the advertiser.

{QG77E The term “Digital Resource Center™ or “DRO refers tu a conmponent of the Content

Message Layer that stores tools, objects. rich media, data, audio files, elements of Part C, and/or

other digitized elements ta be used by other elements of the Content Message [aver.
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JOG78] The term “User Profile Cookie’ refers to a specialized mternet cookie manifested and

controlled by the mobile device user and with permission is dispensed to affiliated internet web

sites.

{0079} The term “first triggering event’ refers to an event that causes the mobile deviec to wake

trom the sleep mede.

{O080) The term “second riegerme event” refers to an event that is a representation ofthe

mobile device user going to the next step in the advertiser’s messaye and/or rendering process,

{GG81| The term “Inbound Message”refers ta messages that arc transmitted to the mobile

device.

{OORZ) The term “Chithound Message”refers to messages that arc transmitted from the mobile

device to affliaded content servers,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

{G83} Reforrmg nowto thefigures, an example system inclading the commonents of the

Message Delivery Ecosystem (MBE) 1000: the Content Delivery System(CDS) 1200; the

Mobile Message Protocol (MMP) (4 proiecol for communication service provider (PCSPH 1200,

and the Comtent Message Layer (CML) (500 on the mobile device 1400 will be described.

(0084) Messave Delivery Ecosystet- Figure 1 dlustrates the functionality and inethods of the

example MDE 1000 and each ofits three components. The MDE 1000 effects the abilityto

create, transport, store, render, capture, aml measure addressable messages from one group PLOO

(the advertisers} to another etmip 1401 (the mobile device users), an a mass scale, The CDS

1200 are system components where ad messages or alert messages are created, stored, and

formatted prior fo transmission through the communication service provider for delivery to an

addressable mobile device user 1401 via one of more mobile devices 1400; and where the sent

message Tcsponses arc mcasured and analyzed bythe initiator 1100 (advertiser). The PCSP 1366

is a formatted data package to transport messages to and from mobile devices 1400 using

existing communication service provider's network and protocols. The CML1300 is an

apparulus mumiufaciured, inteyrated. bundled, conligered, mudiicd, Installed, or otherwise

desisned inte the operating system of the mobile device 1400. Once mannfacnired, integrated,

pundled, configured, modified, installed, or otherwise designed, the mobile device 1400 can

receive, stare, render, capture and retransmit trackable responses to ad messages or alert

messages back to the CDS 1200 using the PCSP 1300.
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JUSS] Content Delivery System - Referring to Figure 2, this figure ilhistrates an example

embodiment of the CDS 1200. Fhe CDS [200 consists ofweb portals, file servers, relational

dutabases, software developers 1220, advertisers 1100, PCSP 1300, mobile devices 1400, and

mobile device users 1401. The web portals arc: Consumer Profile 1261, Advertiser Profile 1241,

Mobile Device Registry 1262, Message Manager 1240 (and related functionality), and Software

Development Kat (SDK) £221, The file servers include: Content SystemInterface 1210, MMP

Miossage Handicr 1280, Communication Gateway 1290. API Interface 1270, and Message

Confirmation Server 1230. The CDS 1200 also consists of several large databases: Message

Inventory (236. Behavior Tracking 1263, and Consumer Analytics (260.

{Oa86) Collectively, Figure 2 uhusirates the CDS 1200 as one complex systemwith rrany logical

and physical attributes. The content system interface 1210 merely represents the mteraction

within the CDS 1206 and provides a siroplified view of howall logical and physical comnections

and interaction arnong and between the sub-clemonts of the CDS £200 communicate.

{0087} The CDS £200 has many embodiments and some are dofailed hercin; there arg five

preferred embodiments: the first is the software developer's 1220 view: the second 1s the

advertiser’s 1100 view (all advertisers £101. government 1102, but excluding third-party

providers 1100the dhird bs the wuvequnent’s 1102 view faddiftonal funciunality for

government and wireless carriers only): the fourth is the view from using APIs £270 (third-party

providers 1104); and the fifth is the mobile device user’s 1401 view. These views are presented

to iHustrate the different perspectives of the CDS | 2s) and howthe various sub-elements are

deployed and how they subsequently mrerface with the POSP 1300and the CMLL 1300.

{OGRE} Content Delivery System 1200 (Software Developer's 1220 View) ~ Sub-cloments of

Fienre 2 dlustrates the viewpoint from software developer 1220. Sofnware Developer Kir SDK}

1221 is a web bascd tool te create ad messages and alert svstcm messages in the form of message

templates to be stored in the message inventory 1230. Another embodiment of the SDI 1221 is

a downloaded tool that can be used directly on a software developer's 1220 computer and then

ihe finished oiwssave temnplaie can be uploaded inte the ruessaue tuventory 1230. The SOK 1221

provides a method to create messages thar take advantage of the mobile device's 1400

capabilines for rendering and imeraction parposes, Cnce the message termplate has been created,

the SDK. 1221 will automatically parse and format clemenis of the message template into three

packages: Part A 12304, Part B 12308 and Part C. Part A 123A is a package of software code
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and associated files which provide the CML1500 instructions on howto render and enable the

mobile device user 1401 to interact with an ad message or alert message utilizing the mobile

device’s 1400 cupubilities. Part B 12306 ts a package of software code, metadata, and

associated filos which provide the CME 1400 instructions on what to render as an ad message or

alert message utilizme the mobile device's 1400 capabilities. Part C are digital clements pre-

stored in the CME 150) that are tools, objecis, rich media, data, audio files, physics engine

clements, and other digitized clements for rondeting purposes. Part A [230A is larger in size

than Part B 1230B and is transmitted separately trom: Part B 1230B, usnaily during non-peak,

lower nenwork volume periods for the commumication service provider 1310. Part B | 230B ts a

smaller data packet and can be transmitted closer to the advertiser’s 1100 selected tire for

execution, The CML L500 receives both parts and slores them separately tor subsequent

rendering.

{O89} [no this Hustration of the SDK, the SDR. [231 compares rondoring components in Part A’s

123GA message fomplate agaist the wobile devices 1400 registered an the mobile device

registry 1262, The mobile device registry 1262 coniains mobile devive’s [400 capabilities native

to cach registers mobile device (400. This comparison will provide the software developer

1220 tufurmation about the compauble meubile devices 1400 that are fully able to render their

rnessages. This comparison ultimately determines the reach oftheir rnessage teraplate; tus

guantifving what percentage of the mobile devices 144i} that can render their message. Based on

this comparison, the software developer 1220 could then modtfy then message template to

increase the pereentage of compatible mobile devices 1400.

{9000} Content Delivery System 2200 (Advertiser's 1100 View} - Sub-elements of Fieure 2

ilfustrate the viewpoint from the advertiser E100 all advertisers 1101, sovernment 1102, out

cxchiding third-party providers 1163 (sce View Used by APIs}. The message templates used by

the advertiser 1100, called ad messages, are illustrated in this embodiment: In this embodiment,

the advertiser profile i245 contains account billing information about the advertiser 1100,

general company information, delalied product and service iiforuation, aud sicladuta used tu

nopulate select leam more attributes 1243 for ad messages.

{0091}; The message manager 1240 provides the advertiser 1100 aecess and control of their ad

message inventory 1230; to which consunier segment 1264 the message is addressed and sent;

delivery clements of time and tovation 1242 of when and where the messaee is rendered:i *
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definition of each learn more atinibutes 1243 responses the advertiser 1100 wants the mobile

device user 1401 to know, experience. or learn {exposure}: and quantifiable measurement factors

as to whether the ad message was actually delivered (message confirmation 1250) to the

addressed mobile device 1400 and the overall message effectiveness 1265, as enumerated by

which and how many learn more attributes 1243 responses the mobile device user 1401 actually

engaged,

{9092} The advertiser 1100 can cither ercate their own ad message using internal or caternal

software developers 1220, of they can acquire ad message created bv third-party software

developers 1220 or acquire standard, pre-made ad messages. All ad messages are stored in the

message inventory 1230 and are managed and accnured by the message accpuartion £241,

{OQU3) The advertiser 1100 uses the constamer segmentation i264 10 viewthe consumer

anabyties 1260, to select and refine targeted consumer Group(s) to satisfy their basmess need, or

to TuLAll the needs of an ad campaign. Even though none of the mobile device aser’s 1401

personally identifiable intormation is accessible to the advertiser 1100; the advertiser 1160 uses

ihe consumer analylics 1260 to aseertain desirable consumer segments for targeting purposes,

The consumer analytics 1260 ts a compilation of self-reported consumer profile [261

informialien Ublained directly from the mobile device user 1401 and thatis then married with

explicit and implicit behavior tracking 1263 informacion: derived directiy and indirectiv from the

mobile device user's 1401 exposure and mteraction with advertisers 1106 and the ad messages

addressed, sent and received by the CML. 2500.

{06947 Once the desired targeted consamer group is selected, the advertiser 11t0 identifies the

tume and location £242 considerations for sending the ad message to the mobile device 1400.

The CML 1500 receives and stores the addressed ad message and does not render it until time

and‘orlocation considcrations arc satisfied. [f the timc and/or location considcrations arc not

satisfied, the CML 1500 sends this dispasttion ro the message confirmation 1250, and

subsequentlythis disposition is presented to the advertiser ELOQ in the message effectiveness

1265. Likewise, if dhe time and/or location considerations are salisfied, and (he ad uiessageis

rendered, the CML 1500 also sends this disposition to the message confirmation 1256, and

subsequently this affirmative disposition is presented to the advertiser L100 in the message

effectiveness 1264.
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JUGS] Sull using the message manager 1240, the advertiser 1100 authorizes the acquired ad

message to be sent, based on tune and location 1242 considerations, to the targeted consumer

segmentation 1264, anc then ultimately artving at the addressed mobile device 1400 ussociated

with the mobile device user 1408 within the consumer sogmentation group. The linking

methodologyto achieve this starts by assigning the advertiser 1100 a untque identification

number (19) in the advertiser profile 1241: assigning the mobile device user 1401 an

identification number in the consumer profile 1261; assigning the mobile device 1400 a unique

identification number in the mobile device registry 1262; and then assigning the ad message to

he sent its unique identification numberin the message inventory 1230. Accordingly, the mobile

device registry 1262 also Hes the registerect mobile device $400 circotly to an affiliated

communication service provider. Consequently, when the advertiser 1300 authorizes the ad

rhessage to be sent, the message manager 1240 uses the appropriate tdentifiers as a method to

sond specific ad messages to specific mobile devices 1400; this is first processed through the

MMP message handler 1280 and then dhowagh the communication gateway 1290 for a specific

commiimeation service provider io transport to the mobile device 1400, then ultimately on to the

assigned mobile device user [40d.

{0096} The MMP incssave handler 1280 formats, packages, and eporypis tbe ad message,

rnessage TD, raabile device 1408) 11D, mobile device user 1401 TD. and the advertiser 1D:

according to the PCSP 1300. The communication gateway 1290 is configared tor each separate

communication service provider. The mobile device 1400 [D desienates which commmmucation

service provideris affiliated to each mobile device 1400 and the commmmication gateway 1295

uses this ID to process the ad message to the appropriate communication service provider. This

aforementioned method explains the process that the message manager 1240 uses to determine

which ad message is sent through to a specific communication serviec provider, and to be

subsequently delivered to a specific mobile devices 1400. The CML 1400 has an authentication

methodology for accepting or rejecting ad messages that do not match the mobile device 1406 1D

and the usobile device user 1401 ED avainsi those sane defaulted values in die CML1500,

10007) AL CDS 1200 outbound and inbound transmissions from the content system interface

1210 are processed through both MMP message handler 1280 and the communication gateway

1296.
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{008} One additional composition vartable of the ad message is for the advertiser 1100 to define

the clements of the learn more atiributes 1243 that are associated with the ad message. These

learn more attributes 1243 provide a means for the mobile device user 1401 to mteract and

ongage with the advertiser 1100 and/or othcr mobile devices users 1401, to learn more about the

ad message sent, share, as well as, to actrally purchase their product or service, The first learn

more attribute [243 is the companion page and this page or section af the tock screen display, is

rendered iramediately after a sccond triggering ovent. The companion page is alse referredto as

the offer page; where the advertiser 1100 presents the essence ofthe ad message: its definition is

crafted by the advertiser 1160 in the learn more attrifuite (243. Additional learn more atiributes

1243 are alsa defined by the advertiser | EK) and are comprised of web links and other means to

convey and share information whichare tailored to a specific ad message, provides additional

information to the mobile device user [40] about the subject of the ad message, the product,

service or brand. Examples ofadditional information arc, but not limited to: a video, press

release, an avdho file, a website, map or location, survey questions, product reviews, price

comparison, call the merchant, email, texi, search for related products, add io a shopping lisi, add

toa gift or wish list, mobile ahead purchases or restaurant reservations, convert to a redeemable

coupon, of share through a seciak venue. Many of these learn pure atiributes F243 could be the

same across the advertiser's 1106 products and services, as found in the advertiser profile 124E,

and are appended anc managed using the fearn more attributes 1244 and then are subsequently

linked to an acl message using the message [D. Onee defined and linked to a message ID, the

learn more attributes 1243 become a subset of the Part B E2308 ad message, and the CML 1500

subsequently processes cach attribute using consistent methodologies.

{G099) The advertisers 1100 use the message effective 1265 Ametionality 16 assess and evaluate

the succcssfulncss of their currcnt advertisement, a key clement provided is the message

confirmation 1256 that the ad message was delivered and rendered. This information along with

other information provided, aids the advertiser 1110 in determining what could be thetr next

aclion sicp dui cuaning iheir ad campaigns.

{00100] Collectively. this embodiment of the CDS 1200 provides methods for the

advertisers 1100 ta have a closed-loop conversation with each anonymous addressed moiile

device user 1401. This embodiment is ilhistrated by linking the advertiser's 1100 unique ED to

the ad message ID and to the mobile device user 140] ED, and then ercating closed-loop
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transactions to and from the CME 1500. Consequently. aa each ad message is sent, iiteracted

with, or shared bythe addressed mobile device user 1401, all three unigne [Ds are tracked at

every step of the CDS 1200 process. Subsequently, the consumer anulyties 1260 collects data

from the CML 1500 into three buckets: ad mossages, advertisers 1100, and mobile dovice user

140] (each anonymous mobile device user F401 is aggregated with like profiles and bchavior te

constimic organically formed, unique comsiumer seemeunis). Each ad message sené (inbound lo

the CML 1500) and ad message response (outbound from the CML 14300} contains these unique

identifiers and aliimately correspond to one embodunent ofthe consumer analytics 1260

Structure,

(O11 ] All expheit 12634 and wmphieit 12638 behavior data collected by the CML 1500

are simularly identified with these same identihiers. The consumer anabytics 1260 compiles and

organizes this data to create multiple views for analysis by the advertisers 7100. There are

numerous embodiments of this data; the following are pust three:

{00102} Ad Message Coutric View— Every ad anessage sent io every mobile device ager

140] by every advertiser E100 creares the first view. Using the ad message effectiveness 1265

raenserement ascertained from mabile device users 1401 engayving imthe various leare more

dliribuies, the cousuimer auabyiics 1260 is able to rank the effectiveness afevery ad message sent

in the database. This data is then parsed by: industry, sector, geography, product group,

indivicual product, advertiser BLOG ondime, brick ancl moriar, consumersegrnentation | 264, and

more, This view creates a method fo rank overall ad message effectiveness across all ad

messaes rn the database.

198193} Advertiser 1100 Centric View -- Every ad message sent to every mobile device

user [401 by each advertiser 1100 creates the second view. Using the same ad message

cficctivences 1265, the consumer analytics 1260 is able to similarly rank every ad message scent

by cach advertiser 1100 to every consumersegment 1264. Likewise, the consumer analytics

1266 is then able to parse the data by: industry, sector, scography, product croup, individual

product, online, brick and imertur, comsumuer scerent 1264, and murc. This view ts a uetud for

the advertiser 1160 to determine which ad campaigns were effective and which were nat.

Additionally, a method for overall brand ranking of all the acivertisers 1100 is readily available.

{0104} Consumer Centric View - Every ad message sent by every advertiser | 100 to

each consumer segment 1264 creates the third view, Using the same ad message effectiveness
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1265, the consumer analytics 1260 is able to similarly rank every ad message sent by every

advertiser 1100 io each consumer segment 1264. Likewise, the consumer analytics 1260 is then

sole to purse the data by: industry, sector, geography, product group, mdividual product, online,

brick and mortar, and morc, This view is a mcthed for determining which ad messages the

mobile device user 140] best responds, what products and services they are most interested im,

and which advertisers 1100 they viewin hich or lowregard.

100105) These views provide multipic methods to assess and evaluate the rectum of the

advertiser’s 1100 dollar spent. Advertisers 1100 using these multiple methods can dluminate the

iatgcted consumer's unique interests and needs, which then provide the advertiser L100

actionable msight to further discover what maticrs and what is relevant fo the mobile device user

1401. Also, these methods provide tools for the advertiser 1100 to find newprospects for their

products and serviees. Onee the new proepecis have been identified, the advertiser 1100 can use

the closed-loop conversation method fo help nurture the relationship from bomg newprospects to

become long-term loyal enslomers. Ultimatchy, the CDS 1200 gives the advertiser 1100 more

data and methods for assessmg market opportonity while alse giving them new meihods for

creating long-term value, dirongh delivering more relevant and responsive ad messages.

00106] The following paragraphs provide an ilusiation of a closed-loop couversulion

berween an advertiser 1460 and a targeted consirmer segment 1264: and how4 methodfor using

the consumer analytics 1260 can assist the advertiser 1100 in moving newprospects into

becoming long-term loval onstomers. This illustration is of an outdoor camping advertiser 1100

execuling an ad campaign for an end-of-sunrumer clearance sale.

{o01877] To start, let's assume there are one million mobile device users 146] nation-wide

with mobile devices 1400. The ontdoor camping advertiser 1100 first selects the geographical

arca of metropolitan Washington DC: the message manager 1240 presents there are 10,000

mobile device users 1401 in the area. Next the advertiser 1100 sclects ‘enjoys outdoor activities’

consumer segmentation 1264, the message manager 1240) presents 1,060 profiled mobile device

ustes 1401 dal enjoy vutdoor activilies. For privacy conecis. dic motile device user’s 1401

name, mobile number, address, or any other identifiable atiributes are never disclosed to the

advertiser 1100; however, the advertiser 1100 does know defirrtively — there are EKKO real

people in the Washington area who enjoy outdoor activities — the advertiser's 1100 target

audience for their end-of-suntmer clearancesale.
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0103) For sireplicity sake, let's assume that all 1,000 mobile device users 1401 received

the end-of-sunumner ad message. Chit of thase 1,000, only 106 mobile device users E401 engaged

the ad message and converted the acl message imte a digital coupon(a choice of the learn more

attributes 1243} and thon ultimately bought a tent. Through a function of the lear morc

attributes 1243, the CML 1500 is able to track those purchases using the digital coupon. A

second group of mobile device users 1401. 200 of them, received the ad message, engaged in a

varicty of loam more attributes 1243 — however, did not buy anything, And finally, the third

group, 700 uscrs, were mercly exposed to the ad inessage and did not cngage in any icarmmore

attributes (243,

{i503 19} With three weeks iefi to the end of the sale, the advertiser 1100 decides to send

out a second ad message. Using the specitic knowledge of each group's responses from the

consumer analvties 1260, the advertiser 1100 is able lo have a dietincnve progressive

conversation; thus the advertiser £100 docs not send the sare ad message to the same 1,000

mobic device users 1401. Instead, the adveruscr 1100 crafis three separate follow up second ad

messages, cach relevant and respoosive to the mobile device user's i401 previous ad message

response and interaction. Tothe first group, whe boughi a tent, an ad message Uhanking them

aud incenting Liemlu buy dent wecessories. Tothe second group, enganed bul dida’l Duy

anything, an ad message that inchided more information about features and benefits. And to the

last group, the ones that did not respond to the ad message, an ad that is a itttle more mnovative

about getting therr attention, This progressive conversation, windfal of the mobile device user's

1401 previeus response, could continue, with several iferations, until the tent sale has concluded,

409119] This dinstration of the CDS 2200 closed-loop conversation. simélar to direct

selling, provides the advertiser | 14) with actionable insights (methods) to inform the advertiser

1100 of what to say and/or do next m their ad campaign. These methods assist the advertiscr

1100 to evolve their ad messages to help move the mobile device user 1401 to become a long-

term loyal customer and fo witimately strengthen the markei position.

joi1il Content Delivery System 1200 (Govermuent’s 1102 View) - Sub-cleiments of

Figure 2 illustrate the viewpoint from the government EL G2 (foreign or domestic national, state,

county, and local government entitics (and their foreign eqnivalents), arul wireless carriers}. This

view has two embodiments: first as a regular advertiser | 100 and second as a government 1102

entity, Within the first, as a regular advertiser 1100, they deploy the same systems, methods and
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apparatus as discussed in paragraphs [0090] te [00110] above. The second embodiment

addresses the government's 1102 role as part of the Emergency Alert System and/or other alert

MessayMyg Tequirements.

{00112} The Emergency Alert System (£45) is a U.S. national public warning sysiom that

requires broadcasters, cable television systems, wireless cable systems, satellite digital audio

radio service (SDARS) providers, and direct broadcast satellite (DBS) sroviders fo provide the

communications capability to the President ef the United States to address the American public

during # national emergency. The sysicm also may be used bystate and local autheritics to

deliver important emergency information, such asAMBERalerts and weather information

targeted ta specific areas. This cmbodiment addrosscs the foroign or domeste national, state,

county, and local government entities (and Lheir foreign equivalents}, and wireless carters as a4

collective entity and it ilinstrates how the CDS 1206 provides 4 new communication method for

dehvering important alert mformation.

{00113} The same systems, methods and apparatus as discussed above for all advertisers

1400, alse are deployed in this embodiment, plus four additional distinctions that are uniqueto

the EAS: first, alert message used only by the government 1162: second, the ability to prioritize

ihe alert message delivery to supersede abl other messaves: third, the ability do render the aleri

rressage Without a first triggering event; and fiarth, a specialized APT interface with the CML

1506for establishing two-way communication.

jO01 14] The message templates used only bythe government 1162, onlled alert messages,

are Ulnstrated in this embodiment. These alert messages are standardized and preinstalled mto

the CML L500 at manufacture or via firmware uperade or at the device fulfillment vendor

aremises or through other system updates. The preinstalled alert messages are only Part A.

12284 of the two part alert message: Part B 12308 will be transported as dictated by government

1102 requirements. The CML 1506 contains segregated storage for these alert messages; and

newmessages or existing messages can be added, modified or deleted at any time by the

yoverninenl 1102 usinythe micssave inmayer 1240 and SDK 2221. Addijuually, the U.S.

Government 1102 has established a Comunon Alert Protocel (CAP) for disseminating alert

rnessages across multiple channels. The APT interface [270 will process these messages

automatically, without human intervention.
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40115} The ability to prioritize the message delivery to supersede all other messages is

functionality available only to government 1102 entities, and is ilustrated in this embodiment.

Among the government 1102 entities is a pre-determined hierarchy for which entity has message

priority ovor another, c.g., tho President over a local authority: and this hierarchystructure is

stored im the advertiser profile 1241 and then processed by the message manager 1240, The

message manager 1240 or the API interface 1276 processes the message priority siatus onte

dcsignatcd alcrt messages, transmits through the PCSP 1300 te the CML 1400 within the mobile

device 1400 and then subscquently, the alert message is rendered based on this designation.

Consequently, based on message priority destunation. aiert messages may be scheduled to be

rendered before any other message im the micssage qucuc imthe COME 1300: or scheduled fo he

rendered at a specific time, regardless ofthe other messages in the message queue: or scheduled

to be rendered bused on a specific location, regardless of the other messages in the message

queue; or scheduled fo be rendered at a specific timeand loention {242, regardless of the other

inessages ba the message queue.

(00116) The ability ro render the message withct a fired (riggerimg event is fustrated in

this embodiment. This enables the government £102 to iansnut alert messages and have those

issues tendered withoul a firs! Wizgering event OMber messages zenerally require 4 first

triggering event before any message is remlered. Cniy the sovernment’s 1/02 alert message can

be rendered without a fest triggering event. The designation of which alert messages can be

rendered without a first triggering event is also incinded in the message priotity in Part B 12308

ofthe alert message, The establishing, processing and renderme of this designation uses the

sane methods as described mthe previons paragraph.

{00117} A specialized APL interface within the CML 15th) for establishing two-way

coumiumication ts ilustrated in this ombodiment. This enables the government L102, via the APT

interface 1276, to communicate with the API interface within the CML 1400 ofthe mobile

device 1400 to engage the mobile device's 1400 capabilities to establish two-way

cuitmaunicadon belween the mobile device [4600 and ikke povermment 1102 ondity.

j01 13} Content Delivery System 1206 (View Usine APIs} Sub-clements of Figure 2

illustrate the view using APIs, im this ernbodiment, an application programming interface (APT

is a sOurce code-based specification intended to be used as an aterface by software components

to communicate with each other, An APL mayinclude specifications tor routes, data structures,
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object classes, and variables. The APE interface 1270 provides a sofpware component for the

CML 1400 to communicate with the content system interface 1210 and back, as well as, for

outside entities to communicate with the content system interface 1210. There are multiple

ombediments to the APE terface 1270. but only four are Hlustrated herein: first, third-party

applications mstalied on the mobile device [400 requesting ad messages 1236 to be sent to the

mobile device [400 for independent rendering by third-party applications: second. thied-rarty

applications instulled on the mobile device £400 requesting consumer scumentation 1264 or

consumer analytics 1260 data to be sent to the mobile device 1460 tor consumption bythe third-

party aprfication: third, third-party providers | £03 repurposing their digital advertising coment

fo send select ad messages from the message inventory 1236 to the mobile deviec L400; and

fourth, the government £102 to send CAP akert messages to the mobile device 1400.

j00119] The APIs for third-party applications installed on the mobile device 1408 to

request an ad message from the message inventory 1230 to bo sent te the mobile device 1400 for

indcependenat rendering is illustrated in this cmbodiment. The code-based aiterface starts whon

the third-party application using a unique APT identifier assignedto the application, utilizes the

CML {Sd} io send a request to the API interface 1270, via the PCSP £300. The request is for a

specific ad messaue [D lo be retrieved Prom the miessave uventory 1230. Upon reieval, the

APE interface 1276 using the APT identifier and other identifiers subsequently sends tite

requested acd message back diough the PCSP 1300 to the CML 1500, where the third-party

application independently renders the ad message. The (ML £500 separately tracks the mobile

device users 140) response and interaction fo the rendered ad message: this explicit behavioris

linked to the same API identifier in the CME 1500. The stored expiicit behavior is subsequently

transmitted back through the PCSP 1300 to the behavior tracking 12634.

{O0126) The APIs for third-party applications installcd on the mobile device 1466

requesting consumer segmentation 1264 or consumer analytics 1260 data to be sent to the mobile

device 1400 for consumption by the eird-party applicationis ithistrated in thts embodiment.

The cude-bused miterface starts when dird-parly applicaiive asing a unique APL identifier

assigned ta the application, utilizes the CML 1560 to send a request ta the API interface 1270,

via the PCSP 1300, The request is for specific consumer seementation | 264 ar consumer

analytics 1260 data. Upon retrieval, ihe API interface E270 using the API adentifier subsequenily

sends the requested consumer segmentation | 264 or consumer analytics 1260 data back through
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the PCSP 1200 to the CML 1500, where the third-party application independently processes the

information sent. The CML 1500 separately tracks the mobile device user’s 1401] response and

interaction to the rendered ad message; this explicit behwvior is linkedio the same APT wentifier

in the CML 1500. The stored explicit behavior is subscquontly transmitted back through the

POSP 1306 to the behavior tracking 12634.

{001274 The APIs for third-party providers 1163 (including select advertisers 1101 and

government 1102 with automated imterfaccs) to repurpose their digital advertising content ta

send sclect ad messages 1230 to the mobele device user 140] is illustrated in this cmbodiment.

The cade-based interface enabies third-party providers 103 to send preformarted digital

advertising content to the APL interface 1270 for packaging and processing. The API interface

1270 utilizes default ad messages from the message mventory 1230 and sends the ad message to

predetermined consumer seementalion 1264 groups, Both tire and location 1242 delivery

clements arc Hunited by the APT interface 1276, consequently the CML 1506 schedules these

inessages for delivery to the mobile devies user 1401 alter other advertisers 1100 do aot have a

message scheduled to be rendered; these ihird-pariy provider's 1103 digtial advertising cement

ad inessages are rendered to fill unused time blocks and remnant inventory. Ciher than the

excoplions noted above, ihe third-parly providers 1103, deploy the same sysients, imethods and

apparatis as discussed in paragraphs [0090] to FOOT EGE above.

48122} The APIs tor the soverrment 1102 (exchading all other advertisers 11(1] and

third-party providers 1103} to send CAP alert messages to the raobile device user L401 ts

ilfustrated in this embodiment. The code-based interface enables govermment 1102 to send

preformatted alert messages to the API interface 1270 for packaging and processing. The API

interface 1270 utilizes default ad messages from the messace mventory 1230 and sends the ad

message to predctormincd consumer scgmentation 1264 groups. Other than the cxccptions noted

above, the government 1102 deploys the same systems, methods and apparatus as discussed in

paragraphs JOOR0} to [OOLEC] above.

jis} Content Delivery System 1200 (Mubile Device User 1401 View) — Subeclements

of Figure 2 illustrate the viewpoint from the mobile device user 1401. In this embediment,the

rnobile device nser 1401 administers his or her consurser profile (201, the content arud privacy

aspects oftheir explicit 1263.4 and implicit 12635 tracked behaviorin the behavior tracking

1263, the content and authorization of therpersonalizedinternet cookic, and the loyalty aspects
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oftheir consumer profile information. Also in this embodiment. the consumer profile 1261 and

the mobile device registry 1262 create an identity authentication method in the CML £500,

{00124} in this embodiment, the consumer segmentation 1264 is derived from direct mput

information fromindividual mobile device users 1401 through a web portal fo the consumer

profile L2G) and fromthe exalict 1263.4 and implicit 12638 wacked behavior captured bythe

OML 1500 on their mobile devices 1400. Together, the consumer sepmentanon 126-4

information is 4 rollup of anonymous liked-profiled and tacked individuals - real pooplc,

organically aggregated, one-by-one mio a database.

{00125} The authenticity and accuracy of the consumer segmentation 1264 information is

iiustrafed by providing iransparcney and control of the individiial’s consumer profile 1261 to

author and originator of the miormation — ihe mobie device user 1401, This is turdher illustrated

oy the mobile device user 1401 accessing his or her wdividual consumer profile 1261 through a

web portal and cnabling the mobile device user 1401 to enter in new profile jatormation, modify

cxisting wlormiation andor delete any aspect of the profile mformation, at any frequeney. This

is even further Hhusirated by providing the mobile device user 1401} a transparent view ofthe

tracked explicit [763A and implicit 1263 tens in the behavior tracking 1263. in this

cuibudimeni, the consumer profile [265 presenis to the mobile device user 1401 how the

behavior tracking 1263 views him oar her. The behavior tracking 1263 provides a method for the

mobile device aser 1401 to use hisfher recent behaviors to act as a navigation tool and show how

those behaviors contribute to his/her profile. Each attribute reflects an inferred mierest according

io their recent behavior. The mobile device user 1401 can either change the behavior tracking

1263 to ‘track it’ and clevaie the inferred segment or topic into a declared interest, or to “delete

it” and efiminate the item from the behavior tracking 1262. Alternatively, the mobile device user

1401 fust icaves the tracking results as they were.

{OG126{ Collectively, these embodiments provide methods for the mobile device user 140]

to Contral the content of what resides in the behavior tracking 1263 about them and the ability to

delete or malify wy een they deem private ur do noi went Gacked ur used lor Garected

advertising purposes. Furthermore, these embodiments tihistrate methods for the mobile device

user F404 to he the catalyst for organically selfediefined and natarally generated consumer

segments 1264 to be created, which are al derived, mamtained and controlled by individual

mobile device users 140i. This embodiment of the consumer segmentation 1264 provides the
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advertisers 1100 a method to identifyreal but anonymous people (mobile device users 1401} via

the self-defined consumer segmentation 1264, to address and send contextually relevant ad

messages based on this self definition, subsequently assess the mdividual and collective

responses to those messages using the behavior tracking 1263, and then sondrevtcrative ad

messages based on the mobile device users 140E previous message responses. This embodiment

is ancther illustration of having a closed-loop progressive conversation using responsive ad

MCSSUYCS,

{$0127 In this embodiment, the mobile device usce 140] uses the consumer profile 126!

to adnnister a personalizedinternet cookie that they define and control, Conventionally,

informer cookies arc used to remember the information about the miermct user who has visticed a

websile in order to shawrelevant content in the fitare. Often, the relevant content is im the form

of display advertisement on the web pages subsequently vieited by the intemet user. In this

ombodiment, a personalized msternct cookic is manifested and authorized by the mobile device

user [40 f to he used by the mobile dewieg’s L401) uatgrmot browser to factitate personalized

display advertisement on the web pages vistied by the mobile device user 1401 from his or her

rnobile device (400. In this dlustration, using the consemer profile (261, che mobile device user

140] has a sullective viewofbus or her profile information combined with his or her tracked

explicit E263A and implicit 126436 behavior information. This collective viewis a

representation of the mobile device user’s [40)] personalized mternet cookie. Using the

consumer profile 1261 as iustrated in paragraphs {0601251 to [O01 261 to define and maintain his

or her individual profiles and tracked behavior inforraation, the mobile device user L40E effects

the manifestation and control over his or her personalized mtemet cookie. As a firther

ilfustration, using the consumer profile 1261 the mobile device user 1401 may elect authorization

of his or ber personalized internct cookic. Lfauthorrzcd, the consumer profile 1261 processes the

mobile device user's 1461 personalized internet cookie through the POSP 1300 to the CML 1360

for use by the mobile device user 1401.

{128} ln this cuubodiment, luvally aspects of the mubile device user’s 1401 profile

information and wacked behavior are made transparent and can be administered. Generally.

loyalty programs are structured marketing efforts that reward, and thercfare encourage, loyal

buying and other bchavior — behavier which is potentially beneficial to the advertiser. in this

illustration the consumer profile 1261 provides the mobile device user 1401 a transparent view oF
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which advertisers 1100 are associated with each aspect of thelr profile information and thew

explicit P2634 and implicit 12628 tracked behavior; and provides the mobile device user 1401

the ability to delete existing associations or to create new usseciations with advertisers 1100,

This associated linkageis derived fromthe advertiser's 1 £00 identification number entered inte

zach ad message sent fo the mobile device user 1401 and to the advertiser’s 1100 identification

number captured and tracked in the mobile device user’s [401 subsequent explicit L2Z63A and

implicit 12638 behavior. In this illustration. the name ef the advertiser 1100 will be presentcd

wher an attribute of the mobile device user's 1401 profile information is associated with an

advertiser’s 1100 identification mamber, Aiso, in this iPustration, the name of the advertiser

1100 will be presented wher an attribuce of the mobile dewiec aser’s 1401] oxphoit (263A and

muphicd 12636 behavior is associated with an advertiser’s 1100 identification number, Using the

consumer profile 1261, the mobile device user 1401 can administer the lovaliy aspects oftheir

profile information by: viewing theloyalty programclemonts associated with an advertiser | 100

linked te cach attribute, and then d¢leting an esisting association with an advertiser | 100, or

creating a new association with an advertiser £100,

{OG129] In this erobodhment, an additional privacy safeguard is created by issuing the

ivbile device user 1401 a unique identification number. This mvbile user ED is assioed by ihe

consimer profile (261 upen initiation and is used thraughour the CDS §200 when addressing the

mobile device user 1401. The unique identification nuntber ws for keeping the mobile device user

1401] anonynions.

{OG 1364 Ja this embodiment, the motile device user 140] administers Ins or her mobile

device registry 1262. The mobile device registry 1262 is derived fromdirect inpui information

from mobile device users 1401 through a web portal assigning their mobile devioe’s 1400

affiliation with the CDS 1200. The mobile devicc uscr [401 may affaliatc onc or more mobile

devices F466 te the CDS 1206 and cach device is assigned a unique mobile device 1406

identification number. These mobile devices’ 1400 [Ds are portable and can be transferred to

and frum mobile device users 1401. Through die consumer prelite 1261 the mobile device user

1491 administers this linkage between mobile device(s}) 1400 and himself or herself, as well as,

the Hnkage between the mobile device(s} 1400 and their affiliated coramumication service

provider. This embodiment Hlustrates the method used io link one or more mobile devices 1400

to a single mobile device user's E401 consumer profile 126i andto link each mobile device 1400
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to A communication service provider. This farther Thustrates the method to collect behavior

tracking information 1263 from muitiple mobile devices 1400, cach ticd to a single consumer

profile L261 amd mobile device user 1402, Additionally, this Hlustrutes the method usedfor

determining which communication service provider to address the ad message for transmission

to reach the mobile device user 1401,

{001374 in this eenbodiment. the consumerprofile 1261 and the mobile device registry

1262 create an identity authentication method in the CML 1300. After the mobiledevice 1460

identification number has been established in the mobile device registry 1262, this mobde device

1400 1D and comesponding mobtic device user 1401 idennfication nuotber ts transmitied through

the PCSP | 300 to the CML1500 on the registered mobic device [400 Both ofthese

identification numbers are stored in the CML i5(x} and are used to authenticate Artare content

aysterninterface [216 transmissions addreased to the mobile device 1400. Esch subsequent ad

message, alert message or APT message transimssion scout from the content systom interface 1216

through the PCSP 1300 contains both the mobile devices 1400 and the mobile device user's 1404

identification numbers. Upon receipt of each transmission, the CML. 1300 uses the store

identification nucobers to validate against the received transmission. Ifthe audhentication fails,

ihe Uraosretssiog as repected and if the aulhenticalion is sulisfed. ihe lragstmissiog is accepied and

processed,

48132} Protoce! for Come)mvnmication Service Provider (PCSP) E300 - Referring to Figure

4, this figare Hlustrates the embodiment of the PCSP £300. The PCTSP 1300 is a formatted data

package fo transport messages to and fromrnobile devices 1400 using existing comurmnicanon

service provider's network and protocols; and it serves to optimize ihe CDS 1200 and CML 1300

communication relationship. A communications service provider 1310 is a service provider that

transports information clectronically. Phe term cncompasses public and private companics in the

telecom (landline and wireless), Internet, cable, satellite, and managed services businesses. A

communications protocol is a system of digital messagze formats and roles for exchanging those

iiessayes En or between commuting systems and in iclecummenicaiiugs. The PCSP 1366 cousisis

of Mobile Message Protecol (MMP) 1320 with two digital message formats: the first for MMP

inbound messages 1321 and the second for MMP opthormd messages 1322, This embodiment

ibustratcs the digital message formats used to transmit messages to and from the CDS 1200 and
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the CML 1500 on the mobile device 1400. MMPinbound messages 1321 are transmittedto the

CML 1500 and MMP outbound messages 1322 are transmitted from the CME 1500.

{00133} MMP 1220 represents a speciulized top application layer, Layer 7 of the OS!

Telecommurication Stack. Open Systems Interconnection (OSD modclis a product of the Open

Systems Interconnection effort atthe International Organization for Standardization, Ibis a

orescription of characterizing and standardizing the funcuons of a ccommunivalions systemin

terms of abstraction layers. Similar commumication fumetions are grouped inte bogical layers. A

layer serves the layer above it and is served by the laycr below it. The top application layer in

the OSE model factiitaics interaction between familiar entities. The MMP 1320 protocol is a

apecialized top application layer that facilitates micraction between the CDS [200 and the CML

1300 on the mobile device 1400.

{00134} In this eeobodiment. the im and aut boond message formats (1321 and 1322) are

ilfustrated in detail and arefurther illustrated in context to the interaction between the CIS 1200

and the CML. 1566 on the mobiue device 140),

{135} The MMP mbound message 132 £ traverses from the CDS 1200 through the

cLouituinication service providers 1310 to the CMI, 1806 on the mobile device 1490. In this

curbudhimeni, the MMP inbound message E321 Pompalis composed of six anajor courpenents: dhe

MMP inbound message header 1381, message type 1324, delivery information 1331, message

content 1330, administration data 1311, and APL content server response 1372. The message

header L384 refers to supplemental data placed at the beginning ofa block of data being stored

or transutted The eneryption 1382 is illustrated as a subeomponent to the MMP inbound

message header 1381 and if refers to the security protocol of the MMPinbound message 1321,

The measage type 1324 illustrates the four types of niessages transmitted from the CDS 1200 to

the mobile device 1400 for CML 1500 processing. “Phe four message types are: ad message

1335, alert messages 1336, APmessages 1337, and administrative messages 1310. The delivery

information 1331 illustrates the five unique identifiers directly inked to cach message type 1334

tseaniled (roithe CDS 1200 to the mobile device 1400 for CML 1500 processing; plus a

delivery priority flag that is used to alert raessages 1336 for further processing. The five delivery

information E331 identifiers are: mobile device nser (1401) 171361, mobile device (1400) 11

1362, advertiser (1 100) ID £340, message 1D i332, and API ID 1370, anc the delivery priority

flag is message priority 1333. The message content 1330 Ulusirates nvo parts of the ad message
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and alert message transmitted from the CDS 1200 to the mobile device 1400 Tor CML1500

processing. The pvo parts of the message content are the same two parts of the message

template: Part A (330A and Part B 13305. The admmuistration duta 1311 Ulustrates the various

administrative clements transmitted from the COS 1200 te the mobile device 1400 for CME

1300 processing; te include but not lnmited to: Part Cdata, user profile cookie data, digital

resource center data, software and system updates, The API content server response 1372

ilfustrates the various APT related duta responses transmitted from the CDS 1200 to the mohilc

device 1400 for CML1500 processing. The broadcast support 1390 iWustrates utilizing a given

radio iayer protocel for broadcast capabilities ta facilitate updates to the CML 1300.

{ih 136} The hIMP outbound message 1322 traverses from the CML. 1500 on the mobile

device 1400 through the comsmumication service providers 1310 to the CDS 2204), in this

embodiment, the MMP outbound message 1322 format ia commosed of seven major components:

tho MMP outbound messageheader 1383, message type £334. delivory information 1331,

inessage delivery status 13560, administration data 1313, behaviortracking data 1363, and API

content server request L371. Fhe message header £383 refers io supplemental data placed at the

bovinning of 4 block of data being stored or transmitied. The encryption (384 is dlustrated as a

subcomponent to the MMP outbound message beader 1363 and it refers to the securily protocal

ofthe MMP outbound message £322. The message cype 1334 ilusirates the four types of

ntessages transmitted from CML LSM? on the mobile device [400 to the CDS 1200 for

processing. The four message types are: acl messuge 1335, alert messages 1336, AP] messages

1337, and admimistrative messages 1312. The delivery information 1331 idusteates the five

unique identifiers directly hnked to each message type 1334 transmitted from CML 1506 on the

mobile device [400 ta the CDS 1260 for processing. The five delivery mformation 1331

identifiers arc: mobile device user (1401) 1D 1361, mobile devices (1400) 1D 1362, advertiser

(1160) 1B (340, message ID 1332, and APL ID 1370. The message delivery status 13356

ilfnstrates the three delivery confirmation statuses of whether both parts (1330A and 1330B} of

ihe uivssage content 1330 were received 1359 by ihe CML 1500 and whether dhe messave

content (330 was remlered 1352 or not rendered 1353; this message delivery status 1350 is

subsequently transmitted from CME. £5060 on the mobile device 1400 10 the CMS 12600 for

nrocessing. The admimistration data [313 Hfhustrates the various administrative elements

transmitted from the CML 1500 on the mobile device 140U te the CDS 1206 for processing. The
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behavior tracking 1363 Hlustrates the two types of the mobile device user's 140] behavior

information captured, tracked and transmitted from the CME 1500 on the mobile device 1400 to

the CDS 1200 for processing. The two types of behavier tackimy infonnation are: explicit

1363A and implicit 1363B data. The API content scrver request 137) ilhustrates the various API

related requests for content scrver information transmitted from the CML1590 on the mobile

device 1400 fo the CDS 1200 for processing. The breadeast support 1390 ilustrates wiilizing a

given race layer protocel fer broadcast capabilitics to facilitate updates te the CML 1500,

{00137 Content Message Layer (CML) 1506 -— Referring to Figure 4, this figure

ifustrates the embodiment of the CML 1300. The CME 1560 is an apparatus within the

operating systom [402 of the mobile device [444). The CML PS0Qis a stared excentable code

that interfaces aud mampulates the mobile device operating system 1402, the mobile device

storage £403, and the mobile device capabilities 1464 to receive, store and render messages sent

bythe CIS 1200 via the PCSP 1300; to captarc, store, and transrait the mobile deviec user's

1401 direct andindirect responses to the messages back to the CDS 1200 via the POSP 1300,

and to execute a set of APTs to request and obtain addressable mobile device user’s £401 profile

ioformuation amd selecied ad messages fromthe CIS 1200 via the PCSP (300 and have the

requesied prolife information and ad messages sent back to the CML 1500 via the PCSP 1300,

Additionally, the mobile device user 1401 is able to affeet chances to their profile information in

the CDS £200 that influences attributes in the CBIL i500 that in turn influences the kind, nature

and frecniency of messages addressed fo them from the CDS 1200, The CML’s 1500 stored

executable code uses the mobile device's 1400 capabilities to execnte its fimetionality. In this

embodiment the CML’s 1500 functional components consist of the MMP message agent 1501,

MMPsecurity agent 1502, MMP message processor 1503, explicit manager LS63.A, implicit

manager 15632, and the AFls applications and services agent 1578.

{OG139{ The CML 1300 has at least five preferred embodiments detailed herein: 1) the

software develomer’s 1220 view; 2) the advertiser's 1160 viewfall advertisers 1101; the

government 1102. and chird-parly providers 1103); 3} die govermmmat’s ELO2 view: 4) the view

from using APis: and 3) the mobile device user's 1401 view. These views are presented 10

ilfustrate the different embodiments ofthe CMT. P3500 and how the various flinctional

components are deployed on the mobide device £450 and howtheyinterface with the PCSP 1400

and the CDS 1200,
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J0139} Content Message Laver 1 Mx) (Software Developer's 1220 View) - Sub-elements

of Figure 4 illustrate the view point fromthe software developer 1226. in this embodiment, the

message template as created by the software developer [2726 and as acquired bythe advertiser

1100 is transmiticd from the CDS 1200 using the PCSP [300 to the CML 1500 on the mobile

device 1400 for processing.

{00149} The initial steps of the process include: the inbound message assembler 1381

within the MMP message sgent 1501 to assemble the reecived transmission the inbound

authentication 1582 within the MMP security agent [502 applies data and identity security

policies, and then depending on Te type of message received, the MATP message processor £503

using the ad message 1535-1, the alert message | 436-1, fho APE 1537-1 elements, firststores the

message im the message folder 1530, as part of the mobile device storage 1403, in their

respective folders, ad message 1535-2, alert message 1936-2, and API 1537-1, and thenpasses

the advertiser 1100 defined dchvery sub-clemonts of the messagefor the ad message 1535-1 and

alert message 1536-1 to ihe scheduling manager 1563A-] tor fucher processing,

{00141} The transmitted ad message and aleri message consists of two paris and can be

transonitted together or separaicly, whenboth parts Gave been stared in dhe respective message

folder (1335-2. 1336-2, or 1537-2) and puired by the respective MOMIP message processar (1 535-

1, 1536-1, or 1537-3) into the respective message Part A CiS3SA, EAA6A, or ESS7A} and

respective message Part B (15356, 153633, or 1537} storage, the respective MMP message

processor (L535-3, 1536-F, or 1537-£) executes the message delivery 15459 suh-element of the

explicit manager 1563A and a message delivery confirmation is created. Subsequently, the

respective MMP message processor (1535-1, 1336-1, or 1537-1} processes the outbound

message delivery 1540 status to the MAP security agent 1502 Tor abound encryption 1484, and

then ta the MAP message agent 1401 for outbound dissembler [583 for transmission to the CDS

1200 using the PCSP 13600.

{00142} Next, based on the advertiser's 1100 defined event(s), the scheduling manager

1563A-1 will queue the ad message for immediate rendering on die nubile device 1400.

100143] When efeating the message template in the CDS 1260, ibe saftware developer

12.20 sclects elements ofthe mobile device’s capabilities 14f-4 to create 4 message template for

rendering purposes, Based on what the software developer 1220 has created, there are numerous

embodiments of what a message template could render on a meobile device 1400, with andPa
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witherlaput from: the mobile device user 1401. Once the scheduime manager 15634-1 queues

the message template for immediate rendermg and after a first triggering event occurs, the

rendering manuver [5634-2 actuates the message template rendering mstructions, as crewted by

tho software developer 1220, and exceutes the functionality of mobile device capabilities 1404

and the pre-stored elements of Part C inthe Digital Resource Center (DRC) 1571 and/or the

physics engine 15634-3 (see paragraph [0088]for message template rendermg. There are two

primary illustrations ofthe message template rendering: without input or interaction from the

mobile device user 1401 and with mput or interaction from the mobile device user 1401. In the

former ijlostration, there are numerous embodinients and the rendering starts immediately after a

first tiegoring event occurs and contiacs ronderme until ¢ sceond trigger event occurs or onl

the display times out or the mobile device [400 is unlocked. fp the latter dinstration, there are

also tunerous embodimentsand the rendering, after if is started, cun be altered, changed, or

otherwise impacted by input or intcractian from the mobile device user L401. One example of

the latter Ubustration is:

{00144} Inamediatcly after the first tiiggering event — a character of a wornan appears,

dressed in a fashionable business suit froma a local deparimen: store. The wontenstands with one

band ut ber hip and lhe other extended outwardly with her puho ep. The local depariment

store’s loge is in the bottom left corner and after the first two seconds the image of the woman

slowiv rotates clockwise, while at ihe same time, little scpaare pieces of paper fall from ihe top of

the screen with different lettering written on them: - some say 3%off, same 10% off and others

say 1Soff, The little squares fall over the woman and eventuallyto the gronnd, but one lands

on the woman’s outwardly extended hand —it reads 1c off. All of this takes five seconds. The

mobile device user 1401 could blowair into the mobile device's L400 microphone and causeall

of the picces of paper on the ground and in the woman's hand to blow upwardlyto the top of the

screen. If the mobile device user 1461 continues to blow, all the papers will also continue to

blow upwardly and swirl at che top of the screen. When mobile device user 1401 stops blowing,

ihe paper will re-floal back duwnavain, and based ou randoruiess. lhe samora differest

discount nercent amount could land in the woman's band. This conid be repeated until the 15%

off paper lands in the hand.

{$0145} In this exampie, the software developer i220 created a message template that

utilized the physics engime 1563-3 and elements of the motile device capabilities 1404 for
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rendering purposes. Phe Httle pieces of paper floating down from the top of the screen depicted

the gravity properties of the physics engine 1563.A-2; and the microphone (listed as other} as an

element of the mobile device capabilities 1404 coptured the blowing sound fromthe mabile

device user 1401 to change and alter what was being rendered and to actuate the little picces of

paper being blown woward inte the air off the ground,

(00146) Once rendered, regardless of the rendering duration, the scheduling manager

1363A-] excoutes the message delivery 1350 and a message rendered delivery confirmation is

created. Subsequentiv, the MMP respective message processor (1435-1, $S36-1, or 1337-1)

processes the outbound message delivery [550 status io the MMPsecurity agent 1502 for

outbound cneryption 1584, then to the MMP message agent 1301 for outhound dissembler 1383

for transmissionto the CDS 1200 asing the PCSP 2300.

{00147} Collectively, this embodiment Hnstrates the method for rendering messages for

the at least five preforred views heroin.

{00148} Content Message Layer 1300 (Advertiser’s 1100 View} — Sabl-clements of Figure

4 ilkusirate the view point fromthe advertiser 1100 —all advertisers 1101, sovernmment 1 ER, and

third-party providers (103. In this cembadiment, ia CDS 1208, the advertisers £100 define the

delivery clemenis of Ue block and location of when and where their wessages are rendered; in

the CATL. 1500, these defined delivery elements are sub-elemenes ofthe adi message Part B

13356: which apon receipt, the ad message 1535-1 of the MAP thessage processor 1503 passes

these delivery elements to the scheduling manager 1S63.A-1 for processing. The scheduling

manager 1563 4-1 uses the clock, calendar, global positiommng system (GPS), frequencyradio,

W1-Pi, and other clements of the mobile device capabiitics 1404 to create a queue of sequenced

ad messages scheduled for immediate rendering based the delivery clement.

jO0149) in this crobodiment, the time block delivery clement is a representation oftime as

determined by the clock and calendar components of the mobile devices capabilities 1404. Time

is Uhustratect by a block of tnme that when all the time blocks are added together they represent a

single Oventy-four luur day: a single day ts a subset ofdie culeudar. in the CDS 1200, tlic

advertiser 1100 detines the day(s) and time blockis} for when the acd message is scheduled for

rendering; additionally, in the CDS 1200 the advertiser £106 can alsa define rollover block(s) of

time, rollover is a method to keep the ad message in the scheduling manager [5634-1 quese for

multiple tine blocks across multiple days; this rollover method enables the scheduling manager
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1563 4-1 to retain the ad message in the queue long encugh to be rendered bya first triggering

event, or until the blocks of time expire, after which the ad message is removed from the queue.

{00150} Cnee uny ad message is net rendered und has been removed from the queue, the

scheduling manager 1563.A-! executes the message delivery 1550 and a message not rondered

delyery confirmation is created, Subsequently, the ad micssage 1535-5 of the MMP message

processor [503 processes the outbound message delivery 1550 status to the MMP seeourity agent

1302 for outbound cneryption 1384, then te the MMP message agent 1301 for outbound

dissembler 1383 for transmission to the CDS (200 using the PCSP £300 tor further processing.

{0157} Tn this emboctimems, the location delivery clement is a representation of

scopgraphical location as determined by the GPS, frequencyradia, Wi-Fi, and/or other

components of the mobile device eapabiities 1404. GPS refers to a space-based sateline

navigation system that provides location anywhere on the earth, including terresinial repeaters or

sgugmontation signals to the space-basedsatclliite systems. Frequencyradio refers to the attaining

of the current postion of a mobile device 1400, stationary or moving via muliifatcration of radio

signals between (several) radio towers of the cellotar network and the mobile device 14006, Wi-

Fi cefers to techaology that allows the mobile device 1400 to exchange daia wirelessly cusing

radiy waves) over a commpuler aetwerk. including high-speed lnlemet cumnectiogs., Inthe CDS

1200, the advertiser 11defines the location andor representation for where the mobile device

1406 should be geographically for when the ad message is scheduled to be rerutered.

190152} Whenever a first figgerme event occurs, the scheduling manager [5634-1

deploys the renderme manager [5634-2 to immediately render the first ad message in the qneue.

Sce paragraphs [001437 to [00146] for the methodto render an ad message. After the first

triggering event the scheduling manager 1563A-1 advances the next scheduled ad message for

immediate rendcrme. Hf there is no sccond trigzcring event and the mobile device 1400 is

unlocked, the scheduling manager 1563A-1 holds in the queus the next scheduled ad messagefor

the next first triggering event, Any Gime after there is no second Wipeering event and the mobile

device 1400 was unlocked and a uew Oirst wiveeriae event occurs, die scheduling uanuver

15634-1 deplovs the rendering manager IS63A-2 10 immediately render the next ad message in

the queae, This reiterative queuing and rendering by the schechiling rnanager 13634-1 continues

dynamically, within and across time blocks and geographical focations, When time and location

based ad messuges are exhausted in the queue, within a time block and/or location, the
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scheduling manager 1563.A-1 begins queuing for rendering ad messages that do not have defined

delivery elements, those fromthird-party providers 1103 (see paragraph [O12 1

{00153} Whenever a second triggering event occurs, the renderings manager 1563.A-2

immodiaiclytransitions to the learn morc 1563.A-4 attributes; the first such attribute is the

companion page of the ad message, The companion page is also referred te as the offer page;

where the advertiser E100 presents the essence of the ad message: iis delinition is crafted by the

advertiser 1100 in the CIDS 1260, sec paragraph (G098], After the learn more 1563.A-4 presents

the companion page, the mobile device uscr 1401 cither navigaics awayor he/she navigates to

the rernaining leam more [5634-5 attribuies presented, These remaining attritutes are also

defined bythe advertiser ELGG and are eamprised of wot links and other moans to convey

information, which, when tailored to a specific ad message, provides addruonal information to

the mobile device user [401 about the subject and essence of the ad message, the product,

service or brand. All attributes are consistently organized regardless ofthe prodact, serviec, or

brand category and are also standardized in how the mobile device usor 1401 navigates to cach,

Additionally, cach antribute provides trackable elernents that are captured and siored,

j00154] The behavier tracking £563.4-4 captures the rackable elements of the mobile

device user 1467 piterauiion with the learn iunere P563.4-5 aiirtoutes: and cach captured clement

is Stored in the behavior tracking folder 1563 in the explicit dara 1363A-8. Each captured

element may addrtionally contamn a mobile device user(s} 1401 rdentifier, which is storedin

mobile aser LD PS63A-8-61: an advertiser(s) 1100 identifier, which is stored im advertiser ID

15634.-8-40. and a message identifier, which is stored in mesgage ID 15634.8.30. Periadicaily,

the behavior racking 1563A-4 deploys the ad message 1535-1 of the MMP message processor

1503 te outbound transmit the explic# data [563A-8 to CDS 1200 for further processing (see

paragraphs JOOLGL| to JOUEGS]}. via theo MMP sccurity agent 1502 and the MMP message agent

1391,

jy 1455] Collectively. these embodiments dlustrate methods for how, when and where ad

iivssayes ure rendered and how die mobile device user’s 1401 messaee respouses are captured,

stored and transmitted to the CDOS 1200 for further processing.

{O01 50] Content Message Laver 1500 (Goverament’s £102 View) - Sub-clements of

Figuie 4 Hlustraic the view point trom the government 1102 (forcign or demestic naficnal, state,

county, and local government entities (and their foreign eqnivalents}, and wireless carriers}. This
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